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engraving.
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To be effective your reaching must be sup port ed by your example.
This must be one of the chief characteristics of your work.

John Baptist de La Salle
(eL 1: 61)
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Foreword

Foreword by the Translator

The original manuscript of this work was published as volume 15 of
Lasallianurn, November 1972, under the title, Lapedagogie deJean-Baptiste
de La Salle: Une contribution bistorique a/'orthopedagogie. It had been
presented to the Instuut de pedagogie curatioe of the University of Fribourg,
Switzerland, by Brother Othrnar Wurth, FSC, in partial fulfillment for
a degree in education . This English edition has been translated, adapted,
and publi shed with the permission of the author.

The study has a special value for its analysis of the timeless principles
and practices of remedial education and social rehabilitation set forth in
the writings of John Baptist de La Salle and in the programs of the house
of Saint Yon in Rouen . The study presents in English for the first time
a comprehensive description of that house of correction and detention,
founded by De La SalJe in 1705 and conducted by the Brothers of the
Christian Schools until the French Revolution in 1790.

The translation has benefited from the suggestions made by several
Brothers who carefully read the manuscript: Brothers Colman Coogan,
FSC; Francis Huether, FSC; Norman McCarthy, FSC; Bonaventure
Miner, FSC; Luke Salm, FSC; and Paul Walsh, FSC.

The task of preparing this manuscript was also greatly assisted with
additional information from Brother Othrnar himself and from Brother
Maurice-Auguste Hermans, FSC, general editor of Lasallianurn. Special
thanks are due to Brother William Spellman who , as Provincial of the
New York Province of Christian Brothers, greatly aided this proj
ect. Thanks are also due to Mrs. Bonnie Walsh and Mrs. Carol Hamm
for their secretarial assistance, and to Brother Joseph Schmidt , FSC. Ex
ecutive Director of Lasallian Publications.

Brother Augustine Loes, FSC
De La Salle Hall, Lincroft, N.J.

September 8, 1986

Foreword by the Editor

The liturgical calendar celebrates the feast of Saint John Baptist de La Salle
on April 7, commemorating his death in 1719at the house of Saint Yon.

Saint Yon is a property of approximately 17 acres lying, in [he eigh
teenth cemury, on the outskirts of the city of Rouen, northwest of
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.uv • John Baptist de La Salle and Special Education

Paris. Although the propeny was purchased by the Brothers in 1718, JUSt

a year before De La Salle's death, the Brothers had been renting it since
1705 and using it as a boarding school as well as a school for delin
quents. With the transfer of the Brothers' novitiate from Vaugirard, Paris,
to Saint Yon and with the establishment on the same location of both
a teacher-trai ning center and a place of retreat and retirement , the Rouen
site had by 1719 become the heart of the religious and educational enter
prise of the Brothers of the Christian Schools. The Institute of Brothers
had developed from an initial group of teachers which De La Salle estab
lished in 1680. By the time of the Founder's death, the Institute had spread
throughout France and included about 100 Brothers attached to 22 houses,
caring for some 5,000 pupils. Sainr Yon was the Institute's first Mother
house and the establishment in which the Brothers' work best illustrates
their effons to address specifically the needs of children requiring special
education.

In view of the important role which Saint Yon played in the history
of the Brothers and in the history of special education in France, it comes
as something of a surprise to learn that when Brother Othrnar Wurth
turned to Saint Yon as the best illustration of De La Salle's contribution
to special education, he could find no study of that establishment other
than by Brothers themselves or by persons closely involved with
them. There were only a few occasional papers, such as those by the nine
teenth century historian Charles de Beaurepaire and his contemporary
Periaux, author of a geographical dictionary. Canon Farcy's more specific
but limited study of Saint Yon itself has, so far, been the only such study
to appear in this century, except for a more recent and brief survey, His
wire du Manoir de Saint-Yon, which, presented as an address by Counsel
lor Thibaud to the Appeals Court of Rouen, has gone almost un
noticed. Members of De La Salle's own worldwide Institute of Brothers
and their associates have had to be content with the references to Saint
Yon included in the works of Canon John Baptist Blain and other early
biographers of De La Salle.

On the level of general education, the traditional views of the In
stitute's early development as found in these biographers have been both
challenged and broadened. The French historian Henri Daniel-Reps, for
instance, places De La Salle's achievements within the larger matrix of
the spiritual and charitable forces set in motion by persons like Saint Vin
cent de Paul. The Cambridge historian, H. O. Evennett , identifies the
Institute with "the last ripples of the Counter-Reformation in France,"
and, like Daniel-Reps, is impressed with the apostolic, as contrasted with
the contemplative, features of De La Salle's foundation .

More recently, Bardet's study of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century
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Rauen places the enterprises both of De La Salle and of Adrien Nyel,
his first associat e in th e schools, into the larger picture o f th e growth of
literacy and the development of the social classes which deri ved the most
benefit from l'enseignement charitable. Finally, in an extensive treatment
of education in France from the sixreernh to the eightcemh century, Roger
Charrier and his coauthors have investigated the social origins of De La
Salle's early followers as compared with the origins of those attracted to

the community of a slightly earlier contemporary, Charles Dernia, the
founder of Les eccles de Lyon.

Commendable as Brorher Orhrnar's initiative undoubtedly was under
the: circumstances, it could not of itself overcome at least tWO limitations
in historical methodology. In the first place, as the author readily admits,
the originality of au establishment such as that at Saint Yon must be viewed
in relation to what already existed. He decided at the outset of his study,
however, that an extensive investigation of that kind was beyond his pur
pose. \VIe may conclude, therefore , that any presumption that the Brothers
at Saint Yon made pioneer contribut ions in the kind of special education
they provided at Saint Yon is to be accepted as a provisional deduction
based upon int ern al evidence only .

A second limitation of methodology in this study derives from the
historical material itself. The author points out that nearly all the
document s available, at least those that related to the house of detention,
are later than 1750. One particular con sequence of this is that the attempt
to use the Saint Yon establishment to illustrate De La Salle' s principles
has to proceed very much on inference. Under ideal conditions, perhaps,
a procedure based o n inference could make the case at least plausible, but
the circumstances in this instance are less than ideal. Some of the documen
tary evide nce pertaining to the Brothers' admin istration of Saint Yon is,
in fact, severely critical. Although not vit iating the overall picture, which
reveals the competence and devotion of the Brothers in this specialized
apostolate, the negative element, nonetheless, tends at times to obscure
how De La Salle's original vision and principles were implemented at Saint
Yon during successive administrations.

NOTwithstanding these limitations. perhaps even because of them,
Brother Othmar's present stu dy may itself be regarded as a pioneering
venture. Whatever may be said concern ing the more obvious deficien 
cies in the documentary sources available to him, the fact remains that
his own effort to make the best of what there is constitutes a new perspec
tive from whi ch to view De L1 Salle's contribution to education. An
understanding of the Brothers ' handling of situations result ing from rhe
various maladjustments of the yout h at Saint Yon gives us a glimpse well
beyond the view gained from De La Salle's early biographers of how his
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spirit, which pervaded the Institute, was adapted by the Brothers [0 meet
Dew challenges.

In short, what Brother Orhrnar has done so well is to take advantage
of the rapidly growing interest in special education which grew out of
the affluent 1960's and early 1970's on both sides of the Atlantic, to

challenge anew the Brothers of the Christian Schools to vindicate the papal
declaration of John Baptist de La Salle as "the patron of all teachers."

Brother Bonaventure Miner, FSC



A Note on the Adaptation

T o bring the results of the research done by Brother Othrnar to a wider
body of readers th an might have been reached by a uni versity th esis, and
with the co nsent , advice, and coop eration of the author, the Edito rial
Board o f Lasallian Publications is publishing this adapted version of
Brother Othrnar's original text.

T he enti re text has been reo rganized co provide a clearer and more
focused presentation for the English-speaking reader. The extensive
docum entation of the original manu script has been reduced and simpl ified
and th e sour ces have, for the most part, been summarized by the edito r
in a commentary at the beginning of each pan, under the title Source
Material . Specific references co Cahiers Lasalliens and to other works more
readily ava ilable have, however, been retained.

Two sections have been added to the original wo rk . Chapter 9 br ief
ly br ings to a clo se the history of Saint Yon, and Appendix B contains
a partial list of places where Brothers and the ir associates have been work
ing in the Saint Yon tradit ion.

A list o f readin gs has also been provided.
Brother Francis Hueth er, FSC





PART ONE

John Baptist de La Salle



Source Material

The two main sources used for Parr One of this study are De La Salle's
publication Conduite des Ecoles cbreuennes (hereafter referred to as COlI '

duice), and the biography of the Founder by the Swiss Brother, Brother
Bernard (jean D'Auge).

In addition, references are made [0 Dc La Salle's Meditations pour les
Dimancbes et les principales Fetes de l 'annee, Canon Blain's well-known
biography of the Founder, and the modern study by Brother Andre Prevor
of the pedagogical principles which characterized the schools of the In
stitute in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

The Conduue derives from De La Salle's personal experience extend
ing over some 25 years, with both the schools and the first communities
of Brothers. The presently available text is based on the manuscript ver
sion of the original of 1706 as well as the pr imed edition of 1726 (CL 24) .

The biography of De La Salle by Brother Bernard-an incomplete
work of 86 pages-is entitled, Conduite admirable de la Divine Providence
en La personne du venerable Seruiteur de Dieujean-Baptiste deLa Salle, prhre,
docteur en tbeologie, ancien cbanotne de l'eglise cathedrale de Reims et In
stituteur des heres des Eccles cbretiennes. The available text is based on
the manuscript of 1721 (CL 4).

The text of Canon Jean-Baptiste Blain's La vie deMonsieur Jean-Baptiste
de LaSalle, Instituieur des Freres des Eccles cbretiennes is based on the Rauen
edition of 1733 (CL 8).

De La Salle's meditations on the principal feasts of the year constitute
the second part of his MeditationspOUT les Dimancbes et lesprincipalesFetes
de tannee. The available text probably comes from a Rauen edition of
17.30 (CL 12).

The full tide of Brother Andre Prevor's study, published in Paris, 1964,
is L 'enseignement technique chez les heres des Ecoles cbretiennes au XVIIJe
et au x/xe siecles. It is parr of Collection Orientations pMagogiques.

4



2 + John Baptist de La Salle and Special Education

The hope that some document might be discovered describing in a
systematic fashion the educational ideas of the Brothers of Saint Yon on
the topic of rehabilitation was never realized. The Regulation oftheHouse
ofDetention (Reglement de fa pension deforce) did not live up to expecta
tions, giving only a schedule, lists of duties and responsibilities, and a few
educational directives. It is regrettable that nearly all the other documents
available that relate to the house of detention are dated later than 1750. It
should be remembered, however, that in composing these documents, the
followers of John Baptist de La Salle were content, as was he, to be
pragmatic. The Brothers did not spell our their educational ideas before
they had had decadesof experimentation and experience, a typical Lasallian
dynamic, and therefore these records, though of a later period, are reliable
indicators of earlier practice, though not of early educational theory.

In addition, insights into the daily life of Saint Yon can be found in
the biography of De La Salle, written by Canon Blain, who had been
chaplain there. The biography was published in Rouen in 1733 and was
therefore available to contemporaries who had been part of the founda
tion and development of Saint Yon and could verify what Blain had writ
ten. Furthermore, the testimony in 1782 of Brother Agathon, Superior
General of the Brothers, that administrations at Saint Yon had always
been faithful to the practices established by De La Salle for dealing with
disturbed and troubled youth, offers assurance that later practices there
did reflect early traditions.

This study, then, attempts to bring to light a program in special educa
tion worked OUt at Saint Yon between 1705 and 1792, to meet the par
ticular and continuing needs of disturbed youths. At the same time the
study also suggests that the insights, principles, and organization which
De La Salle developed for the education of troubled and maladjusted
children have a relevance even in our own day.

Brother Othrnar Wurth, FSC
Zurich, Switzerland

September 1986



Introduction

A great deal has already been written concerning the work of John Bap
tist de La Salle in regard to the education of poor children who were
limited both economically and socially. But these studies have, for the
most pan, overlooked the contribution of De La Salle and his Brothers
to the special education of children who, in particular, have been hand
icapped emotionally and intellectually, or who have been damaged by
a destructive moral environment, regardless of their economic class.

This essay is an attempt to remedy that oversight. Educators con
cerned with special education will be interested in De La Salle's analyses
of maladjusted children and his proposed solutions. For the Brothers of
the Christian Schools, this study provides a more comprehensive un
derstanding of one element of what De La Salle was trying to accomplish
in responding to the needs of maladjusted children, a work which his In
stitute continues even ro this day.

The study begins with a brief account of the life of John Baptist de
La Salle in the context of the society in which he was raised and lived,
the experiences which influenced his thought and practice, and the educa
tional systems which prevailed in his time and which he labored to
Improve_

The study then turns to De La Salle's ideas and practices as they can
be applied to the care of the maladjusted child. The categories that he
identified in his educational writings are subsumed under several group
ings more in keeping with current terminology, and the practices be
recommended are reinterpreted in terms of current practices.

The major pan of the study is a description of the special programs
at the Manor of Saint Yon, where De La Salle established a boarding
school, a place of correction for juveniles, and a house of detention for
youths and adult males ordinarily sentenced to the city prison .

Initially this study was to have been more psychological and
pedagogical than historical, in the expectation that abundant published
materials would make it unnecessary to research the original sources, a
task for a profcssional historian. Unfortunately, except for a fragmen
tary study by Charles A. de Beaurepaire entitled La maison de [orce de
Saint -Yon et le Parlement de Normandie (1946), and a short work, the
Manoir de Saint Yon (1936), by Canon Farcy, intended for a popular au
dience, there was no adequately researched study of the manuscript
sources. it became necessary, then , to search for original documents in
the departmental and municipal archives of Rauen and at the archives
of the Brothers of the Christian Schools in Rome.

1



1

De La Salle: 'fhe Man

A study of the personalities of social reformers reveals that some of them
begin by developing a philosophy from which their later action springs,
while others work in a more pragmatic way, seeking to remedy situa 
tions with which they are confromed. John Baptist de La Salle belonged
to the second type. " H is life," writes Brother Prevot, in his work on
the Brothers of the Christian Schools in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries, "was more concerned with solutions than with theories."

This pragmatic course of action demands the ability to meet and deal
with all sorts of unexpected problems and pressures. It also requires adap
tation to sudden difficulties almost on an ad hoc basis, often handling as
they arise situations which, had they been the subject of extensive
preliminary deliberation, would almost certainly have loomed as in
superable obstacles. According to Blain, De La Salle himself remarked
that if he had been obliged to anticipate and plan ahead for the long, com
plex course which his life and work ultimately followed, he would never
have started (CL 7: 169).

For a man of faith like De La Salle, divine Providence was the mov
ing force in all he did. He saw God in all things and in all the events
of his life. For him "every bush was burning." Faith was exercised
through natural gifts, particularly the abilities to analyze thoroughly and
quickly, to act decisively, to perceive a need and its remedy, to move firmly
and correctly, to profit by experience, his own and that of others, and
above all, to act sensitively and courageously on behalf of children .

The biographies of De La Salle are filled with details of his active life,
but they rarely address his unusual and practical ability, his grasp of the
fundamental issue, his readiness to take risks.

Though we must guard against groundless speculation concerning
decis ive factors and events that may have had special significance in De
La Salle's development, we do, in fact, know enough of his early family
experience to recognize elements in his home life that shaped his person
ality. John Baptist de La Salle was born in 1651 in Reirns, France. His
family combined a profound Catholic faith and deep piety with con
siderable wealth and social position. His father was a lawyer and jurist,
while his mother, Nicolle Moet de BruiJlet, was a daughter of a family
prominent for centuries in the history and politics of Reims. John Bap
tist grew up in a world of faith and Church on the one hand, and wealth,
commerce, and law on the other. His personal world was part of the world

5



John Baptist de La Salle, portrait by Pierre Leger, 1734.



De La Salle: The Man. 7

of Louis XlV, the Sun King (1638-1715), a world of extravagance and
opulen ce, hierarch ical structure, and rigid social classes, an elite enclave
in a world of hunger, poverty, and idleness.

Faith and his devour Catholic upbringing drew De La Salle early to

the priesthood. a vocation for which he found no opposition, though he
was the eldest son. His mother and his grandmother had a great and sup
ponive influence upon him. Throughout his life faith led him (Q perceive
the workings of the Holy Spirit, and he saw himself as invariably moved
by the action of Divine Providence. His biographer, Brother Bernard.
records that late in life, reflecting on his gradual involvement with the
Brothers in the free parish schools, De La Salle wrote, "God . .. did
this in a way that was entirely imperceptible ... without my having
foreseen any of it from the S«1f[" (CL 4: 33).

His seminary studies in Paris were interrupted by the death of his
father, bur eventually he was ordained a priest for the Archdiocese of
Reims. He retained a lifelong responsibility for the management of some
of the family affairs.

His early life:ls canon of the Cathedral followed the well-established
pattern of a comfortable clerical career in a Church where religious con
gregations directly involved in the needs of the common people were
developing. But the prospect of a regular life in a long and esteemed tradi
tion in the Church was soon altered.

At the request of Canon Nicolas Roland, his friend and spiritual
counselor, De La Salleserved as administrator of a school for girls, where
his tenure, though brief, evidently marked him as a good manager with
a feeling for education . Then a mutual friend introduced him to Adrien
Nyel, and this was to prove the turning point in his life. His involve
ment with Nyel-a peripatetic pedagogue with a unique vocation for
establishing free schools for the very poor-and with Nyel's work, took
De La Salle out of his family home and social class, led him to give away
his personal fortune, and radically changed the ultimate direction which
he gave to his life in service to people and to the Church.

Adrien Nyel was a native of Laon and had been in charge of the city
of Rauen's hospital system, which included the welfare or dole services
for indigent families. He taught the children of these dependent families
reading, writing, and catechism, and supervised adolescent apprentices and
children living on welfare at the hospital. In him De La Salle met a man
of proven commitment to educating the disadvantaged (CL 7: 160).

In the France of the Sun King nearly everyone had an opportunity
to obtain some education, though the opportunities were nor equal in
availability, COSt, or quality . Those who could afford it-the wealthy and
most of the middleclass-s-anended the colleges or the schools of the Writing
Masters, or, like the young De La Salle, were provided with tutors. Parr
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Royal established the select Little Schools. MOST parishes maintained some
son of school , often conducted by the priests. And for the very poor
there were the charity schools, operated as parr of a town's hospital or
welfare system, all too often unstable, badly organized, and usually con
ducted by unprepared, unprofessional teachers .

It is hardly likely that De La Salle early in life was unaware that he
had a safe, sheltered existence' in the midst of a vast subculture of
need. During his seminary days in Paris , while moving about Rcims on
his duties as canon, even through routine family and social contacts, he
must have perceived thac an oppressed lower social class existed, marked
by pov erty, unemployment, hunger , and moral degradation, and that in
the midst of that dreadful chaos, conscientious parents struggled to main
tain a family and raise their children, children all too often damaged by
an environment of brutality, sickness. factory work, and bad moral
example.

As he worked with Nyc], De La Salle became convinced that one
route, perhaps the only route, for the poor to escape the grinding oppres
sion of poverty and ignorance was through a free, basic. elementary educa
tion, with religious instruction as its cornerstone and the trained, dedicated
teacher as its agent (Cl 24: 187). De LaSalle was taken by Nyels exam
ple of service to the poor, and eventually gave up his family, class, wealth,
and ecclesiastical career to carryon this work.

Adricn Nyel was a visionary. Bur he was frequently absent from the
schools he established, had little sense of organization and no aptitude
for stability or professionalism, and Brother Bernard tells us that De La
Salle soon found himself impelled to the practical steps related to the
business of running a successful educational enterprise. He quietly began
to move toward what would eventually become a large scale, stable, pro
fessionally conducted system based principally on the parish school. He
found teachers and trained them in both subject matter and methodol
ogy. He gave his teachers a conviction that theirs was not merely a job,
but a vocation, a special lay ministry in the Church . Responding to the
inspiration of the Holy Spirit , he founded a religious Congregation of
vowed laymen who called chemelves "Brothers."

Dc La Salle was particularly sensitive to the emotional trauma and
moral deterioration of children. How to deal with the troubled child
became an important element in his preparation of teachers. His method
of meeting [his specialized need is the subject of this present study.

As his ideas developed through an ever-widening experience, De La
S"llt> came to recognize the emotional and behavioral impairment suffered
by many children through [he pressures of inadequate family life, rigid
and limiting social and economic structures, and often poverty. A pioneer
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The restored courtyard of La Cloche, the mansion home of John Bap
tist de La Salle, off Rue de L'Arbalette, Reirns.
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in special education within his resources and experience, guided largely
by love for the young, by faith, and by determ ination , De La Salle strove
to help and to educate these handicapped and maladjusted ch ildren .

As a consequence of the practical steps De La Salle took, the special
characteristics of the Lasallian school developed more and more, and its
super ior ity over other schoo ls became notic eable. The Lasallian school
was free and excluded no on e. It was Ch ristian in its comm itment to t he
Church, in irs polic ies and practices, and in its emphasis upon religious
instruction. The reachers would be competent, tra ined, and dedicated,
rhe schoo l, well-organized and orderly. In De La Salle's vision Christian
educati on became an instrumenr for Church and society against the
destructive consequences of ignorance and poverty. It was nor long before
the Brothers' school took a place also in the education of children of other
social levels and in service to [he state and to other needs (CL 12 II :
138-139).

Lasallian education is rooted in the economic, social, moral, and
re ligious situation of the working class and the poor. In one of his medita
tions, written for the Brothers years later, De La Salle observed that pover
ty all toO often prevented parents from raising their children properly .
Parents, he said, were too busy seeking employment or earn ing a meager
livelihood, while their children were left unsuper vised and uneducated
unt il they, too, were compelled to find work. Poverty, he observed, forced
parents to leave the ir children to fend for themselves. "These unfortunate
children," he wrote, "accustomed to an idle life for many years, have great
difficulty when it comes time for them to seek work" (CL 13: 11-12). In
addition, " through bad companions they learn many bad habit s whic h
are difficult to stop ." Archaic though his language may be, De La Salle's
observations nonetheless describe situations which were common in sev
enteenth-century France and exist almost everywhere today .

To take action when a situation called for it was pan of De La Salle's
personality. T his is evident in the various foundatio ns he developed, in
addition to the free school. In 1687, for example, at the urging of the
Duke of Mazarin and some country pastors, he opened a training school
for teachers working in [he rural parishes . A request by King Louis and
by the Archbishop of Paris led to the found ing of a boarding school for
young Irish refugees in 1689. T o meet the needs of the parish of Sairn
Sulpice in Paris, De La Salle in 1699opened a Christian Academy, a unique
Sunday school, both religious and techn ical, for young men working dur 
ing th e week . At [he request oi the people as well as the Church and
civic auth orities of Rouen, De La Salle established at Saint Yon three very
different kinds of residential educational programs, supported by fees and
tuition .



2

De La Salle: The Educator

The co ncept of the popular, tuition-free school, open to all, was not
original with De La Salle: he worked largely within the older tradition
of the parish free school. H is real originality lay in his administrative skills,
in providing the schools with dedicated and trained teachers, in his recogn i
tion that teaching was a true vocation for the layman in th e Church, in
the scope of bis work, and in his attention to the maladjusted child .

De La Salle did not theorize about education before becoming actual
ly involved in it . His experience, however, has been left to us in his
wr itings : Exercices de Piete, CantiquesSpirituels, Les Regles de La Bienseance
et de la Civi/ite chretienne, Les Devoirs d'un Chretien, Conduits des Ecoles
chretiennes, Regie commune, and Meditations pour le tempsde la retraite. It
is from these practical works that a LasaJlian philosophy of education can
be derived.

De La Salle was continually in dialogue with the experienced teachers
with whom he worked. During his lifet ime, whatever the Brothers of
the Ch ristian Schools accomplished could be attributed to him becau se
he collaborated , 0 closely in all that went on. Aft er his death in 1719,
the dynamism of his thought was translated into action by new genera
tions of Brothers and continually adapted in response ro new situations.

Until a few years ago, little was known about the origins of the men
wh o joined De La Salle, particularly in the early days . However, more
recent Studies show that most of these Brothers came from among the
poor and from families in the laboring classes or those once known as
artisans. But it is also evident from th e programs that evolved at Saint
Yon that well-educated and professional men soon joined the congrega
tion, very different from those earlier teachers, of whom De La Salle once
sadly remarked, reproaching himself, that he had originally regarded them
as lower than his own valet (CL 7: 169).

The Structure of the School

Before considering in detail how the pedagogy of Jo hn Baptist de La Salle
addressed the needs of the maladjusted child, it would be well to examine
the school day he designed, as described in the Conduue (CL 24: 263ff).

The student s assembled half an hour before class, kept themselves busy

11
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<11 reading and review ing their lessons, or prepared th eir work under the
direct ion o f a more adva nced classmate . Brea kfast and lunch were ta ken
in school [0 make sure that the stu dents were fed properly and th at th ey
lear ned table mann ers in a Christian armospherc.

T he school generally includ ed t wo o r th ree sect io ns o f 50 to 60
students, each divided int o one or mo re primary classes, a large class for
those learning calligraphy . and som eti mes one or more int ermediate
classes. Within the same class th ere w ere sepa rate secti ons of stud ents in
readi ng, writing, and ari tbmctic , each section inelu ding th e slow . the
average, and the advanced student . The stu dents were grouped on benches
accordi ng to subject and progress, and each student moved along the bench
and fro m benc h to ben ch as he progressed in his st udies. This can be
viewed as an early application of indiv idua lized instruction and, per
haps , a fo rm of pro gra mme d learn ing, o r , in a current phrase, " mic ro
teaching." Each month the reachers and th e superv isor tested the students
an d reo rgan ized th e benches and th e lesson s.

Religion an d religiou s instruct ion were essenti als in D e La Salle' s edu
cat ion al philosophy, and religion wa s the major focus in the school
program . The day began and ended wi th prayer, and prayer began each
majo r segment in th e schedule. Religious instructio n was for mal, detailed,
and co nd ucted daily , wit h added sessio ns on the eves of feasts. Mos t o f
th ese scho ols were founded and supported by a pa rish. into the religious
life of which th e school was incorporated .

The careful Iiaison "wit h th e p ari sh was especially manifest on Sun
d<1 Y. The stu de nts attended morn ing praye r and th e par ish Mass, w hic h
was followed by an ho ur and a half of catech ism on the principal mysteries
o f religion. T he day ended wit h vesp ers and eveni ng prayer. T hursday
w as a scho ol holiday (Cl, 24: 107-10 8).

The Elements of Good Schooling

The elements of good sch ooling for De La Salle and the Brothers included
a program th at was in tegrated, info rmed , and practical, as well as orga
nized to include stu de nt involvement and individualized to meet st ude nt
needs. Th e school itself was to possess an environment of orderliness,
affect ion. and calmness.

An Integrated Program

D e La Salle anti cipated th e mo dern conc ept of th e int egrated educational
program . A principal goal of the Lasa llian school was to teach yo ung
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people as thoroughly in the secular subjects as in the religious, and at the
same time to prepare them for professional and social life.

Th is secular-religious integration was to permeate the lives of the
teachers as well. To prepare them professionally, De La Salleestablished
normal schools, and to maintain standards he created the position of In
spector (Supervisor) of Schools. De La Salle's conv iction that teaching
the children of the poor and the work ing classdemanded total dedication
also led him to form a congregation of religious Brothers , whose Jives
would be filled with the spirit of faith and given completely to educa
tion. For his Brothers, De La Salle composed many meditations on the
need for the integration of faith, zeal, and co mpetence.

An Informed Program

De La Salle insisted that the reachers know the students as thoroughly
as possible and be aware of their individual psychological differences.

When each student W:lS enrolled, parents were required to provide
the detailed information outlined in the Register of Admission, and
throughout the school year numerous observations were entered into
various records. The Registerofthe Change ofLessons indicated the prog
ress of each student in the different sub jects. In the Register of the Student
Leaders, the student who was at the head of each bench recorded daily
attendance . The Register of the Progress of tbe Lessons summarized the
number of times each student had been late or absent each month or remiss
in his recitation of the catechism. The Register of the Students' Good and
Bad Qualities, a personal file on each student, was kept by the teacher . In
the Register of the Visitors of Absentees, students assigned by the teacher
reported on their visits to their absent classmates.

A Practical Program

The schools that De La Salle established provided a program that prepared
the student for life in the workaday world . The curr iculum in the secular
subjects, for example, included the basic skills of reading, writing, and
arithmetic . To facilitate the acquisition of these skills, writing was
simplified, and reading was done in the vernacular. In this latter practice
De La Salle departed from the standard procedure of the parish school
of his day, which, focusing on participation in the Church liturgy and
confronted by the problems of French spelling, continu ed to emphasize
Latin rather than the native French in teaching children to read.

Apart from religion, the mosr important element in De La Salle's
educational system was literacy. Over and over he stressed the impor
ranee of learning how to read and write. Repeatedly he spoke of illiteracy
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as an especially severe educational handicap: even in the seventeenth cen
tury, illiteracy was a bar ro steady employment.

Therefore, a precise method in teaching reading in the vernacular was
developed. Students proceeded from letters to sy llables, from syllables
ro words, from words to phrases and sentences. The reading of borh
printed and handwritten texts was taught ; only after a child had mastered
reading was he admitted to the class in writing, where he learned
calligraphy.

The writing lesson was eminently practical. The Conduite directed
that the students be taught to write models of documents that would even
tually be useful for them. They learned to write promissory notes. bills
and receipts, employee agreements and legal contracts, bonds, deeds, leases
for house or land, and assorted writs and records of court pro
ceedings. Thus they were preparing for what they could use after they
had left school. When they had practiced this copying sufficiently EO have
mastered the standard forms, the teachers had them "make up and write
such notes, receipts, contracts (and similar documents) for themselves."
The teachers would "also have them write from memory . . . what they
have learned in the catechism" (CL 24: 75).

In time some of the Brothers' schools developed very flexible pro
grams, with an unusual range of subjects, becoming in a sense a protOtype
of what has since been called the "comprehensive school." The programs
which evolved at Saint Yon illustrate this concept quite dearly.

A Program of Student Involvement

De La Salle was also in favor of participation by the students in the smooth
running of the school. He implemented this objective by a system of
assignments which involved the students in the management of the school
and the class and taught th em responsibility . The duties of the "officers
of the school"-as they were ordinarily called-were quite varied. There
were as many as 15 such officers, each with an assistant. Included were
a doorkeeper, a bell ringer, a prayer leader, a section leader, a sweeper,
a visitor of the absentees, an inspector (who supervised the students before
class), an almoner (who collected the bread and fruit that was left over
from the meals to give it to the poor), a server of Mass (who also taught
the others how to serve Mass), and a distributor and collector of papers
and books.

An Individualized Program

Despite the difficulties that might result from large numbers in the classes,
De La Salle insisted that the Brothers pay attention to the individual dif
ferences of each of their students. This is particularly emphasized in the
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chapter on correction in the Conduitc. Here De La Salle set forth the
various adjustments necessary to deal with delinquent students, students
who were badly brought up and headstrong, those who were inclined
to be bold and disrespectful, those who were flighty and thoughtless. the
stubborn, those brought up genrly and timidly, those who had a gentle
and shy disposition, the slow, the troublesome, those who were small for
their age, the newcomers, the accused, and the accusers. Each type is iden
tified; each type is addressed in a personal way.

A Climate of Orderliness, Affection, and Calmness

De La Salle wanted his Brothers to create in their classes a spirit of quiet,
orderliness, and calmness. He warned teachers against unpredictabi lity
and talking too much. The latter, he said, "is a major source of trouble
in a school." A sense of serenity would be created by reserve and dignity,
not by "having a severe appearance, showing anger, or using harsh words"
(CL 24: 19).

\Xlhar was needed, De La Salle told the Brothers, was a teache r whose
demeanor was both firm and gentle, who conveyed a sense of affect ion
for his students. He warned them that the principal cause for absenteeism
and truancy was that students have little love for a teacher who does not
try to win them over, who does not have a pleasing personality, who
puts on a face "like a prison door."

The best way to keep children in school, even the wayward and mal
adjusted, De La Salle said, "vas to make them like school, and this could
be done only if true affection existed between reacher and students.

Incidentally, he believed that singing could contribute to the serenity
of the school-even if only as a variation in a very structured, academic
day. Thus, singing was part of the catechism lesson, and De La Salle put
together several collections of hymns for that purpose. In some, surpris
ingly perhaps, the music was that of popular tunes.

Put simply, De La Salle insisted that the teacher Jove his students and
seek to inspire a reciprocal love in them .

\VIe now turn to the martel' of special education as the problem was
faced in the seventeenth century and addressed by De La Salle and the
Brothers at that time.





PART TWO

The Maladjusted Child



Source Material

Much of the source material for Part Two is the same as is used in Part
On e. notably the Conduite and De La Salle's Meditations pour les Dintan
chcs ct les principales Feres de l 'annee (this time, however, the first pan of
the Meditations, relating to the Sundays of the year). In addition, usc is
made of a separate collection of meditations composed by De La Salle
for the Brothers during the time of their annual retreat and published
about 1730. Th ese bear the very lengthy title Meditationspom le temps
de La retraite ," l'usage de totues les personnesqui s'employent al'educarion
de la jcunesse et particulicrement pONY fa retraitcque10m lesh eres desEcoles
cbritiennes pendant les oacances (CL (3).

Part Two also uses as source material the Rule of the Brothers, ac
cording to texts found in the manuscripts of 1705, 1715, and l7iS, and
the principal edition of 1726. Then: are three pans to this edition of the
Rule: Pratique du Rcglement joumalie,.; Regfes communes desFreres desEcoles
chrettcnnes; and Regie du here Directeur d'une Maison de l'Institut (CL 25).

In addition to the above Institute sources, the author cites a modern
psychological study by L. Baver entitled Les aspects psychiatriques de fa
delinquence juvenile, published in Geneva (1951).

Finally, mention should be made oftwo references to archival collec
tions: the Reglement de fa pension libre de Saint-You from the archives of
the Seine-Maritime Department in Rauen (ADSM);and a letter of Brother
Polycarp to Abbe Cornet, found in the archives of the Generalarc of the
Brothers in Rome (AMG).
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Maladjustment:
An Educational Handicap

De La Salle's original purpose was simply ro prepare and provide t~:l(her~

tor the parish and the charit y schoo ls, but since his ministry was open
ro all, he and the Brothers had in their classes children who were disturbed
and Troubled, children who needed special anenrion and care if the school
W :lS {O benefit them.

MOST of these childre n came from among the poor and t hose who
worked at manual tasks for a living, and De La Salle soon saw in some
of them the consequences of their deprived life: sterile affections, stunted
intellect, phy sical neglect, and ;1 lack of moral values. He quickly real
ized, however, that such troubled children were iound not only among
the poor.

It was in response to the personally debilitating consequences of social
and family deprivat ion and frustration that De La Salle first addressed
the special educational needs of the maladjusted child.

Modern educational psychology uses J variety of term s to ident ify
and categorize learning disabilities in children, particularly chose children
whose ability to learn is affected by maladjustment. One such outline,
fo r example, might enumerate physical, intellectual, mental, and behavioral
disorders. More recent concerns for mora l development and character
tl"J ining have in an oblique way raised quest ions of right and wrong, and
good and evil What has euphemi stically been called " moral dysfunction
ing" is somet imes viewed as a problem in Iarnily living.

De La Salle did not develop a systematic treatise on maladjusted
children. Instead, as his experience and that of the Brothers brought him
into contact with children having educational 01" emotion al needs, he con
centra ted on working out pedagogical soluti ons in terms of specific
classroom procedures. His method was to create an educational environ
ment which responded to the economic, social, and mod condi tions he
and the Broth ers found Jn10 n g the working class and the poor .

De La Salle's writings show that he was concerned with maladjusted
youth mainly in the sense of children em otionally handicapped because
of disturbing moral disorde rs arising out of or associated with poverty. In
rhe particular instance of Saint Yon, De La Salle's Brothers, however reluc
randy, extended their service ro the mentally ill and to persons from higher
social levels than the poo r.
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Most of De La Salle's treatment for maladjusted children is described
in the chapters of the Conduite dealing with methodology and disci
pline. Here we do not find organized groupings but rather lim identify.
ing a variety of social, intellectual, and moral symptoms and phenomena,
each with a description or comment (CL 24: 159-166). : ~

While the Conduite does not organize student maladjustment s into
discrete categories, the remedies proposed by De La Salle do fall into
categories which approach modern concepts of treatment, and it is with
this in mind that the groupings in the pages which follow have been deter
mined. The remedies proposed by De La Salle are seen as particularly
relevant to the needs that the early Brothers observed among their
pupils. Such a perspective is especially helpful in the examination of the
work at Saint Yon. The system of education devised there was based en
tirely on the ideas of discipline, conduct, and pedagogy presented in the
writings of De La Salle, and it was this Lasallian program which helped
create the special remedial education eventually found in schools
throughout France in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

Environmental Factors
Contributing to Maladjustment in Children

De La Salle's description of the maladjusted child and the resulting defi
ciencies is today rather commonplace and not particularly striking. But
when we take time to examine and reflect on his discussion of the causes
and particularly the remedies he proposed, we recognize the breadth of
his educational vision and the compassion which characterized his entire
attitude toward suffering families and their children. He recognized in
these children and their families the debilitating impact of the society in
which they lived whatever the level.

Among the causes of the difficulties of children De La Salle clearly
identified parental neglect and ignorance, preoccupation with earning a

living, and a lack of religious faith in families. But instead of blaming
families, De La Salle proposed clear, direct, faith-filled corrective methods

>} D e La Salle identifies and addresses many forms of handicaps but not physical
handicaps . This would seem 10 be a rather surpr ising om ission when one con
siders the attention which the physically hand icapped need and receive today. BUI

to analyze the siruaiion and propose a hypothesis to explain rhis omission is Iar
beyond the scope of the pres ent work . BFH
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that were both respectful of perso ns and roote d in sound psychological
pract ices that anticipated much of what is regarded as standard today. De
La Salle's procedure was to analyze the difficult y suffered by the child,
o ffer a solution. JI J(.l create the environment in which change co uld be
effected. The institutional env ironment for that cha nge was the well
condu cted schoo l.

The environmental factors cont ributing to rnaladjusrment in children
which De La Salle identified may be subsumed under three general
headings: disturbed emotional relationsh ips in families) lack of a role model
and of a value system, and parental neglect.

Disturbed Emotional Relationships in Families

Dc La SaJJc identifi ed two types of emoti onal disorders. The iirst arises
when a child has been left on his ow n from his early years. The second
develops in the child of permissive parents who in practice " worship their
children" (CL 2+; 187). As a matter of [act, Dc La Salle considered that
these two for ms of affeceive disorder are in one way or anoth er responsi
ble for all deficiencies, faults, or delinquencies in children. "All disorders
in children) especially among the working class and the poor, usually come
from their having been left to themselves and badly brought up from their
early years" (CL 25: 17).

When one speaks of defective parental affection, whether deficient
or misdirected, it is usual to dist inguish between the maternal and the
patern al. De La Salle saw that a mother might cling to her child in a pro 
tect ive way, while the father might not provid e the suitable balance
achieved by exercising in a loving manne r the authority expected of
him. The reacher had somehow to remedy this imbalance; the Brother 's
influence had to make up for what the father failed to provide. It was
importa nt, D e La Salle insisted, that the Broth er's authority be patient,
bi t', moderate, and inspired by low for each of the children, the Brother
acting as rl true substi tute for a [ath er, what modern psychology calls the
Valcrersalz (" bther substitute").

Lack of a Role Model and of a Value System

A d jus t ment problems for childre n result not only from disturbed family
relatio ns. A role model, a mature person to admire and identify with,
may be lacking in a child's family. Dc La Salle made numerous references
to i hc absence of such models in the families of the children who attended
the schoo ls of the Brothers and to a family' s lack of religious pract ice
and religious tr aining:
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One of the main duties of fathers and mothers is [Q bring up their
children in a Christian manner and to teach them their religion. BUl
most parents are not sufficiently enlightened in these matters, or are
too taken up with their temporal affairs. (Cl, 24: 186)

Furthermore, De La Salle knew that bad example abounded outside
the family, and he warned that association With bad companions "teaches
children to commit many sins" (CL 13; 11-12).

De La Salle noted that few children "go astray from malice of heart,"
bur many more do so from the bad example of companions they meet
while wandering the Streets. This problem seemed to haunt him, for he
returned co it again and again. He reminded the Brothers to be vigilant
so that their students "avoid all bad company." He even warned them
that they ought to consider themselves "false prophets" if they did not
take the trouble to find out if their students were with bad companions,
passing most of their time in misconduct and licentious behavior (CL 13:
11-12).

Parental Neglect

De La Salle identified tWO types of neglect, moral and physical, and saw
that many of the children in the Brothers' classes suffered from one or
both:

You ought to look on the children whom you are charged to teach
as poor and abandoned orphans. Though most do have a father here
on earth, they exist, nonetheless, as if they had none and are aban
doned to themselves regarding the salvation of their souls. (CL 12: 116)

De La Salle found one cause of this neglect in the economic situation,
the poverty in which families lived, with its uncertainty, its demoraliz
ing effect upon family life, and its curtailing of even the most elementary
education as well as opportunities for culture (Cl, 25: 17).

Dc La Salle also realized that the children simply might not be prop
erly motivated by their parents, since working class and poor parents
themselves"had ordinarily little education" (Cl, 25: 17). A common result
of the lack of education in many parents was a lack of interest in refine
ment of any kind, and a disregard for anything which did not immediat e
ly seem useful in easing the situation in which they lived; school was
ignored. The ultimate consequences for children were often illiteracy,
frustration, and idleness.

The Brothers inevitably had in their classes a certain percenragt' of
dull or slow students. Dc La Salle noted in the Conduite that parents of
these children particularly, not seeing any value in education, frequently
failed to send their children to school, or made little or no effort to make
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them apply themselves. He wrote that they "do not hesitate [Q take their
children out of school prematurely in order to pm them to work to help
the family" (CL 24: 187).

In this pare mal lack of interest De La Salle recognized how unaware
parems were of the means of advancement which an education could pro
cure for their children. He required the Brothers to correct this attitude
by making the parents "understand the obligations they had of having
their children educated and the wrong they do In not having them learn
to read and write" (CL 24: 187).

De La Salle was also concerned to remedy the indifference to cultural
values, including the rules of civility and propriety, that child ren acquired
at home. He was determined to make children recogniz e by The example
and the quality of the teachers that these values were not negligible but
constituted a considerable advantage. He did not consider it enough that
the children gain religious and secular information; it was also important
to De La Salle that the students model their lives on those of their teachers .

Physical condition and poor health were other indications to De La
Salle of parental neglect. He insisted that children be properly clothed
when they came to school. That students were obliged to bring thei r
breakfast and lunch to school suggests that De La Sane recognized a lack
of hygiene, of good diet, and of good upbringing in some families. The
Conduue prescribed that wh en a student was admitted the parents were
requ ired to have him properly clothed and that they were not to send
him (Q school unless he was "wearing proper and clean clothes," with
his hair "\\'0.:11 combed and free of lice." If parents did nor cooperate in
these matters, however, De La Salle recommended that rather than keep
i lJ ~ those children out of school they be seated in such a way "that those
whose parents arc negligent and those children who have lice be separated
from those who are clean and who do not have them" (CL 24: 259).

Malnutrition and the lack of hygiene were the causes of several ill
nesses. De La Salle makes reference in particular to scrofula and rinb
worm. For hygienic reasons, he prescribed that no student was to be
received into the school who had any infectious disease, among which
he included epilepsy, then regarded as conragious.

If it happened that any student contracted one of these illnesses, "He
must be seen by the house doctor. If the problem is so diagnosed, he will
be suspended from school until he is cured, assuming the illness is cur able"
(CL 2-1 : 269).

The preceding brief summary indicates that De La Salle had quite a
good appreciation of the origins of some of the social and educational
maladju stments in children and of appropriate remedies as well.

The overall remedy en visioned by De La Salle [Q assist these malad
justed children was to counter adverse environmental conditions through
the Ch ristian scho ol and the person of the Brother, who would identify
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with the poor, and " by the grace of God " serve as a model for them and
help th e family (CL 12: 236).

In his meditat ion for Christmas, De La Salle wrote, " The poor will
send their children to you to be educated only insofar as you will love
poverty; otherwise, you will be neith er loved nor appr eciated by
th em." Elsewhere, he said, " Thos e who come to your school arc con
vinced that you have received the gJdce to support the weak, to teach
the ignorant, to correct the delinquent" (CL 12: 236).

Other Factors Contributing to Maladjustment

Even a cursory reading of the sources will show that as he immersed
himself in the work of the schools and the life of the working class, De
La Salle gre"" increasingly sensitive to the disturbed and troubled child,
and thai he analyzed carefully the cases wh ich carne to his attention in
terms which oftell antic ipated modern insights and categories.

Though specific categories of troubled children ident ified by De La
SaJ1e appear for the most part only in random listings in his writings, they
can for our pu rpose here be grouped into th ree general types. In effect,
De La Salle believed that weakness of character, inappropriate behavio r,
and low intelligence conrribured to maladjustment.

Without doubt any child, at least lor brief periods, can display malad
justment in one or all of these areas without being considered unusual. It
is only when the difficulties have become habitual and arc present in com
bination that the child can be considered abnormal or ant isocial. It is such
cases that De La Salle addressed when he wrote :

These un fortunate children, accustomed to an idle life for many years,
have great difficulty when it comes tim e for them to seek work. In
addition, through association with bad companions, they learn to com
mit mJny sins which later on arc very difficult to stop, the b;1d habits
having been contracted over so long a period of time. . . .

If left to their own willfulness. they run the risk of ruining
themselves and causing much sorrow to their p:1renrs. Faults com 
mitted will become habits and very difficult to correct. The good and
bad hab its contracted in childhood and maintained over a period of
time ordinarily become second nature. (CL 13: 11-12)

It is almost impossible to repair at a more advanced age
. . . [th ese] disorders, especially amon g the wo rking class and the
poor . , . because the bad habits they have acquired are o vercorne

only wit h great difficulty, and scarcely ever entirely, no matter what
care may be raken to eliminate them. (CL 25: 17)
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In these and similar passages, D~ La Salle described maladjustments
in children, the way these maladjustments influenced development, and
their enduring consequences.

Weakness of Character

De La Salle was :I realist, and thou gh he did nor believe that there were
many corrupted or immoral children in the schools of the Broth ers, he
recognized that there would be some. " There are children," he
wrote.i' w ho go astray thr ough malice of heart." Others, he said, " have
a bad attitude which leadsthem eventually into malice," while some " have
evil inclinations, what might be died defects of the heart" (Cl24: 161 ).

The 01 0 «11 Or character deficiencies De L1 Salle identified can be placed
under five headings, thou gh these categor ies are not always readily
distinguishable from one another in his writ ings (Cl, 24: 160-1 67).

Some childre n are irresponsible. De La Salle considered that th is con
dition begins with childish misbehavior but grows into a more serious
instability which discourages J child from whatever demands serious at
tention; it can lead to truancy. Another manifestation of this weakness
of character is that displayed by the headstrong child. Going beyond mere
persistent misbehavior, these children "do only what they want from
morning to night, determin ed to have their O Wt1 will. and have no respeer
for parents or religion" (Cl, 24: 166).

Uncorrected, irresponsible and headstrong children could become in
corrigible. Such children, De La Salle wrot e, " though corrected a breat
number of times. simply refuse to reform their conduct." Th is malad
justment could lead to irreligion, and these irreligious children soon neglect
" aJJ prayer and the sacraments, are disrespectful in church and prefer bad
company, wh ich surely leads them into habitual sin." Children with such
character disord ers De La Salle identified as licentious; their serious moral
failings include lying, stealing. sexual miscondu cr, and fighting .

Inappropriate Behavior

Behavioral maladjustments , as De La Salle described them, arose [rom
home tr aining or poor classroom pr-actice by a reacher. They developed
into educatio nal problems throu gh accumulatio n or persistency.

T he most ftl miliar of these is perhaps flightiness, arising not from
malice, bur from thoughtlessness. Such children, said De La Salle, " or
dinarily do not reflect, and lack all control." Shortly after being corrected,
they will repeat the mistake, or make a similar one, meriting the same
pun ishment. Fligbcilles5 is sometimes a cause of tru;,\ncr. A more serious
pro blem is the spoiled child. De L1 Salle felt that parem s were often too
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willing to yield to the whims and demands of their children and seemed
afraid to trouble the child or were reluctant to trouble themselves. Some
parents, he once remarked, even worshiped their children .

Another serious behavioral problem is stubbornness. "One child," De
La Salle wrote, "resists the teacher who seeks to correct him," "another
complains," "another grumbles or cries." Another kind of maladjusted
behavior to which De La SaUe often alluded is boldness, or lack of
respect. Although he did not clarify these particular terms except indirectly
when writing on the subject of punishment, he seems to have meant
children who were insolent in almost every situation, and determined to

resist any authority (CL 24: 163).

Low InteIJigence

De La Salle's comments and ideas on intelligence must be interpreted with
great care . While manifestations of weakness of character and inap
propriate behavior are familiar enough in our own day, our concept of
intelligence is very much affected by modern ideas of academic and "in
telligence" testing. Nonetheless, what De La Salle observed here will have
relevance when his solutions for the slow or maladjusted learner are ex
amined, though his language lacks modern psychological nuance.

Speaking of students who are limited intellectually, De La Salle uses
French words such as tgnorarus, stupides; hebetes. in referring to children
who have a "dull mind" or who are "slow."

From the end of the sixteenth century, the French word stupide meant
someone who was "dull-minded," who lacked intelligence. The word
hebhk is very close to the word bete (beast]. Children referred to by De
La Salle as "stupides" and "hebhes" are those who have a very low in
telligence quotient.

Here are some of the characteristics of such children according to De
La Salle:

These students usually do not follow the lesson well, do not read well,
do not remember well, learn little or nothing. (CL 24: 166)

Some children are 50 dull [pesant} that they cannot repeat very
well an answer that several others have recited one after the other.
(CL 14: 97)

There are some who are slow [tLlrdif 1and who cannot follow a
[t hought]. (CL 24: 117)

In numerous passages of the Conduite, De La Salle alluded to the dif
ficulties some students have in memorizing or even paying regular atten
tion 10 the lesson. Some "follow the first idea that comes to their mind
or imagination," and there are others "for whom learning does not come
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easy, who do not memorize well , or cannot retain for long what they
have finally learned" (CL 24: 167).

De La Salle also recognized a specific reading problem, which today
we call dyslexia, when he noted that some children were " liable to reverse
letters, saying for example OM [or MO" (CL 24: 117).

De La Salie made no reference in the se early documents [Q the men 
rally il1. However, at Saint Yon and similar institut ions the Brothers did
event ually make provision for the se damaged, abused , and neglected
people.
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Helping the Maladjusted Child:
The Effective School

The common, tuition-free parish school, in which for the most part De
La Salle and the early Brothers worked, soon developed an environ ment,
a taken-for- granted, orderly W:lY of operating, within which maladjusted,
disturbed chilJrcn found security and help. From his writings we can
easily infer the characteristics which De La Salle believed such a school
should possess if it is [Q be effective. These characteristics, br ought to
fruition by dedicated teachers, virtually of themselves provided the special
environment from which educationally handicapped children benefited.

It is in various p:ms of the Conduite and the Meditations, particularly
the meditations for the time of retreat, that De La Salle identifies thre e
characteristics of the effective school. First, the school must be wcll-,
organized. Second, it must be staffed by competent and dedicated teachers.
Third, it must maintain a well-defined and appropriate discipline. We shall
examine each in turn, with our principal focus on their function in special
education for the maladjusted child.

The Effective School Is Well-organized

The effective school for De La Salle was first of all firmly grounded in
the traditional teachings, litu rgy, prayer practice, and parish life of the
Catholic Church. While De La Salle's emphasis on fidelity to Rome may
at times seem overly restrictive, it must be borne in mind that the seven
teenth cemury was the time of Jansenism, and it was important for the
Brothers to be very careful that the religious educat ion they imparted car
ried no suspicious elements .

As we have seen, the well-organized school as De La Salle perceived
it included a program which was integrated, informed, practical, and order
ly, and which provided for student particip ation . The particular emphasis
which De La Salle placed on assisting the students individually is reflected
in the thorough admissions and promotion procedures the Brothers used.
These procedures contributed significant ly to the proper organization of
the school.

The teacher responsible for the admission of the new student was re
quired to enter detailed information abour the family in the Register of

28
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Admission. lnforrnation was also reco rded o n the ha bits or qual ities of
th e ch ild . T h is prac tice assisted th e Director in properly placin g new
stude nts in classes. Im prop er placem ent in a class, De La Salle said, " co uld
place the chi ld in a pos ition of being un able to learn and in danger of
being ignorant the rest of his life." He also warn ed abo ut keepin g a chil d
too lo ng in th e same level, " a situation distasteful to the teacher, the child,
and his parents" (C L 24: 106-130 passim).

Th is init ial admissions information was supplemented by observations
mad e by the reach er himself. He kept a file called Register 01the Good
and Bad Qualities of the Students. A nother file was kept for strictly
scholast ic evalu ation s. At the end of each school year, the teacher assem
bled all th ese entries in a report on each of his stude nts. He subm itted
this to th e D irector of th e schoo l, wh o in turn passed it on to th e new
teacher of the student if th ere were co be a change of class. In this way
th e teache r wo uld "co me co kn ow his stude nts and th e way he ought
to act toward them" (C l, 24: 236).

In order to have a pers on al under standing of th e character of each
stu dent , the D irecto r of th e school kep t all the se repo rts and compared
carefully " tho se of past years with th ose of th e following years, and those
of one teacher with tho se of ano the r o f th e same class w ith the same
stu dents," to de termine th ei r degre e o f similarity and differenc e (C L 24:
238). It was th is person al kn o wledge o f each studen t rather tha n mere
grades th at was th e basis for a stude nt's adva ncement through th e sch oo l's
prog ram.

D e La Salle knew th at ir was importa nt to have the family accept the
organ ization of th e school and to collabo rate in the task of educa ting th e
children . To acco mplish th is goal , he mad e th e admi ssion of th e student
cont ingent o n his Iarnily's sup po rt of the educational ph ilosophy of th e
school, and he ur ged th e teachers to try to change th e cultu ral resistance
of so me parents to th e wh o le process o f education (C L 24: 183-1 84). He
suggested that the teachers speak wit h parents who neglected to send the ir
children to sch ool . because he w anted parents to und erstand their duty
to ward thei r children and to realize th e harm absenteeism did. For the
remiss parent D e La Salle proposed a rather dra stic remedy. "Since th ese
poor p;lrenrs are gen erally those on alms, it is necessary to involve the
parish pri est . .. so as not to provide any alm s until th ey send their
children to school" (C L 24: 187).

H e requ ired parents to have their children take breakfast and lun ch
in school so that the children cou ld learn ho w to eat p olitely and "in
a C hris ti an atm osph ere , and to be sure t he chi ldre n wer e fed p roper
ly ." Parent s were to be sure that their child was diligent at sch oolwork,
that he nor goss ip about an ythi ng that took place in school, (ha t he no t
associate w it h reckless compan ions, that he come to schoo l p roperl y
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dressed, that his hair be well combed and "free of lice," and that he not
sleep with his p:lrents. De La Salle also advised parents not to listen to

the complaints of their child against the teacher, but rather to speak with
the teacher when their child was not present. These warnings suggest situa
tions De LJ. SaHe felt were at the root of many serious maladjustments
(CL 24: i67-169).

Collaboration between parents and school was also demanded when
it was a matter of punishing students. De La Salle recommended that
teachers themselves not punish students who had been absent without
permission, but require that the parents punish them at home before re
turning rhem to school. For the punishment of some children, De La
Salle recommended that the teacher meet with the parents to decide upon
rhe best approach (CL 24: 190).

De La Salle reminded teachers that rhey roo had the grave respon
sibility of making school attractive . He pointed out that if the children
were learning and liked their classes, they themselves would put pressure
on their parents to keep them in school. This would often be successful,
he said, because "parents desire only what their children desire, so it will
be enough that the children desire to come to school for their parenrs
to be satisfied to send them there" (CL 24: 187).

This atmosphere of faith, this structured yet personal program, rhis
attention to detail, this effort however primitive to understand child and
family and to have parents collaborate with the school, this combination
of affirmation and affection-all these helped to create the environment
within which the maladjusted child could find stability, direction, and
purpose, and where he could learn to make some progress in controlling
himself and managing his life.

The Effective School Is Staffed
by Competent and Dedicated Teachers

The Conduite is a compendium of the best which De La Salle could find
in existing works on pedagogy, an eclectic work refined by his own in
sights and the experience of the Brothers themselves. The Conduits con
stituted the basic instrument for the preparation of the Brothers. Along
with this detailed text went careful supervision of the new teacher and,
eventually, a normal school or reacher-training institution . These ele
ments, innovative in the synthesis De La SaJJe made of them, demonstrated
his determination that the teacher be prepared for his arduous and respon
sible work.

But De La Salle was concerned not only [hat the reachers have an



The school in Dijon, opened by De La Salle in 1705, was transferred
to this site prior to 1714.
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adequate technical or professional preparat ion, he also wanted teachers
to be exemplary persons. The religious lifestyle which the Brothers em
braced, together with the spiritual principles of the meditations De La
Salle wrote and the retreats he scheduled, helped achieve this goal (CL
24: 45-90 passisrn; CL 13: 30-67; CL 12: 45-71) .

De La Salle was not satisfied simply to prepare the Brothers for the
practical work of the classroom, nor did he limit himself to urging the
Brothers to have a good understanding of thei r students. He wanted the
Brothers to love their students, for he was aware of the educational power
of affection, particularly for the troubled child. He also wanted the teacher
to win the reciprocal love of his students. In one of his meditations be
asks, "Do you take advantage of the love students have for you, to lead
them to God ?" He even wanted the teacher "to make [the students] love
the school" (CL 12: 45).

Finally, De La Salle insisted on the importance of the teache r's good
example. According to him, this example makes a much greater impres
sio n on the minds and hearts of children than do words, because children
are not yet sufficiently "capable of reflection" and "ordinarily model
themselves on what they see." He went on to say that children are drawn
to do "what they see done, more than by wh at they hear said." Indeed,
it was the example of the teacher which, he believed, would most help
the maladjusted child (CL 13: 52).

The teacher's relation to his students, his love for even the most trou
bled, and his vision of his life as a vocation in the Church were very often
the subjects of those meditations De La Salle wrote for the Brothers for
their daily prayer, for retreats, and for certain church feasts:

[The Brothers] will love all their students tenderly.

You must look upon the obligation you have of winning their hearts
as one of the principal means of engaging them to live as Christians.

Let your zeal give concrete evidence in your actions t hat you love
those whom God has entrusted to you.

It is necessary to show affection for [the students]. (CL 12 and 13)

At the same rime De La Salle recognized that the teach er must exercise
an appropriate firmness. He wished the teacher to couple the tenderness
of a mother with the firmness of a father.

If you have the firmn ess of a father toward them, in order to pull
them away from disorder and keep them from it, you must also have
the tenderness of a mother for them, in order to protect them and
do all the good for them that is dependent on you. (CL 13: 19)
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Knowledge of the character of each stu dent , De La Salle believed,
allowed the teacher to individualize his guidance and balance tenderness
with firmness.

It is necessary to have more gentleness for some, more firmness toward
others. Some require much patience, ochers need to be prodded and
encouraged. Some need to be reproved, punished, and corrected for
their faults; others need to be supervised continually to prevent them
from hurting themselves or wandering away. (CL 12: 104)

But De La Salle knew that preparation, conviction, and affection on
the part of the reachers were not enough to make the school effective . The
Brothers themselves had to be effective in the realities of the class
room. This was particularly important with the maladjusted child, for
whom all toO often learning difficulties were the root of his maladjustment.

De La Salle showed much affection for students with limited ability,
and it can be said that he treated these students with extreme sensitivi
ty . His concern can best be understood in terms of the profound faith
he had in h is own vocation as an educator of those deprived of even com
mon resources. Berter than any commentary, his own words bear wimess
to rhis fact.

Th e Directors of each house or rhe Inspectors of Schools must keep
a very exact vigilance over all their teachers . . . and make sure that
they carefully apply themselves ro teach their students, that they
neglecr none of them, and that their concern be equal toward all, even
greater toward the slowest and the most negligent. (CL 24: 188)

De La Salle gave many pedagogical and practical guidelines to his
reachers for dealing with the slow student:

If it happens that a student is so slow that he cannot even repeal an
answer that several others have recited one after another, the teacher
will help him remember by having the answer repeated four or five
rimes alternatively by a student who knows it well and then by the
one who does nor know it, in order to make it very easy for him
to learn it.

The teacher will use simple expressions and words easy to under
stand in his questions . . . and he will make the questions and the
answers as short as possible . (CL 24: 116ff.)

He urge s th e teacher to show a practical concern for the slow learn
er or the child frightened by schooling or ill-adjusted to it. Take things
slowly, he recommended. "Help the children to read exactly, not skip
ping syllables." Slower students should be questioned often, helped by
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repetition, whether by themselves or by others. but not required to do
what they obviously cannot.

The teacher will not allow anyone to laugh at a student who does
not give a good answer, nor allow any prompting. (CL 24: 101)

It is ... your duty . . . to motivate those who lack cour
age... and to support the weak . . . . You will have to give an ac

count to God ... if you have neglected those who are most ignorant.
(CL 13: 30-31)

Many maladjusted students, of course, found it difficult to maintain
attention and to concentrate in the Brothers' classes. In the Conduiie De
La Salle alluded to this problem.

Teachers will help students to be completely attentive, which is not
naturally easy for children. Ordi narily their attention is of yay shan
duration . (CL 24: 22)

The teacher will keep a very attentive eye on those who do not
like to follow the lesson and those who most easily excuse themselves
from paying attention. (Cl 24: 23)

In order to keep students, especially slow students, attentive and pre
vent them from becoming bored, De La Salle offered several specific sug
gestions. The teacher should:
... avoid talking roo much;
... avoid speaking in a boring manner and in a way rhat is uninteresting;
... frequently ask questions, especially of those who are slow;
.. make the questions short and use a simple vocabulary;
... avoid belitrling and embarrassing students, either by word or in some

other way when rhey cannot answer well;
.. involve the students and help them to say what they have difficulty

remembering;
... give rewards to the slowest when they have tried their best to learn;
... sometimes question a student unexpectedly to see jf he is attentive;
.. from time to rime, ask those students to read who do nor like to follow

the reading, but have them read only a little each time. (Cl 24: 22-23,
97-100)
De La Salle noted that the teachers "will use those other similar ways

which prudence and charity will help them discover, in order to have
the students learn more quickly and to remember with greater ease" (Cl
24: lOO).

De La Sane was not satisfied with having a good relationship estab
lished between teacher and student. Aware of the detrimental effect of
the Jack of a good role model, De La Salle also was aware of the
rehabilitative effect students could have on one another. The quality of
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interaction amo ng student s in matters of learning and discipline was irn
port ant, and De La Salle wanted to take every opportunity to foster
it. Even classroom seating became significant in this regard.

The Conduite lists some int eresting ways of grouping students. De
La Salle recorn mended th at students be seated according ro a strategic plan,
so that " a thoughtless and flighty student is placed between two sensible
and self-controlled students; a reckless student, alone or between two who
are of stable character: a talk ative student between two who arc quiet and
very attentive," and so on . A student was even to be assigned the task
of taking from his classmates objects that might disturb the Jesson (CL
24: 119-121 passim).

In th e seating arrangement the teacher was also to take scholastic fac
tors into account. He W;lS to seat a student who was beginning in the
writing section next to one who was perfecting his skill in writing, or
one who was in the next upper section; a student who was having dif
ficulty making a stroke, next to one who made the stroke with ease; a
student who had a problem holding his body or his pen, next [Q one who
did both well; and so with the rest, so that the)' would be able {O learn
from others.

When a nL'W student came to a class in reading, the teacher was to

assign him for several days, as he judged necessary, "to a companion who
will teach him how to follow in his book while others are reading" (CL
24: 262).

It has been noted already that when a student was admitted to the
school, De La Salle required the parents to ensure that he associate with
good companions. The Brothers' desire that t he students nor be subjected
to bad example was doubtless the motive for the practice of assigning to

each student a classmate JS a companion to and from school (CL 24: 121).
To develop accountability and mutual supp0r[ among the stud ents,

De La Salle also established! he office of "visitor of those absent." In each
class, two or three students were made responsible for checking up on
the absent classmates who lived in their respective neighborhoods. These
visitors of the absent were chosen from those "most attached to and most
diligent at school" (CL 24: 32).

The visit ors had to have intelligence, be of upri ght co nduct>and be
judged capable of resisting corruption. They also had to give evidence
of a great respect for the teacher and an "entire obedience and docility
of spirit." They visited the parents of the absentee in o rder to learn the
cause of his absence and then reported to their teacher on the situa
tion. When absentees were sick, the visitors saw them from time to time
"[0 give them comfort and to encourage them to suffer their sickness with
patience for the love of God." They then kept th eir teacher informed
of the progress of their classmates' health (CL 24: 245-246).
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The Effective School Maintains
a Well-defined and Appropriate Discipline

For De La Salle the effective school was itself a discipline, in the very
best sense of the word. Irs purposeful, individualized program, its atten
tion to detail, its competent and dedicated teachers all provided the direc
tion , order, sense of value and achievement which children need, the
environment which is particularly important in the special education re
quired by maladjusted children (CL 13: 104-105; CL 14: 138-140).

Bur De La Salle and the Brothers were well aware that there were
tim es and circumstances in which a more specific and active disciplinary
approach was required. Discipline in the sense of correct ion and punish
ment was also needed.

Because of the harsh way in which discipline was administered in the
schools of seventeenth-century France and particularly the severity with
which maladjusted children were treated, De La Salle's provisions for
d iscipline deserve our special attention. It must be conceded that by cur
rent norms some of what the Conduiteprescribes {or dealing with troubled
children seems rigid and even severe, but the Conduitequalifies this severity
with precise limits, with positive action, and with love and affection for
the disturbed (CL 24: 151-153).

Drawing upon the Meditations and the Conduite, we see that for De
La Salle what we might call discipline per se consisted primarily and fun
damentally of vigilance on the parr of the teacher, but it also included
correction and punishment administered for various kinds of inappropriate
behavior, and expulsion in extreme cases.

Vigilance

Vigilance, De La Salle believed, was essential for the good teacher.
Discipline was to be rooted in the teacher's vigilance, that is, in the total
presence of the teacher as a person whose authority was established by
competence and dedication, who was prepared to anticipate and forestall
disruption in the class, and who acted as a model of firmness and con 
sistency (CL 13: 13).

The vigilant teacher, De La Salle said, "will watch over his students,
will observe them to learn their characters and dispositions." He urged
the teacher to cultivate the affection of his pupils, supplementing the firm
affection of the father without becoming, however, a competitor in the
family's responsibilities. Vigilance, De La Salle believed, would be the ma
jor influence in properly disciplining the maladjusted child (CL 13: 48-52;
CL 24: 19).
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De La Salle saw bad companions, whet her in schoo l or out, as the
gre at cause of the dest ruction of youth, often leading them into serious
misconduct, from which, he said, it could be almost impossible to free
them. The good teacher wilJ promote good discipline by exercising
vigilance over the companionships and friendships developed among his
pupils, even to the point, as we have seen, of assigning students to travel
together to and from school (CL 13: U-12; CL 24: 121-122).

Because the presence of the vigilant teacher reduced the likelihood
of distu rbances, it also reduced the frequency of corrections and punish
ment . This itself contributed to discipline. "Frequent correction," De
La Salle said, "is a great disorder in the school, ... and to reduce the
need for [correction] is one of the best ways to maintain good order"
(CL 24: 149).

Correction and Punishment

As used in the Conduue, the word correction includes various forms of
punishment from reprimands and simple wr itt en assignments (sometimes
called "penances") to corporal punishment. Whatever th e form of punish
ment or correct ion , it was always to be administered within carefully de
fined limits, and the teacher administering it had to take care to control
his attitude and personal react ion (CL 13: 53-63) .

To achieve its purpose, all correction was ro conform to a number
of conditions. De La Salle reminded the teacher that he must at all costs
avoid demeaning the student, for this embittered him and provoked a
dislike for school. He pointed OUt that a child's feelings of revenge and
ill-will following a punishment administered in anger sometimes continued
a long time and aggravated an already disturbed student. In such cir
cumstances the correction did not accomplish its immediate purpose,
which was the improvement of the student, nor the long-range purpose,
which was to awaken in him the desire to resemble his teacher. This was
why De La Salle prescribed moderation in punishment. Proper motiva
tion when administering punishment, he said in one of the meditations,
is "one of the best means of touching and winning the hearts of those
who have committed some fault and of helping them to improve
themselves" (CL 12: 115).

In some instances, De La Salle recommended reproving students
pri vately rather than in class. In all cases, he wished that the correction
be individualized, t hat is, be appropriate to the pe rsonality of the student
in view of the offense (CL 24: 157-160).

Corporal punishment was an accepted school practice in the seven
teenth century and led (0 great abuse. De La Salle accepted the reality ,
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bur moderated its use with very precise conditions to prevent the teacher
from acting in anger or physically abusing the student (Cl 24: t 53-154).*

From these general principles, we can infer that the specific directives
De La Salle proposed for administering correction included that it be
beneficial, just, proportionate, and rime! y (CL 24: 151-153).

When correction was needed, De La Salle prescribed that it was first
necessary for the teacher ro determine that it would he beneficial , that
is "useful and helpful ... either for the student who is to be corrected,
or for the others who witness it." It was important for the teacher to

examin e himself to sec rhat he was nor correcting the student o ut of a
feeling of dislike for the child or because he had been annoyed by him
or by his parents.

The teacher had also to determine whether the correction W:lS JUSt
and proportionate to the fault, whether the student was really disposed
to receive it. and wherher he recogn ized the fault for which he was being
corrected. 1£ such was not the case, the punishment had [Q be postponed.
Punishment was to be administered with dignity, without "striking th e
student, pulling his ears or hair, or using insult ing words."

If despite all these precautions, the student became angry over the
correction or seemed otherwise unlikely to profit by it or understand the
reason for it, th e teacher was to wait until he judged that be could " gen
tly help [the student] get control of himself and admit his mistake." In
short, correction was to be timely (CL ]3: 60).

Rather than punishments, De La Salle was in favor of using for cor
rection 'written assignments he called "penances," for he saw th at these
were less disagreeable to the students, lent themselves to more flexible

" De La s::l r~ uses the word correction to i"dude five kinds of punishment:
reprimands, pc':l~,nct.'s, use of a strap (JemIe). use of .1 rod, and expulsion from the
school. "As one of the principal ru les of :h t: Brothers is ro speak rarely in the
schools, the use of reprimands ought 10 be very rare." Penances included the
following: standing or kneeling for a period of time, as much as half an hour;
memorizing J pan of a lesson ; reading aloud; writing a page or tWO at home; and
being among- the first to arrive at school for a week (a penance for coming lare), The
use of the scrap and the rod was very strictly legislated (CL 24: 146 and 14R). For
example, the strap, which was padded leather 10 to 12 inches long and two inches
wide, was to be administered on the palm of the left hand and with no more than
two strokes . T he rod, for more serious delinquencies, was limited to three strokes
on ihe st udem 's buttocks. Many other derails governing the use of these in
struments were given. These rest r ict ions concern the importance of good judg
men t, self-con trol, and moderation on the pan of the teacher, and humble submis
sion and acceptance on the pan of the student. The authority to expel a student
from the schonj ,",-'IS reserved to the Director, and it was stipulated that it should
be an "extraordinary occurrence." SAL
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riming , and caused fewer complaints from the parents. Thus, they were
mor e likely w be beneficial.

The teachers will make use of penances to keep the students humble
and to put them in a disposition of hear! to correct themselves of their
faults . Thes e penances will be remedial and proportioned [0 the faults
that the students have committed, so that the students can be helped
to make satisfactio n before God, and there will even be a preventive
remedy to keep them from falling in the future. (CL 24: 174-179)

Since De La Salle saw frequent punishment as a very great disorder
in a school, he urged that the teacher act with skill and diligence to main
rain the students in good order "almost without using any corrections
at all." He added. "It is silence, vigilance, and the self-control of the teacher
that establish good order in a school, nor severity or beatings" (CL 24:
151-152).

Though De La Salle stressed the remedial and preventive , as well as
rht: restorative and formative roles of correct ion, he did not ignore the
posit ive effect of rewards, He recommended that the teacher from time
to rime give rewards to those who are most faithful in their school duties,
in order to encourage them to maintain their enthusiasm and to stimulate
others to act in similar ways (CL 24: 138-141).

Certain maladjusted students did not benefit from the orderly environ 
ment of the school or were unresponsive to the usual motivations, such
as job assignments and rewards. These students needed special attention,
and De G Salle addressed that need in several ways, with specific direc
tions for incentives, action, and punishment, as th e following passages
show (CL 24: 157-167).

It is necessary to punish students for .. . all lies. even the smallest;
rhe students must know ... that sometimes they will be pardoned
when they honestly admit their guilt; they will be encouraged to ask
pardon humbly for their faults . . . and will even be urged to im
pose a penance on themselves.

De La Salle proposed to correct in the same way "all those who have
been fighri ng" and those who "have robbed someone or stolen
something." If children have a naturally bold and arrogant spirit, they
must be won over but also corrected for the ir bad attitude.

If they have a bold and arrogant spirit, it is necessary to give rhern
some assignment in school, such as inspector, if they are judged
capable, or collector of papers; or to promote them in some sub
jects as in writing, arithmetic, and so forth, in order to give them a
liking for the school. It is necessary, also, to correct them and
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maintain control of them, not letting them do whatever they wanr to

do . If these students ar e young, fewer steps need to be taken.
It is necessary to speak little to disrespectful children . . . and

always seriously when they have committed some fault. It is necessary
to keep rhern humble, to co rrect th em , when the correction is able
to be helpful to t hem. ... It will be good somet imes to warn them
and reprove them gently and specifically fo r their faults .

Since the faulr s of the thoughtless and flighty were considered to be
the result of a lack of reflection , De La Salle pr oposed that the reach er
rake steps to prevent their faults by assigning these students to seats be
tween thoughtful students and ncar the teacher. H e also wanted them
to be shown affect ion and from rime to time be given so me rew ard , " in
order to encourage them to be diligent and have a liking for school,"
becau se, as he said, they are the ones who ar e most inclined to be
truant, And wh ile they are present, De La Salle continued, "these children
will be helped if involved in ways that will keep them busy, so that they
will be calm and silent ."

It is necessary to correct the stubborn for their stubbornness, especially
chose who are stubborn wh en they are be ing corrected . . . . It will
be necessary, however, that the teachers act in such a way as to pre
vent th e student who is corrected from grumbling, murmuring,
crying, or disrupting the school in some other way, which oft en hap
pens when the child is small or because he does not understand. . . . It
will ordinarily be better not to correct this type of student at all and
to pretend not to notice when he is not studying or when he does
neglect h is duty in so me other way.

It is generally better not to correct spoiled children, but to pre
vent their faults in other way s: . .. by giving them only those
penances easy to do, or by managing the situatio n to fore stall the ir
mistakes by pretending not to see them, or by warn ing them gently
in private . . . _(CL 24: 183-184)

De La Salle placed great emphasis upon schoo l attendance and urged
that every thing be done to determine the causes of absences so as to pre
vent them. Children who are truant, he felt , "are usually already inclin
ed to evil, and bad behavior follows waywardness." De La Salle believed
rhar interest ing the child in school was rhe best remedy for absences, and
even proposed rewarding with responsibilities those inclined to truancy,
in th e hope of giving them a liking for school and perhaps making them
a source of good example.

The teacher will take care from time co time to stimulate [those in
clined to be truant], encou raging them with rewards, and making them
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diligent in school by some assignment of work that occupies them
and engages them, according to their ability. It is especially necessary
never to threaten them with correction.

It is necessary . . . to have firmness in their regard and correct
them when they do wrong and when they are truant. But it is also
necessary to show them much affection for the good they do, reward
ing them for every little thing-something to be done only with this
kind of student and with the flighty. (Cl, 24: 183-194)

Expulsion

It would be naive to believe that De La Salle and the Brothers always
managed (Q win over a maladjusted Student. On the contrary, there were
students who were actually impossible to deal with, since they presented
serious problems by their misbehavior and did not benefit from the in
struction and the correction (Cl, 24: 148-149).

Feeling as he did about the importance of the Christian school as a
way of escaping the oppression and degradation of the poverty and the
moral dangers in which many of the pupils lived, De La Salle was very
reluctant to dism iss any of them. We have already seen his concern that
the parents themselves understand their responsibility for the Christian
education of their children and be aided in meeting it.

Nonetheless, he and the Brothers quickly learned that they would
have failures at times no matter how organized, bow highly motivated,
or how devoted they were. There would always be students whose con
duct posed serious problems and created an environment in the school
damaging to others, students who simply would not or could not benefit
from an education. The only recourse even in those days was expulsion.

De La Salle insisted: "It must be an extraordinary thing to dismiss
a student from school," and this was to be done only after consultation
with the Director and only upon his order, after consultation with the
parents. "If the means taken to prevent or remedy their faults accomplish
nothing, it may be better [Q dismiss them than to correct them, unless
after speaking with the parents, it is found to be good to correct them."

The examples given in the Conduits of cases requiring expulsion as
the only remedy are similar to those which would lead to dismissal from
school even today. The school was not to tolerate the licentious or those
capable of corrupting others. Students troublesome to others or interfer
ing with the lessons, the retarded who were uncontrollable, students who
persistently disturbed good order, thieves, those who repeated serious faults
and refused correction-all these were obviously destructive of the good
discipline of the school, and if they remained incorrigible, they had to
be expelled. Nor could those children remain in school whose parents
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refused to sec that they attended Mass and the catechism lesson (CL 24:
160).

In the matter of discipline and the enforcement of punishments, De
La Salle began by moderating and regul:j[ing some of the practices which
he saw were harmful and counterproductive. There remained, of course,
vestiges of old ways and of old attitudes toward maladjusted children or
slow learners , like the " bench for the ignorant" described in L'Escole
Paroissialc (1654), but gradually De La Salle introduced into the schools
the better, more productive means of discipline and correction developed
by the Brothers.

The methods, guidelines, and restraints De La Salle presented for deal
ing wirh troubled children in the seventeenth century are considered fun
damental in teaching learning disabled children today,

Summary

The principal effects of the establishment of Ch ristian Schools, accord
ing to De La Salle, were to prevent the disorders which arise when the
child was left to himself, and to put a SLOp (Q the consequences of this

neglecl. BUI, as has been shown, the school was also called upon [Q remedy
these disorders.

De LJ. Salle believed that prevention consisted in keeping the students
from acquiring bad habits and becoming dissolute. To achieve this, I he
Brother was to maintain a constant vigilance over the students and instill
in their minds in a firm manner the truths of the faith .

Frequent instruction and the use of the sacraments were to be the
remedies agajnst bad habits contracted by children (CL 12: 79-80).

But it was the creation of a healthy environment that constituted the
best means to prevent delinquency and the best remedy for t he inade
quacies of the family and of society . This healthy environment was the
sum total of personal relations between teacher and student that were pro

foundly authentic and conformable to the most fundamental aspirations
of human nature. The key figure in the educational environment was the
person of the teacher, who in all his actions promoted the full develop
ment of the student, and by his demands and his effons strove ro improve
the milieu of the child 's family and at the same time elicit its sup
port. Thus, the Brother became a personal model for both the student
and the family (CL 25: 17).

De La Salle began by reforming those pedagogicalpractices of his time
which he judged most harmful. He introduced only gradually the better
methods discovered by some of the Brothers. As has been said, there are
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This chart summarizes De La Salle's vision of the role of the Lasallian
school: the poor, victimized by unfavorable economic conditions and
consequent ignorance and lawlessness, would find in the Christian
school, free and well-conducted, a way by which they could earn a de
cent living, live a good moral life, and serve society and the Church.
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vestiges of old practices, but the greater pan of the guidelines De La Salle
proposed can still be considered fundamental to a sound psychology of
learning.

The theories and practices of De La Salle in the education of the malad
justed and educationally handicapped were developed in his practice in
the parish or town schools. His experiences found a new application in
the apostolare at Saint Yon, Here, in an establishment which was in fact
one of the first of their tuition schools and which had been set up to sup
port works other [han a parish school, De La Salle and his Brothers ex
panded and adapted their early programs for discipline and correction and
eventually came to work with troubled boys of many different types.



PART THREE

Saint Yon



Source Material

With few exceptions, the references which constitute the evidence for the
ideas advanced in Parts One and Two are contained in De La Salle's own
writings or in material closely associated with the Institute. The range
of documents employed in the description of life and work at Saint Yon
is, however, more diverse and, quite understandably of uneven quality,
consisting as it does of official correspondence and formal reports on the
one hand , and occasional requests and observations on the part of in
dividuals on the other. This material underscores both the multipurpose
function of the Saint Yon establishment and the increasing number of
areas over which the Brothers-had little or no control.

One of De La Salle's publications is, nevertheless, a principal source
for Part Three. This is his work wr itten in 1703 and entitled Les Regles
de la Bienseance et de fa Civilite cbretienne (Cl. 19). Extensive usc is also
made of Blain's biography of De La Salle and of the biography by Brother
Lucard, as well as the latter's Annales de l'Instuut des heres des EcoLes chre
tiennes, publi shed in two volumes in Paris in 1883. Other important
sources are Georges Rigauk's more modern and more extensive history,
published in nine volumes in Paris between 1936 and 1953, under the ti
tle Histoire generate de l'lnstitut des Freres des Ecoles cbretiennes. and J.
Guibert's Life and Virtues of Saint John Baptist de La Salle, 1912.

The great port ion of source material for Part Three, including letters
and reports written by the Brothers, government officials, and the inmates
themselves, is drawn mainly from two collections, one in the archives
of the Geriera late of the Brothers in Rome (AMG) and the other in the
archives of the Seine-Maritime Department in Rouen (ADSM).

The Rome arch ives include useful accounts of life at Saint Yon by
Brother Emery, entitled DesPensionnaires and Pension deforce ou Grande
Pension. The Regfement pour les Freres de fa petite pensionand Coutumier
de fa matson de Saint-Yon cited in this part are also in the Rome archives,
as are Livre de comptes de Saint- Yon, comptes de Pensionnnires deforce, and
the Registre d'Administration de Saint-Yon, 1777. The Coutumier de la
Rosslgnolerie d'Angers, 1787 serves as a basis of comparison with the pro
gram at Saint Yon.

The archival collection at Rauen contains a good deal of official cor
respondence between the Brothers and various levels of government. In
cluded in this material are many items which illuminate the more humane
features of life in the institution. These sources include the Memoire of
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Dcsurrnont, an inmate of the house of detention, entitled Observations
SU7" fa maison de Saint-Yon, and eyewitnessed descriptions of the riot in
1774 under the title Dossierde La reuolte du 28 juillet 1774. An important
general resource is lnuentaire de fa maison de Saint-Yon, and, with par
ticular regard to the daily schedule and the principal rules of the house
of detention, Reglement de fa Pension de force is invaluable.

Part Three also includes references to The Letters of John Baptist de
La Salle; to Brother Latour: Le Frere Irenee, third edition (Paris, 1892);
[0 Francois Farin: Histoire de la ville de Rotten (1738); to the school text
of Brother Alberic, entitled Traited'ArithmetiqeeaI'usage despensionnaires
et desecoliers desFreres desEcoles chretiennes (Rouen, 1787); to [he medical
study published by L Debouueville and J. B. Parchappe on the mentally
disturbed, L'asile des aMnes (Rauen, 1845) and to Canon Farcy: Le Mbnoire
de Saint-Yon (Rouen, 1936).
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The Manor of Saint Yon

Part s One and Two of this study have shown how the pedagogical prin
ciples and practices developed by De La Salle and his Brothers were used
in assisting maladjusted and troubled children . This parr of the study will
focus on the application of those ideas in the unique establishment which
evolved at Saint Yon, outside the city of Rouen on the Seine River, north
west of Paris .

The nature of the work at Saint Yon made it the most famous of the
houses of the Brothers during the eighteenth century, and it soon became
a model imitated and adopted elsewhere in France during the following
century. The tradition of special services established at Sainr Yon con
tinues in establishments of the Brothers in one way or another even to
this day.

The Manor at Saint Yon represenrs a significant expansion by De La
Salle of the ministries of the Brothers. Saint Yon was nor a free parish
school or a foundation, but was owned by the Brothers and tuition fees
were charged. It incorporated the novitiate and the residences of the
superiors and the retired Brothers of the Institute, as well as the staffs
and resident students of three educational institutions of very different
purposes and modes of functioning . Saint Yon was an extraordinaril y com
plex operation .

The original establishment at Saint Yon was a boarding school for
sons of middle and upper class families, whose fees were [Q suppOrt the
novitiate, which De La Salle had moved to Saint Yon from Paris. Soon
a house of correction was added for maladjusted and troubled youths who
could be more or less integrated with the boarding school program. Later,
at the requests of civil authorities in Rauen and of the Royal Court, a
house of detention for delinqu ent youths was opened as an alternative
to a notorious city prison. Eventually, to this house were committed adult
offenders and, in increasing numbers, the mentally ill. Thus there
developed at Saint Yon three interrelated educational establishm ents, the
boarding school (pension fibre), the house of correct ion ipension decorrec
lion), and the house of detention (pension de force).

The main focus of this pan of our study is on the house of detention,
but first the boarding school and the house of correction will be described
briefly, since the relationship among staffs and students of all three places
had considerable relevance co the programs of rehabil itation which were
arrernpred at Saint Yon .
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Most of the original documents relating to Saint Yon date from the
period after 1750. However, Brother Tirnothec, Superior General of the
Brothers unti11751 , had been personall y trained by De La Salle and, hav
ing edited the latter's Meditations in 17.30 and 1731, was in a un ique posi
tion to see that the thought and practices of De La Salle were preserved
th roughout the In stitute, and especially at Saint Yon. Brother Tirnothec
was not a person to permit deviation from the spirit with which De Li
Salle had imbued his work. Later , in 1782, Brother Agathon, Superior
General, approved the schedule and practices of Saint Yon because he
judged them to be conformable to the original practices of the Insti
tute. His testimony deserves to be cited:

We, the undersigned, Superior General of the Institute of the Brother,
of the Christian Schools, having seen the attached coutumier contain
ing in sixty-six pages I he custo ms and practices of our house of Saint
Yon, approve I hat the Brothers continue to observe these customs
and practices in the future.

Alrhough many of the articles are not in accord with those o f
the ordinary houses of our schools, nor represent entirely, nor even
in several th ings, our common rules, th ey may be presumed to have
been established by John Baptist de La Salle, our Founder, and pre
served by our predecessors for the sake of the greater good, the con
venience, and the appropriateness to the kind of house that Saint Yon
IS.

This means that we ought nor change any of these special ar
rangements, bur rather support them, especially since any changes that
could be made would produce no real advantage to the house nor to

those who live there, but in certain respects could result even in less
good, not to say harm. Given at Rouen, April 10, 1782. (AMG)

Until 1790 and the French Revolution the Brothers also conducted
houses of detention in France at Mareville, near Nancy, and at Ros
signolerie in Angers .

The Boarding School

Foundation

In the spri ng of 1705, the Brothers rook charge of several charity schools
in the city of Rouen. Although poorly paid, the Brothers took their work
seriously and kept at it energetically, 'wit h each teacher in charge of 100

young boys. The result s were unusually good, and some of the families
belonging to the business class, becoming envious of the people whose
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children had teachers who were so successful, wanted their children to

have the same access to the practical know ledge and the solid religious
learning that distinguished the Brothers' students. For this reason, they
asked De La Salle to take their children as boarders at Saint Yon, a prop·
erty comprising some 17 acres near Rouen, which he had just rented for
a Motherhouse and a novitiate .

De La Salle needed income for the support of both the novitiate and
the Brothers at Saint Yon, and saw that a boarding school could furnish
it. He wrote to Brother Thomas, the treasurer at Saint Yon, in response
to complaints about money: "I think that the means God wishes to use
to provide for your living is that you take children in as boarders" (Let .
ter 37, TheLetters ofJohn Baptist de La Salle, LasallianPublications, 1988).
He then directed that part of the building be furnished as a boarding school,
and in October 1705 opened it to all children sent to him. He placed the
new school under the care of one of the experienced Brothers and drew
up a schedule and regulations appropriate to the age and background of
the students.

Canon Blain, De La Salle's biographer, noted that this opportunity
"conformed to [De La Salle's] way of working and was very acceptable
to him" (CL 8: 33).

Program of Studies

We have seen that the basic elements in the schools which De La Salle
established were a well-organized operation, dedicated and competent
teachers, and well-defined and appropriate discipline, together with an
integrated, informed, practical, orderly, and individualized program which
included student involvement. These elements, developed first in the
parish and charity schools conducted by the Brothers, were applied to

the complex undertaking which Saint Yon soon became and were the bases
for the special education provided there.

The principles and methods of teaching in the boarding school at Saint
Yon were those confirmed by the wisdom and experience of the preceding
2S years, and the program of studies was initially what it was at the other
schools of the Brothers. The Brothers' boarding school aimed to form
young men prepared to meet the material necessities of life as well as its
moral obligations. There were elements drawn from the program of the
Sunday school, from the Christian Academy which the Brothers had
established in Paris, and from the short-lived boarding school for Irish
emigres also established by the Brothers in the capital. These programs
provided the foundation for the further developments which time and
circumstances required at Saint Yon,

Since Latin was excluded from the Brothers' schools until early in
the twentieth cemury, the program of studies at the boarding school of
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Saint Yon comprised courses other than the traditional classics. Almost
from the start, in addition to the usual program in reading, writing,
arithmetic, catechism, and bible history, courses in surveying, drafting,
mathematics, grammar, geography, bookkeeping, and accounting were
included in the boarding school. Later the program was expanded to in
clude natural history, hydrography, advanced calculation, and modern
languages.

Independently of the program usually identified with the Jesuit
schools, the Brothers developed a new type of academic program for more
advanced students. It was quite varied, very flexible, adapted to the abili
ty of individual students and the needs of local regions. The Brothers in
the course of the eighteenth century gave their special stamp {Q this type
of program, not only at Saint Yon but also in their other boarding
schools. It was only after he read t he inspector's reports from Saint Yon
that Victor Duruy, the Minister of Education for France, created the
French programs of secondary education.

The academic program of the boarding school at Saint Yon was
available also to those maladjusted students who later were sent to the
house of correction . There were several reasons why De La Salle and the
Brothers allowed these troubled youths to share the classrooms with the
ordinary students of the boarding school. We have already seen that De
La Salle and the Brothers held the strong conviction that a sound school
environment was of itself an effective discipline for the maladjusted Stu

dent. Furthermore, the Brothers saw that a practical education could
provide the students with some access to an honest living. Finally, the
association with the relatively well-adjusted students of the boarding school
was seen as providing role models and corrective peer pressure.

Leisure Activities

Although De La Salle and the Brothers were disposed to be quite severe
on themselves, they were not unaware that recreation was indispensable
for the development of a full and balanced personality. It is not surpris
ing, then, to find at Saint Yon provision {or the students to engage in
physical exercise and active games, all positive, powerful elements in the
educational process, particularly in a boarding school.

At Saint Yon freedom and balance were cultivated through long walks
and a variety of games, such as "tennis, or croquet, bowling, ninepins,
and badminton." The games could become violent, and records indicate
that one student named Thorel, from Lisieux, was charged "4 livres, 10
sols, {or 21 treatments for injury to both arms" (AMG).

Contemporary documents also list charges for other recreational but
less violent activities, giving the prices of equipment for indoor games
on rainy days, like chess, checkers. and backgammon. Charges were also
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made for lessons in fencing. and even dancing, for which one student
named Flavigny paid six livres a month (CL 19: 147).

The regulat ions for the Bro thers of th e boarding school prescribed
.1 weekly lesson in singing at the beginning of the afternoon and two such
lessons on Sunday, one in the morning. the other in the afternoon. Ac
cording to the Rule of their community, the Brothers wer e to require
thei r students to sing at least six verses of a hymn every day after the
evening pray ers. For this purpose De La Salle wro te and publis hed a col
lcction of hymns set to popular tun es. The words of the hym ns were
vpi ritu al, but the melodies were songs of the day that the srudenrs knew:
patr iot ic songs, wirry melodies, sentimental songs called "brunettes," and
even love songs, as well as songs sung in taverns. This collection was used
throughout rhe eighteent h centu ry, as the several successive editions of
the publication make clear. Brother Solomon noted that the boarders at
Mareville " by order of the King" published some books of pJaincham. At
Saint Yon the ordinary boarders also had the opportunity [0 learn to play
musical instrum ents, Cont emporary records mention lessonson the violin
and the flute and the purchase of a clarinet by the student Flavigny at
the COSt of 36 livres,

The schedule of the boarding school prov ided for drawing classes, and
the ground plan of 1777 indicates the room where "s ketchi ng and
decorative art are taught." For [he older students, the program of stu dies
was mor e elaborat e and involved elements of civil and military architec
ture, gardening, and landscaping."

The House of Correction

Foundation

Canon Blain. a witness to the events, described the open ing of the house
of correctio n:

The publ ic, made aware of the skill of [he Brothers in the successful
teaching of the you ng, alerted families troubled by children who were
unruly, incorrigible, reckless, and unman ageable, and advised them
to seek admission to Saint Yon for th e children in th eir care, with
the promise that the children would be altogether different after their

*T he gro und plan sho ws residential areas for four divisions of boarders: the
Saint Louis, Saint Joseph. Saint Nicholas, and Saint Charles sectio ns. T hese WCT<:

probably divisions by age; groupings according to academ ic abili ty and success
look place in the classroom . BFH
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discharge than at the time of thei r entrance. Many parents were will
ing to rake advantage of this, and entrusted the rehabil itation of their
children to teachers whom they recognized as more capable than they
were themselves. Soon the schoo l was full. (CL 8: 32)

Francois Farin, historian of the city of Rouen, reported in 1738 the
judgment of his contemporaries:

The President, who by his care and unusual devotion was led to prof
it by the benefits and success of the schools conducted by the Brothers,
was not satisfied IO establish schools in the principal sections of the
city for the children of the common people, but desired further in
that same year (1705) to open a house that would rescue from licen
tiousness the young people of better families. This project was car
ried out in the house of Saint Yon .

Until that time Rauen had for the purpose of boarding and
rehabilitating young offenders only the Tower of the Libertines (Tol!Y
des-Libertinsi, also called the Tower for the Normands (Touy-aux
Normandss, located near the Porte Guillaume-Lion in an unsanitary sec
tion of the city . Parents demanded an alternat ive to having their children
locked up in the Tower, where the cells were very small and a deplorable
promiscuity prevailed. The Tower had a bad reputation even up to the
time o f the French Revolution . Requests co transfer delinquents from rhe
Tower co the house of correction at Saint Yon became numerous . One
such reque~t reads: "The parcnts of the young man D. were hopeful that
he could be corrected and thar a less rigid and less severe imprisonment
would contribute [Q his return to good living" (ADSM).

Integration with the Boarding School

The conditions of the house of correction are described by Blain :

These young men are closely supervised ... and practically tied to

the hand of a Brother, who never leaves them and always keeps an
eye on th em, not allowing them [he chance to go off by themselves
or to escape from his surveillance. Nevertheless, their education is
no different from chat of the ordinary boarders. They all haw the
same schedule of prayers. They receive [the same] lessons of religion
and catechism. They are taught how to receive the sacraments, and
they are prepared to receive First Holy Communion if they have nor
done so already ; and if they have done so, they are taught how to
make up fo r their past life by a good general confession. In a word,
they live as in a seminary or a very regular community, with a sched
uled program of prayer or instruction suitable to their age and coridi
non, They eat in the common dining room with the Brothers and
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are witness (0 the Brothers' practices of piety. This is wha t usually
motivates them and inspires them to return to God. (CL 8: 32)

Describing a house of correction similar to Saint Yon and staffed by
the Brothers at Mareville, a conremporary wrote:

Young people, while they are still minors, are admitted on the author
ity of their parents. They att end the classes in religion, writing,
arithmetic, spelling, geography, and music, and in class they read all
the subjects capable of enlightening the mind and moving the heart
to good behavior.

Brother Lucard noted that the discipline at Saint Yon was very strict
for those who had jus. entered the house of correction but was relaxed
to the extent that these boarders showed signs of reformation. Ultimately
students from the house of correction who showed that they might benefit
from the change were transferred to the classes of the boarding school. We
might consider this practice an early form of "mainsrrearning."

The document called lett res paientes, a form of state certification,
describes Saint Yon as a place that could well serve as a "school of wisdom
. . . for the children who have been placed there as boarders" (ADSM).

The success of this project was not slow in coming. Thus Blain was
able to write: "It is unbelievable . .. how many rebellious and incorrigi
ble children have lost their wildness and their irreligion in this house"
(CL 8: 32).

A Therapeutic Setting

The house of correction, as part of the total operation at Saint Yon, was
integrated into the ordinary boarding school. The goal was to have those
in the house of correction do everything together with the ordinary
boarders. Both groups of students were treated in the same way. except
that those in the house of correction were more closely supervised and
were kept under a closer discipline. To the extent that they became bet
ter behaved, they were given more freedom and ultimately were considered
ordinary boarders.

This close association between the ordinary boarders and those in the
house of correction had an except ional educational and rehabilitative
value. As a matter of fact, certain authors today call for precise ly this
kind of arrangement in programs of social rehabilitation. According to

them, the chances of successful rehabilitation are better if young people
in need of special supervision are mixed in with a large majority of 50

called normal students. This phenomenon is called the "halo effect" by
German authors. If those needing rehabilitation are simply put together
by themselves in a closed setting, they are subject to enormous peer
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pressure. The destructive subculture which develops among those needing
rehabilitation themselves is more effective than the education intended
to correct them. In the program of the house of correction at Saint Yon,
the peer influence among those needing rehabilitation was under the very
dose supervision of the Brothers, so that the positive influence of the ordi 
nary boarders became significant.

For the inmates of the house of correction who participated with the
regular boarders, the highly organized academic programs, the discipline,
the religious atmosphere, the recreation, the opportunities for creative
and cultural activities, and the concern and example of the Brothers must
have had a healing influence.

The fact that a student needing rehabilitation knew that he might even
tually be able to participate in the same programs with the ordinary
boarders was bound to produce positive results, for it provided the Stu

dent with an ever present goal which he could see clearly.
The house of correction at Saint Yon deserves credit for rehabilitating

a large number of young, maladjusted students during nearly half a cen
tury. It put into practice original and successful methods the value of
which is recognized today in modern theories of special education.

Typical Problems

Yet it would be illusory to think that the Brothers did not encounter dif
ficulties in the work of rehabilitating maladjusted students. That the or
dinary boarders and those of the house of correction lived together did
not simplify the task. Problems in the original boarding school, in fact,
began to emerge because of this union.

One of the first references to these difficulties was noted in the book
of regulations for the Brothers of the boarding school. Here it was
prescribed that "in order to prevent runaways," the Brothers "not be
absent from the outdoor recreation."

In 1745 the so-called "Polycarp Affair" created a sensation to which
Rigaulr has devoted several pages . Brother Polycarp, one of the Brothers
at Saint Yon, is depicted by Rigault as a rebel who addressed his grievances
against the Superior General to the members of Parliament and to the
archbishop. He accused the Brother Superior of having disregard for ec
clesiastical and civil authorities, and of being a poor administrator (Rigault
II: 301-309).

The greed with which the Brother Superior General desires to ac
cumulate money has led him for a long time to prefer to save money
rather than to preserve the innocence and the health of the boarders
or to provide for the most pressing needs of the Brothers of Saint
Yon. When the Brother presently in charge of the ordinary boarders
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wa s pla ced in this position , he discovered rhar a frightful disorder
re igned among the boarders of the house of correction. They were
openly practicing an unmentionable vice. (AD SM)

Brother Polycarp, who apparently 'was the Brother in charge men
tioned here, goes on to report that frequent and serious representations
were made to the Brother Superior concerning this deplorable situation
and remedies were proposed: lights, additional supervisory staff, and the
construction of separate sections to protect the in nocent . But, he declares ,
nothing was done, and all p roposals were rejected, solely because of the
costs involved. While the facts surrounding these charges may be
so mewhat exaggerated , a m ore object ive docum ent does reveal a real dif
ficulry at the root of th e conflict. On May 15, 1745, the Brother Superior
and his assistants wrote:

For the good of the boarding school, we will construct rooms with
windows, which can be built in the large dormitory of the se nior
boarding school, in order to separate those who are corrupting the
innocent, (ADSM)

Another do cument in the Motherhouse archives stat es that even "the
ordinary boarders themselves have caused great concern at Saint Yon,"
and reports that some among them planned to hang one of the Brothers
whom they disliked . Their classroom was some distance from the others,
and they were able to put a large spike into a beam of the ceiling. Several
planned to string a rope around the Brother's neck while the notebooks
were being corrected. When one of their accomplices revealed the plot,
the administration decided that there would no longer be any classes held
"in a place so separated from the others" (AMG).

In a letter dated January 30, 1756, M. Saint Florenrin, one of the Royal
Ministers, mentions a deposition concerning a rebellion of the students
of the boarding school. While recommending that no publicity be given
to t his episode so as not to discredit the school or disgrace several good
fam ilies, the State Minister announced that His Majesty would consider
what means ought to be taken to prevent any recurrence of such violence
(ADSM).

Closing of the House of Correction

Eventually, changing circumstances brought about rhe closing of the house
of correction at Saint Yon, although the other functions at Saim Yon were
continued.

In December 1758, M. Saint Floremin informed the Chief Justice of
the Courts of Rouen that the King had received complaints about the
practice at Saint Yon (and other places) of bypassing the judgment of the
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courts and receiving "the sons of prominent families or others for in
carceration solely on the basis of complaints by the parents." Saint Florin
tin appointed a certain M . De Brou [Q investigate. Shortly thereafter, De
Brou reponed to the Minister that the Brothers had agreed no lo nger to

receive such commitments to the house of correct ion. He submitted a
signed acceptance of the follmving Royal Ordinance:

My dear Friend. After due consideration we have decided that no
children or any other pers on regardless of age or status may be deprived
by you of their freedom for the pu rpose of rehabilitating their behavior
or for any other purpose whatsoever.

We further order expressly that you receive into your house of
detention only those subjects of ours whom we deem deserving to
be sent by our authorized agems and by one of our secretaries of state.
. . . Done at Versailles, 14 December 1757. LOUIS.

Below, under the date of December 22, 1757, Brother Claude, Superior,
signed his acceptance of this " o rder of his Majesty" (ADSM).

Some time later, De Brou reponed to Saint Florentin that he had com
pleted his assignment and that the Brothers had asked him if they should
set free immediately all those who had been detained in their house o f
correction "without being committed there by royal decree, several of
whom were rnenrallyill .' These were transferred to the house of deten
t ion . It is clear that the royal decision was aimed both at dosing the house
of correction and at terminating the practice of accepting into the house
of detention persons not cornrnined by royal decree or lettre de cachet
(ADSM).

The question of what to do with the mentally ill was settled by
transferring them to the hallie of detention . Others incarcerated in the
house of correction were apparently released (ADSM).

It seems that closing the house of correction did not prevent the
Brothers from continuing to receive as ordinary boarders some young
men who were in difficulty or who were maladjusted. There is mention
also of the transfer of three young men from the boarding school to the
house of detention. In addition, many documents in the archives at Rauen
report the continued detention at Saint Yon of youths between 13 and
19 years of age (A DSM).

Two factors emerge here which become prominent later in similar
difficulties in the house of detention. One was the increasing use of Saint
Yon 10 rehabilitate youth far more severely maladjusted than those for
wh ich the program was originally intended, troubled students for whom
the Brothers may nor have been adequately prepared. The other was the
growing popular opposition to arbitrary and capricious incarceration of
persons without the proper authorization of the courts .
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The House of Detention:
Organization

Foundation

Blain has noted that the success of the Saint Yon house of correction at·
rracred other persons much more difficult to reform. Lucard, Guibe rt,
Rigault, and Merlaud, all historians of th e Institute, believe that the idea
of establishing a house of detention at Saint Yon originate d with Nicolas
Pierre Camus De Pontcarre, First President of the Parliament of Nor
mandy and a friend and benefactor of De La Salle. He visited Sainr Yon
in order to relax from the heavy weight of his official du ties, and seeing
the admirable order there and [he control that the Brothers bad over their
students, thought that this was clearly the answer to a serious problem
in the city. of Rouen (Rigaulr I: 402).

De Pontcarre was disturbed by the miserable effects which the city
prison was having on young delinquents. He was convinced that the
prison was justified as a way to expiate crime s and to admin ister justice,
but knew that promiscuit y preva iled there and that there was no positive
moral intluence. Instead of correcting young people, the pr ison fostered
the ir evil inclinations. With this in mind, De Pontcarre asked De La Salle
in t 7]5 to add another program to his projects at Saint Yon and to accept
young men whom Parliament or the King would commit to him by a
lettre de cachet. A leure de cachet was a document bear ing a royal seal or
'cachet,' and authorizing the incarceration of the individual named,
withou t action by the courts, (See Appendix A.)

De Pontcarre's request involved housing and rehabilitating not only
rebellious adolescents but also youths who had caused some scandal or
compromised their own reputation and that of their family . It required
the Brothers to work with adults who, because of their social situation
and the need to protect their family's name, had to avoid the shame of
being convicted and sentenced to prison . Eventually, the inmates com
prised a motley and sorry group which included members of the nobili
ty . religious and pr iests, and sons of upper and middle-class families. The
city of Rouen at that time had only the infamous Tour-des-Libertins in
which to imprison such people (ADSM).

De La Salle was aware of the nature of the task proposed to him . He
knew well what was taking place in the society of his day and had on
several occasion s visited inmates of the prisons of Paris (CL 8:
333- 334). Still he hesitated to take action, because this new work had
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in no way entered his plans before . Up to that time, De La Salle had con
sidered that his vocation and that of the Brothers was the teaching of the
children in ordinary schools, with particular preference for the free schools
and schools of the parish.

Neverth eless, De La Salle finally agreed to open a hou se of detention
at Saint Yon, perhaps largely out of consideration for De Pontcarre, whom
he counted among his greatest benefactors. In any case, from then on
there were three kinds of boarders at Saint Yon: youths enrolled by free
choice, maladju sted or rebellious adolescents, and prisoners committed
(0 the house of detention (CL 8: 33). All paid for room, board, and special
services within a wide range of costs. Brothers were forbidden to receive
any gifts from the inmates.

By virtue of th e lettres patentes, which officially authorized its foun
dation, Saint Yon was under the authority of the First President and the
General Procurator of the Rauen Parliament; this arrangement naturally
included the house of detention (ADSM).

Staff

De La Salle was always concerned t hat his establishments be staffed by
competent, dedicated Brothers. The Conduite, the teacher-training pro
grams, the structures he created for the management of his schools all
make this idea quite dear. Of course, competence and professionalism
were not understood as rhey are today, but, taken in the context of the
seventeenth century, De La Salle was a pioneer in preparing teachers .

The work at Saint Yon was especially demanding. The place was large
and complex, and several of its services were new to the Brothers. The
house of detention required teachers of the highest calibre, for ult imately
it treated in the same organization older persons seriously disturbed, grave
ly antisocial, and mentally ill.

By the decree of imprisonment, the Brother Director of Saint Yon
was personally charged with responsibility for those in detention, In this
task he was assisted by the Brother Prefect or Director of the house of
detention, called in some documents the" master of the adult boarders"
(AMG). Apparently, at the beginning when the number of the inmates
was still small , the Brother Prefect of the house of detention (the title
most often used) did not have any assistants . Not until a note dated May
1717 is there mention of an assistant master of those in detention. In 1725
the master of the adult boarders is an assistant to the Prefect of the house
of detention, and in 1745 a Brother adds to his signature, "in service,
employed with the adult boarders" (Rigault II: 107-108).

As the number of those in the house of detention increased, so did
the types of inmates, the problems, and the need for intensified and trained
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supervision. It became necessary to have a Brother supervise each hall
of the house of detention . During recreation each group was supervised
by a Brother, and at the same time another Brother searched the cells. At
night there was a guard both inside and outside the house.

Contemporary documents also mention a Brother Gatekeeper of the
house of detention, a Brother responsible for locking up the inmates, a
Brother who shaved them, and a Brother in charge of their singing. Since
some of the inmates became ill, doctors had to be brought in. There was
a Brother Tnfirmarian, as well as a Brother appoimed to watch over the
sick, and others as needed. The entire staff had to have a great deal of
prudence and the ability to work together. These tWO requirements were
repeated as a refrain in the regulations for the Brother Infirrnarian .

While it is not possible to give a complete list of rhe Brothers Prejects
of the house of detention, some names are given in various documents:

Brother Ambroise
Brother Dosithee
Brother Andre
Brother Dorninque
Brother Sranis las
Brother Orner
Brother Pharon

1716
1718
1725
1725
1734
1745
1747

Brother Memin
Brother Bon
Brother Jean-Marie
Brother josaphat
Brother Pontian
Brother Solenne
Brother Mansuy

1766
1769
1774
1774-78
1778-82
1782-86
1786-92

Six of these 14 Brorhers were spoken of with praise in the records
available. Brother Ambroise, for example, was referred to as one of the
most distinguished representatives of the Lasallian tradition and one of
the most comperent Directors the house ever had. Brother Dosithee, later
an Assistant to the Superior General, was described as one of the most
typical of the Brothers of the Christian Schools. Brother Andre and
Brother josaphat later became Directors of the large boarding schools of
Nantes and Saint Orner, respectively. Brother Bon was described as a
remarkable man, and of Brother Jean-Marie it was said that he possessed
very fine qualities. Concerning the others, there are no contemporary
documents which give any judgment . This speaks in their favor, since
every abuse in dealing with inmates was noted with strong disap
proval. The only targets of such denunciations were Brother Stanislas and
Brother Memin (Rigault Il: 149-150; 175).

The name of Brother Stanislas appears in a periodical critical oi Saint
Yon, in which this Brother was described as an authoritarian personali
ty . The author of the article, who was writing on behalf of one of the
inmates, said that since the appointment of Brother Sranislas to the posi
tion of Prefect of the house of detention, the inmate De Guisainville had
experienced nothing but unkindness and gross insult. For the past five
or six years, "he has had no pens or ink; during almost all of the winter
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of 1737, there was no heat and none o f the so-called recreation ." Th ere
is no way of knowing whether or not this accusation was an exaggeration.

Brother Mernin was involved in the rebellion of December 5, 1766,
which will be described later . This episode had serious consequences: a
loss of confid ence on the pan of the public and a loss of mor ale on the
part of the inmates. Furthermore, the discipline imposed after the rebell ion
frequently became itself a cause for further trouble .

A formal charge came from the archdiocesan chancery followin g
ano ther rebellion, in 1774. At that time General Marescot, the Vicar of
Rouen , gave many reasons why the civil authority had assumed control
of Saint Yon, going so far as to say that the Brothers needed to be tra ined
and supervised, that they knew little about their duties, and that their
managemem of those in detention was characterized by ignorance (Rigault
ll : 350).

Desurrnonr, an inmate who had been a member of the King's
bodyguard, did not treat the Brothers gently in the memoir he wrote. He
was aston ished that the Broth ers, themselves drawn from the lower class
of society and employed in teaching the poo r, would carry weight with
the civil authorities, and he condemned the Brothers for doing all in their
power to prevent any complaints against them from leaking outside. He
then went on to give a whole series of examples to support his allegations
(ADSM).

The document s that indicate difficulties are, however, relatively few
for a period covering 77 years, and since ecclesiastic and civil authorities
continued to rely on Saint Yon, one may conclu de that the prefects of
the hou se of detention were generally competent and that defects were
regularly corrected. It is perhaps more relevant to note that the conflicts
which made life in the hou se of detent ion difficult were heightened by
the social differences between inmates who were of the nobility and ac
custom ed to a life of ease, and the Brothers, who were from a working
class background (ADSM).

Admission by O rder of the Royal Court

The police were responsible for arresting and transporting persons co rn

mitred by roy al decree, und er royal seal or a lettre de cachet. These OUt
casts often included dissolu te, corrupt, unbalanced ind ividuals wh o were
unable to get along in the ir family and social life. Accordi ng to Blain,
the transfer was not ordi narily done wit hout a great deal of resistance
on the part of some, who showed their ugly mood with violent outbursts
of anger as they arrived at the house of Saint Yon (CL 8: 33).

The regulations for the house of detent ion concerning admission stared
chat upon arrival persons brought to Saint Yon under royal decree were
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to hand over to the Brother Director all silver, gold , or any other item
of value, as well as knives, swords, scissors, and other possibly dangerous
instruments. The Director was required to give a strict and detailed ac
count of everything he received (ADSM).

Brother Emery, the early historian of the house of detention , includes
these graphic details:

When a prisoner arrives, he will be led or brought to a cell and, while
he is forced to lie on the bed , will be st r ipped of everything. All his
clothing will be search ed fo r knife, scissors, dagger, razor, calipers,
or other dangerous weapons. Then his clothes will be returned to him.

The purely administrative side of the process was very simple, mere-
ly to register the admission of the inmate to the house and ro add J few
relevant derails. The [act of reception was reponed as follows:

Sir, I have receiv ed the royal decree that your excellency has done
me the honor of sending for detention of M... . I have the honor
of conforming to this request and of keeping the young man in our
house during the time prescribed . I am with profound respect, Sir,
. . . . (ADSM)

The civil status of th e inmate was recorded in the register of admis
sion, and each name was followed by an alias chosen from the Church's
liturgical calendar and always preceded by the word "Saine." During his
entire internment , the inmate would be designated by this assumed
name. In this way, his true identity would not be known in the house
except to the superiors. The reason for this alias was, of course, to pro
tect family reputation.

The newcomers were at first isolated from the other inmates. Blain
described the purpose of this practice:

Left to themselves, they have leisure to reflect in a way they never
did before and to review their lives in the bitterness of [heir souls. Shut
in by four walls, they learn in solitude what the world keeps hidden,
and they can consider the truths they have forgotten or wanted to

forget. Forced to remember that there is a hereafter and that their
prison is only a shadow of the one in hell, they learn little by littl e
to regret the sins that condemn them to hell, to fear God , and to return
to him. It is true that often in the beginning they defile their prison
by oaths and blasphemies prompted by rage and spite, but often also
they find there a grace which moves th em, and which, changing their
hearts, causes tears and compunction to replace the expressions of their
fury and despair. When they appear to be truly repentant, the doo r
of their eel! is opened, and they are given the freedom to follow the
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program of religious activities that take place in the house. And so
it is that charity completes the work of their conversion which the
fear of hell had begun. (CL 8: 3})

Legal Status

The legal status of the inmates can be inferred from another letrer, in which
the inmate Desurmom declared that the civil officials always considered
Saine Yon as a place of exile and of temporary seclusion. and that it was
nor their intention that the inmates be regarded as prisoners. To support
this position, Desurmom cites two arguments.

As a result of action by the court, the registrar for the house has
ordered that the term prisoner not be used at all, but only the term
boarder. During the 60 or so years that the Brothers have kept boarders,
the boarders have for more than 50 years enjoyed not only the freedom
to move about the house, bur also, three times a week, to go for walks
of five or more miles with the Brothers in the surroundings of Rouen.
(ADSM)

The fact that the families and not the government paid the room and
board is further proof to Desurmom that those in detention were not
criminals. "The royal authority and our families," he wrote, "by placing
us in religious houses desired to save us from a public prison and thus
keep us from any kind of criminal record, so that we could eventually
hold those positions which our social status leads us to expect in the world"
(ADSM).

The titles given in the decree of imprisonment for those incarcerated
at Saint Yon were "boarders by order of the royal court," "senior
boarders," "boarders in detention," or simply, "inmates."

The magistrates could correspond freely with the inmates, visit them,
hear their complaints, and give directions to the Brothers. Although this
interaction had some benefits, it also had some disadvantages . Rigault
draws the following conclusion after describing the well-known rebellion
of 1766 in the house of detention:

The principal cause [of the rebellion] can be found in the very character
of the house of detention, where the Brothers had only a delegated
authority. The authority of the Brothers was at the whim of the in
terventions of people who had power at court. The Brothers were
not completely free to change the rules and customs, the personnel,
or even choose the administrators. They had taken on a thankless,
difficult, and sometimes overwhelming task. Always on the alert for
some mischief or prank of the inmates, always subject to protests and
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condemnations, or under the threat of investigations that could weaken
their influence, they continually had to await decisions from outsiders,
which were often slow in coming or which arrived at inappropriate
moments. (Regault II: 326)

Costs

When someone was placed in the house of detention, all the expenses were
charged to the person who made the comm itment. The minimum rate
was 400 livres a year, bur the wealthiest paid as much as 1,000. No one
was admitted unless costs could be guaranteed, and the Brothers insisted
on knowing who was ro make the paymem. The basic charge covered
only room and board; every other expense was charged separately. This
arrangement was clearly a weakness, perhaps even an injustice in the
system, for the conveniences of heat, light, linen and other clothing, rbe
extras in food and drink, and extra, costly medical care were obtained
only on payment over and above the cost of room and board. The quali
ty of the accommodations depended on the generosity of the one making
the initial arrangement, and so it happened that some inmates lacked what
they needed. Thearchives of Saint Yon have preserved evidence that the
Brothers or the state officials interceded with those paying for the room
and board " to improve the conditions of the prisoners," and to some ex
tent they were able to alleviate the situation. This was also the case in
the house of correction (ADSM).

It was probably to make a liule money to buy certain comforts that
some inmates themselves sold such things as cloth ing and small items to

one another,
Desurmont listed a number of financial details that are quite interesting

but not otherwise documented:
+ Access to the library cost 24 livres a year.
+ Every inmate paid 15 livres a year for a pair of sheets and two napkins

a week.
+ For paper, pens, and ink there was a charge of 12 livres a year.
+ A cord of firewood cost 34 livres.
+ A fireplace rented for 34 livres.
+ A charge W;lS made for the repair of clothing and shoes.
+ Broken glasses and dishes were also put on the bill.

Desurrnont also mentioned the sale of candles, tobacco, and matches.
For those who could pay, a barber was on call, and hair oils, powder,
and handkerchiefs could be bought. Inmates could get thousands of items
if they had the money, he insisted, including pins and needles, ear swabs
and toothpicks, and for anyone planning to host a party, coffec, tea,
chocolate, and liqueurs were available.
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Wh ere were the inmates able to buy all these things? Unless the y were
forbidden to improve on the standard provisions, they had to find a way
themselves to combine th e restrictions of their legal detention with ar
rangements that the Brothers were willing to allow them . Desurrnonr
stresses the restrictions that were applied to these arrangements. He writes:

The Brothers require us to buy everything we need from them, at
a price which they fix. N ot only are we forbidden to buy anyth ing
from the outside, but they take every means to make ir impossible
for us to do so. They have a shop supplied wirh very poor merch an
dise which they buy very cheaply and sen to us at a very high
price. Without leaving home, they have discovered the gold mines
of Peru. (ADSM)

Daily Schedule

The daily schedule for the inmates of the hou se of detention was estab
lished on tWO basic princ iples: that the inmates should be occupied in
an orderly and purposeful way, and that they should, as far as practicable,
part icipat e in the regular life of the Saint Yon Manor. The program in
the accompany ing timetable reflects a rath er monastic organization, bur ,
combined with the presence and vigilance of the concerned staff and the
example of th e students from the boarding school and the house of cor 
rection, it provided that environment of discipline, that sense of direc
tion which would enabl e the maladjusted and emotionally and morally
handicapped youths committed to the house to gain control over their
passions and appet ites and bring some purpose to their otherwise
disordered lives.

This schedule for those inmates of the house of detention who were
permitted to join programmed activities of the other schools at Saint Yon
is based on a note by Brother Em ery .

Work Days:

6:15 A.M . Rising
6:45 A .M. Prayer in common
7:00 A.M. Mass

Breakfast
8:00 A.M. Work of choi ce: class, shops, cell

10:00 A .M. Return to cell
11:30 A. M. Prayer in common

Dinner
Recreation

1:00 P.M. Prayer in common
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1:30 P. M. Work of choice as in the morning
4:00 P. M. Rerum to cell
5:45 P. M. Spiritual reading in common
6:30 P.M . Supper

Recreation
8:00 P. M. Prayer in common

Return to cell
8:45 P.M. Retiring

Sundays and Feasts:

Until breakfast as 00 workdays

8:00 A.M . Return to cell
10:45 A.M . Spiritual reading in common (except on days when

there is High Mass)
11:30 A.M. Prayer in common

Dinner
Recreation

1:30 P.M. Prayer in common
Return to cell

3:00 P.M. Vespers
Recreation

5:45 P. M. Return to cell

The rest as on workdays.

The afternoon schedule for rhe Wednesday or Thursday holiday was
similar to that on workdays, excepr that recreation was extended to
3:00 P.M.

The Care of the Sick

The complex operation of Saint Yon and especially of th e house of deren 
tion could nor function properly merely on regulations, a school schedule,
religious practices, and discipline. Many people came who were ill or soon
became sick; in addition, Saint Yon eventually accepted elderly people,
th e mentally retarded, and th e mentally ill. All these req uired special
care. It was in light of the experience through the years with such people
that the Brothers composed a book of regulations for the Brother Infir
mar ian . Although by no means a medical book, it is a good catalogue
of directives for the proper management of the infirmary.

It has already been pointed out that the families of the inmates rather
than the Brother lnfirrnarian ultimately determined the number of medical
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visits and surgical services, since the families paid all the costs of confine
ment. But the Brothers did intervene occasionally to ask the families to

assume further expenses.
Solicitude was shown to the sick; for example, Brother Solerme, one

of the last of the Prefects, wrote a letter to the city superintendent re
garding one inmate who was ill: "1 have been urged, Sir, to put pressure
on the Le Blaise family to help their son, because of the report made to

me about his condition and because my concern for him constrained me
to appeal to them as1did" (ADSM). An inmate wrote in the same spirit:
"I declare from the bottom of my heart and with all the sincerity you
can imagine, that 1 would have been buried a long time ago if it were
nor for the wise, prudent, and worthy action of the Brother Superior
General and the Brother Director" (ADSM) .

According to the book of regulations for the Brother lnfirmarian, the
care of the sick was earned out by doctors, surgeons, dentists, the Brother
Infirrnarian and his assistants, and "those assigned to watch the sick."
Medical Students were allowed to <1ccompany their teachers if the teachers
asked for their help for some serious operation . Brother Solerme's letter
also indicates that treatments were administered only by doctors affiliated
with the house, and this practice was "based on the welfare of the one
who is sick, as well as the maintenance of good order" (ADSM).

The Brother Infirmarian was further required to point out to the doc-
tor that

.. . a number of the inmates feel that others have given up on them
and that they are be;ng used as guinea pigs or neglected altogether.
It is necessary to give them much attention in order to disabuse them
of this false notion, and for this purpose [the Infirmarian] should ask
the doctors to give the inmates all [he time needed to explain to them
their illness, pains, and troubles.

And in the same book of regulations, doctors were reminded that

Because it is important for the doctors CO have a thorough knowledge
of the character, attitudes, and behavior of the inmates whom they
are to treat, before visiting an inmate they will listen attentively to

the Brother Prefect or the Brother Infirmarian, who will make it a
dury to meet with them, so they can keep the particular qualities of
each inmate in mind when consulting or prescribing for him.

The doctors' visits took place daily from 8:00 A.M. to 10:00 A.M. and
from 2:00 r.M. to 5:00 P.M. The Brother Infirmarian visited the sick in
mates several times daily, and those who were seriously ill were watched
day and night.
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The book of regulations of the Brother Infirmarian contains frequent
reminders that cleanliness is needed in rhe infirmary and with all the
materials used for the sick; the pharmacy must be well maintained. There
are articles on prudence and sensitivity. The Brother Infirmarian is told
not to allow himself to be won over by gifts or by promises made by
the inmates. Another proscription forbids him any familiarity wit h the
sick, because most of the inmates "have neithe r faith , nor law, nor morals,
nor shame. I>

Sensitivity was stressed in other ways also. The regulations required
the Brother Infirmarian to extend to the sick affect ion, gentleness. and
courtesy in the services "required by their condition and according to

[he orders given him." He was to make sure that no one visited the sick
while they were resting, entered noisily, or spoke loudly, and no one was
[Q say anything that could disturb the sick, sadden them, or trouble their
peace of soul.

Everyone having contact with the sick was asked "to keep as an in
violable secret the names, lives, behavior. and Status of the inmates." The
Brother Infirrnarian also had to require these people to speak softly when
they were in the in mates' cells, so that their neighboring cellrnates might
not hear what they ought nor to know. Quiet was also required in the
corridors or other areas of the un it for the same reason . The book of
regulations for the Brother Infirmarian of the institution at Mareville states:
"The doctors are asked not to speak in Latin or German with any in
mate, bur on ly in the vernacular and in an intelligible voice, and to write
their prescriptions in the same language." Simi lar regulations were prob
ably in force at Saint Yon.

Remarkable cures were not lacking at Saint Yon . The most celebrated
was that of Nicolas-Louis du Lac de Monrisambert, younger brother of
Brother Irenec, One day (in 1731?), while our walking by himself, Nicolas
fell into a frozen pond. He was pulled out alive, but the shock of the
accident seriously damaged his nervous system and left him subject to
spells of delir ium and unconsciousness which eventually Jed to psycho
sis. When their mother died, Brother Irenee secured authorization to have
Nicolas placed in the house of detention at Saint Yon, where every possi
ble care was given him. Some years later, Nicolas was cured and able to
return to his family chateau. Cures were not common, however, and
many of the sick suffered ten or more years before death intervened.

According to contemporary records, 12S inmates died between 1728
and 1790 and were buried in the local cemetery. Sixteen were und er 20
years of age, S6 were over 60. Whi le most died of illness, some died sud
denly or were suicides. According to Brother Emery, "one cut his throat
with a razor, another hanged himself, others died of unknown causes."
If it happened that the infirrnarian or any other Brother found an inmate
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dead in his cell, he was directed to leave th e body just as he found it, lock
the door, and alert the Brother Prefect. He was to keep silent on the mat
ter and be careful not to arouse any suspicion of what had happened. In
each instance, the doctor was to be called so that the death certificate signed
by him would "acquit the Brothers of their legal obligation in this mat
ter. " It is significant that the regulat ions of the house prescribed in minute
detail the ceremonies for burial (AMG).

The Mentally III

[n a letter to (he State Minister Saint Florenrin, M. De Brou, who had
made the invest igation of the disorders prev iously discussed, reported that
the Brothers had been admitting the mentally ill to the house. The earliest
reference to this is dated May 23, 1726. in a COntract between the Brothers
at Saint Yon and J. B. Machuel, a publisher of Rouen, concerning his son ,
Sauveur, who was mentally ill. In consideration of a payment of 2,000
livres and an annual sum of 88 livres, the Brothers agreed to accept the
young man for as long as was needed. This contract, "effected in the
chapter room of the community in the presence of all the Brothers living
there gathered at the sound of the bell and signed about noon by all those
present," is important, for it opened the house of detention for the first
time to a mentally ill person. The 2,000 livres was to be used to con
strucr a building with courtyard within two years, presumably for this
new service.

At this time in France, the mentally ill were most often treated with
contempt rather than with care, and before the development at Saint Yon
there were no suitable shelters for them in Rauen. Some of these unfor
tunate people had been kept in the Tour-des-Libertins, which was also
known under the name of the Tour-des-Insenses, while other menrally ill
were housed at the Dip6t deMendicite, in a building presumably designed
specifically for them, a solid construction of stone, with cells shut tight
by massive doors.

A number of therapeutic interventions on behalf of the mentally ill
are mentioned in The regulations for the Brother Infirmarian, for exam
ple, drugs , diets, baths, and bleedings. For warmth in winter the sick were
provided with a stove. Later, Dr. Pa rchappe, chief ph ysician of th e ward
for the mentally ill at Saint Yon, wrote the following on the care of the
sick under his charge:

Warm bath s with the application of cold water to the head, as well
as baths of affusion repeated one, two, or three times a day for one or
more or a greater number of days, constitute the principal curative
therapy for the acutely mentally ill and the palliative rherapy for the
chronically mentally jJl. Warm baths with cold applications are more
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successful with [he manic. Baths of affusion are especially useful with
the depressed . . . . The method of cooling down the patient is indicated
with the manic. Bloodletting by means of bleeding, leeching, and
scarification has an incontestable utility and is often very appropriate
for calming excess agitation encountered in other forms of acute and
chronic mental illness... . Prudent and timely purgatives, sedatives,
and bloodletting are of great value in the treatment of the mentally ill.

Some of these therapeutic procedures were employed at Saint Yon
until the Manor was closed at the time of the French Revolution.

But the care of the mentally ill was not limited to these medical tech
niques. Dr. Parchappe reponed that medical treatment is of itself less
helpful than generally admitted and often does nor have all its efficacy
unless joined to treatment of the individual's moral state, and probably
even treatment of the whole moral condition . The frequent lack of ef
ficacy in the treatments undertaken by a doctor in the home, he added,
is a powerful motive for favoring establishment and development of
facilities especially designed for the treatment of mental illness .

By the expression, "the treatment of the individual 's moral state,"
Dr. Parchappe meant the love that could be brought to the sick by a car
ing person. By the treatment of the "whole moral condition," he meant
holistic treatment, including all the help that religion, work, and relaxa
tion, such as recreation, reading, and singing, could bring to bear. These
conditions had already been provided in the house of detention directed
by the Brothers years before Dr. Parchappe arrived.

Records show that as the eighteenth cenrury drew to a close, the
number of mentally ill persons committed to Saint Yon increased
dramatically until it reached seventy-five percent of the inmate popula
tion, shortly before the Manor was closed by the authorities about 1790
(See Table 4). Whether the charge made by one of the inspectors that the
Brothers were unprepared for this sort of work is legitimate remains to

be studied. Perhaps the pressure of numbers combined with the imrni
nent collapse of the ancien regime created a situation to which the Brothers
could not adapt.

Nonetheless, rcpons also show that during its best years, Saint Yon
rehabilitated many troubled and emotionally handicapped youths. To this
day it stands as an excellent example of the adaptability of basic Lasallian
principles to extraordinary situations and needs.

Meals

According to Brother Emery, a historian of the house of Saint Yon. those
in detention had three meals daily: breakfast at 7:30 A.M., dinner ncar noon,
and supper at 6:30 P.M.
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Those who were paniculary maladjusted and could cause trouble dur
ing meals ate in their cells as did those who were too "mentally disturbed"
and therefore might create disorder. Each cell had a small opening in the
door through which food could be passed, but "without either knife or
even J fork," and the Brothers themselves brought the food.

The others in detention took their meals in the dining room designated
for them. The benches were of one piece, solidly built into the tables,
with crossbars and fooring along the floor, and cupboards and bureaus
were provided [Q store napkins. The tableware included metal and
crockery pots, crockery plates, metal spoons, iron forks, and knives with
blunt points that could not wound. De La Salle insisted that tablecloths
and napkins be used (CL 19: 85).

Silence was imposed in the dining room, with pr<tycrs before and alter
the meal, and reading during the meal itself. De La Salle pur an emphasis
on politeness, and the regulations for the house of detention prescribed
that the inmates take their meals according to the practices of people of
"good breeding." One regulation, for example, stated that those who lack
something were [0 ask for it in a low voice and in few words, "from the
one in charge of the dining room or those who are serving, and they wiJI
not be troublesome" (ADSM).

According to Brother Emery, inmate's were given fixed portions from
the same dishes from which the Brothers were served. At breakfast, they
were given bread and the drink of rbe country, a small amount of cider. At
dinner they received soup, a portion of meat, and a dessert; each received
a beverage and as much bread as desired.

This description would be incomplete if there were no mention of
certain problems connected with the food; such problems were not lack
ing at Saint Yon. From the evidence available, there is no question but
that the inmate Desurmont was the most severe in his criticism. Three
pages of his memoirs tell of the "awful" food and of the "excessive" pro
fit that the Brothers made on those in detention.

The state minister, Saint Florentin, sent the following letter, dated
May 30, 1764, to the general procurator of the Rouen parliament:

There is a complaint that the Brothers of Saint Yon feed their boarders
poorly while requiring more than the customary 400 livres. rbeg you
to be good enough to look into the way in which the prisoners are
fed. If, in fact, (hat is poorly done, please notify these Brothers to

see to it that the legitimate causes for complaint in rhis matter be
corrected.

The general procurator answered;

I am informed that the boarders in this house are getting adequate
and appropriate nourishment, and I have been raid by a person who
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was released a shan time ago that the food is good and that there is
no cause for complaining. The superior of the house, whom I asked.
gave me the details of what is provided for the meals of the boarders .
(ADSM)

Brother Emery tells us that the first president of the Rauen parlia
ment would come "from time to time" to visit, and when the boarders
were in the dining room, he could see how they were served, but Desur
mont complained that when a distinguished person visitedSaint Yon, " the
Broth ers served rwice as much, but afterwards, everything returned to

the old routine."
On April 11, 1782, the Brother Prefect announced that the house

would nor reimburse those in derention for any food or drink which they
would not accept, "since these were given to them for their nourish
rnenr." No doubt this was intended [Q put a Stop to what seems to have
become a traffic in food, but it is clear that some inmates were still able
to supplement the menu. Desurrnont bought a chicken for himself from
time to time, and contemporary records deplored the fact that some in
mates were able to run parties in their cells, using resources procured by
means "which should have been condemned rather than approved."

Judging by documented records, it does appear that inmates were
receiving adequate nourishment. A sample menu included the following:
.. Sunday Dinner: a portion of veal with half a pound of bouilli (a

kind of bread pudding made by boiling cereal in milk) and dessert
.. Sunday Supper: roast veal, mutton, or fowl (according to the season),

about half a pound, and dessert
.. Monday Dinner: veal liver cooked in lard; the rest as on Sunday
.. Monday Supper: about half a pound of roast veal or an appropriate

portion of stew, and dessert
.. Tuesday Dinner: a piece of veal bouilli or of grilled mutton, some

beef, and dessert as usual
.. Tuesday Supper: veal with peas or mutton and beans (according to

the season)
.. Wednesday Dinner: veal tripe and hocks, beef and dessert
.. Wednesday Supper: beef casserole and dessert
.. Thursday Dinner: ham or salted pork, beef and dessert
.. Thursday Supper: roast meat and dessert
.. Friday Dinner: codfish or some other fish, and dessert
.. Friday Supper: Eggs or fish, and dessert
.. Saturday Dinner: a serving of a vegetable and an egg
.. Saturday Supper: fish or eggs. and dessert
Dessert was served at every meal except three rimes a week, when a salad
was served instead (ADSM).
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The least that can be said is that the menu gives the impre ssion that
the inmate s were well fed. Bur for someone who was accustomed to ex
pensive meals, as was Desurrnont, it was a matter of only "very dry bread;
meat from wry rough cows; meat from a sick caif; waste meat bought
on sale; old eggs; and a dessert consisting of six or eight nuts or two small
sour apple s." All of this is reminiscenr of the Brothers' frugal menu that
the then Canon De La Salle, in the early days of the Institute, was unable
10 stomach (CL 4: 71).

The high quality of the organization of the house of detention pro
vided an important framework for the efforts of the Brothers in dealing
with the troubled youths who were sent to them. But the true rehabilita
tion of these unfortunate youths was effected through the more individ
ualized dements of the program, derived from the early ideas of De La
Salle.
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The House of Detention:
Rehabilitation

The program which the Brothers at Saint Yon developed for helping the
maladjusted and disturbed youths, and later the adults who were com
mitted to the house of detention, was the outgrowth of the basic policy
developed by De La Salle refined through years of experience, and was
in use in similar institution s in which the Brothers worked . The progritm
already described was based on the conviction that the environment of
the well-organized school, staffed by dedicated and competent teachers,
with well-defined and appropriate discipline and an effective program, pro
vided the rehabilitative environment for the maladjusted student.

Personal Concern

Every aspect of the program in the house of detention was marked b)'
the personal concern of the Brothers for each inmate. This concern began
as soon as ::l committed youth entered Saint Yon .

Although initially confined to a cell if he was violent or abusive, a
newcomer was not left entirely to himself, nor did the Brothers sit idly
by waiting until isolation would bring about a change of heart. The
Brothers tried to approach new inmates during the quarantine and in
fluence them as much as possible. A number of stories exist about the
beneficial effects of this early association with a Brother, and three are
of special interest. Two refer to Saint Yon, the first concerning what De
La Salle himself did for the inmate s; the second recounting an incident
in which Brother Irenee was involved. A third story, dated 1778, recounts
an incident that wok place at Mareville,an institution similar to the house
of detention at Saint Yon.

The first of these accounts is told ar length by Blain:

De La Salle's zeal led him to be attenrive to any opportunity to show
kindness coward th e senior (inmates) and junior (regular school)
boarders who arc in this house under the direction of the Brothers.
The former received frequent visits from him. They have a great need
for this, since, locked up by their parents or by the order of the court
because of their delinquency, they are doing involuntary penance,
which ordinari ly does nor serve either for the amendment of their
lives or the expiation of their sins. These young men, blinded by their

74
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passions and hardened by their vices, do not allow themselves to be
easily touched.... Or, if they listen and behave in a docile manner
and seem open to good influence, it is only through trickery and deceit
for the purpose of making use of a fake conversion in order to be
discharged.

It is easy to understand [hat these rogues are not in an attitude
to hear anybody talk about God, or penance, and that men of or
dinary virtue, after much exhortation and reasoning, leave them JUSt
as they found them. To help such sinful persons, men of em inent
grace and superior virtue are needed... . Ir was not very long before
De La Salle began to visit these prisoners, and a true and solid con
version was the sign and result . He first set Out to gain their trust,
and then they confided the care of their consciences to him.

In the hands of a physician so kind and so skillful, the evils of
the most hopeless among them were cured, and intense and virtually
incurable wounds were healed. ... Their conversion procured their
discharge. Some left Saint Yon only to enter the cloister, Others,
returning to the world, showed by a respectable and orderly way of
life that they had had the good fortune in prison to meet a saint and,
through him, [0 find the grace of conversion. (CL 8: 164-165)

The second incident is recorded by the biographer of Brother Irenee,
Brother Irenee was continually concerned about the inmates of the house
of detention, and he would visit a sick youth frequently to encourage him
in his suffering and to provide for all his needs . On one occasion, a cer
ta in inmate who was feeling particularly bad begged Brother Irenee not
to leave him . Brother stayed with him until midnight, speaking all the
while about the goodness of God, and when he noticed how cold the pa
tient was, he arranged for a charcoal heater to be brought to the cell. Either
Out of mortification or lack of attention, Brother Irenee made no com
plaint and endured the excessive heat and the noxious fumes for several
hours. The damage done to his own health proved fatal.

The third testimony co this solicitude for the inmates comes from
Brother Solomon regarding Brother Liboire at Mareville:

Brother Liboire . .. once cold me that he spoke many times with a
particular young man to comfort him, teach him, and encourage him
to adopt a Christian atri tu de. The Brother spared no efforts to suc
ceed in this attempt, reading to him from good books, encouraging
him, sometimes at the expense of necessary sleep, with such energy
and emotion that the young man was brought to tears The Brother
tried ever}' means available under the circumstances Perhaps less
firmness on the parr of his family would have made the inmate more
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docile, and a little more attention on their pan ro provide some com
forts for his narrow cell might have prevented the poor inmate from
experiencing the sad and gloomy depression that obsessed him. (AMG)

These three examples, certainly not exceptional, are needed to balance
references to relationships between the Brothers and the inmates that were
altogether dif fcrem. Brother Mernin, a prefect of the hous e of det ention,
was, for example, reprimanded for having on occasion spem p:trC of the
night eating and drinking with the inmates and for having even gone out
at night with some of them. The source of this scandalous information
adds the detail that " no one kn ows when they got back" (ADSM).

Personal contacts with the inmates, howeve r, were not limited to the
Brothers. Priests from outside were also able to meet with th e inmates,
and it is clear that the judicial authorities had many contacts with the
inmates during the final 20 years of the ancien regime.

Appeal and Review

Official correspondence concerning the inmates of the house of deten
tion during this time covered a surprising range: requests from the
authorities for information, reports given by the Brothers, reports of visits
made to the inmates by the magistrates, petitions addressed by the in
mates to the authorities, orders given to the Brothers by the magistrates
and others, documents and records which are all quite impersonal and
formal (Rigault II: 326) .

However, the report dared April 12, 1775, concerning the visit of a
magistrate to Saint Yon, is an eloquent proof of the personal dim ension
that could be brought to some of these visits. This report included the
names of no less than 25 persons who were petitioning favors, 23 of whom
were given serious consideration . Some details follow :
• Twelve inmates were petitioning to have the necessary steps taken

ro obtain their discharge. These petitions are sometimes supplemented
by additional notes, probably requested from the Brothers by the
magistrate, such as, "They arc quite satisfied with him"; "They are
very pleased with him", "Well behaved." In the margin of the text
of each petition the date can be read when the petition was answered;
for example: " Halley Damfreville asks for his discharge. They are very
pleased with him. Write, therefore, to his mother, Madame Dam
[reville. Reply sent in writing, June 9, 1775."

• Four inmates were petitioning freedom within the house . It was given
to two of them.

• Three inmates were petitioning that their letters addressed to an of
ficial be ma iled without being opened. The text adds: " The Brothers
were ordered to allow this."
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.. Two inmates were presenting memoranda (written statements of per
sonal observations about life at Saint Yon). These reports were
received.

• One inmate asked for a meeting with his wife. Permission was granted.
.. One inmate asked to meet with Reverend (name illegible) as director

of his conscience. The text adds: "The director of the house of deten
tion is asked to gather whatever information is needed to dcterm ine
if he is available" (ADSM).

Religious Program

Once the committed youth had been acclimated to the house and had
been helped co accept his situation, he was involved in a series of pro
grams which formed the basis of the special education for the students
at Saint Yon. Religious education in the form of instruction, prayer, and
the liturgy of the Church was primary among these.

Brother Emery reports that a new inmate, while still initially in his
cell, was visited by Brothers who tried to help him think about changing
his ways. He was taught the prayers of the Brothers' community, and
when he gave evidence of good will and promised to abide by the regula
tions, he was allowed to join with the others in the daily activities .

Religious activity was scheduled throughout the day. Morning prayer,
recited in the balcony of the large chapel, was followed by Mass, attended
by those inmates who were willing to come and who agreed to behave
"with all the decorum and devotion that the Sacrifice of the Mass and
the holiness of the place required."

After breakfast t he inmates recited the litany of the Divine Child and
three decades of the rosary with the Brothers' community. Later in the
morning they attended the examination of conscience and the prayers
before dinner. In the dining room of the jnrnates, public reading took
place as in the Brothers ' community, as well as prayers before and after
the meal. After a little relaxation, the inmates recited the litany of Saint
Joseph and three decades of the rosary with the Brothers. At 5:30 P.M.,

"they gathered in a classroom for a public reading from a good book,
even occasionally for a sermon or an edifying Story ," until 6:30 P.M. At
8:00 P.M., the inmates atrended the community prayer of the Brothers,
which was followed by the reading of one of the meditations written by
a Father Croizel. The Brothers went for walks with the inmates, they
shared the same food at table, and they had cells that were furnished as
poorly as those of the inmates.

To encourage the inmates to participate in church services, the
Brothers in 1737 edited a collection of hymns for Masses and benediction
"to be sung at Saint Yon by the Inmates." The official imprimatur on
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the book states: "These texts are all borrowed from the Roman Liturgy
and Holy Scripture and are chosen with taste and good judgment; there
is nothing objectionable in this book intended for regular use on solemn
feasts" (AMG).

Among the inmates, there were some who occasionally received Com
munion. For this purpose, Communion was brought [Q their balcony
in the: chapel. Th ey also went to con fession without leaving the house,
for the confessional was located in the sacristy of the house chapel (ADSM).

On the mornings of Sundays and feasts, the inmates were gathered
at 10:45 A.M. in the assembly room in order to make a spiritual reading
in common umilll:JO A.M. , and in the afternoon they atrended Vespers.

There wou ld, of course , be criticism by the inmates and others of
this extensive schedule of religious practice. To some extent criticism may
have been merited. A contemporary journal published one such cr iticism
in 1744, probably written by the Abbe De Guisainville, who had been
incarcerated in Saint Yon by his bishop because of his Jansenistic
ideas. Among other things, the Abb e accused the Brothers of knowing
neither the nature of Christian justice nor the elements of conversion and
the tests necessary to verify it. According to him, the place itself offered
the inmates no choice except hopelessness or hypocrisy: " It follows that
persons steeped in vice, far from finding a cure for their ills in the
sacraments of the Church, only become more obstinate. They find in
the means of salvation, which they abuse, only a seal for their hardness
of heart,"

De Guisainville spoke as a [ansenisric theologi an and condemned the
Brothers for being too faithful to traditional doctrines. The Brothers were,
in fact, simply avoiding all theologi cal disputation, in accord with De La
Salle's directives. It was true, however, that the privileges given to those
who behaved well in a prison situation led some inmates to hypocrisy.
Blain observed that some of the inmates "behave in a docile manner and
seem open to good influence ... through trickery and deceit, for the pur
pose of making use of a fake conversion in order to be discharged." One
of the complaints against the members of the sodality of the Virgin Mary
was that a member enrolled not so much from a religious motive, but
rather to get certain material advantages (Rigault: 402-407).

The Sodality of the Blessed Virgin

Brother Irenee organized at Saint Yon in both the house of correction
and the house of detention a sodality dedicated to the Virgin Mary, for
which he obtained papal approval. The members of this association "made
a vow to defend the glorious privilege of the Immaculate Conception and
to recite certain prescribed pray ers." The sodality was made up of a presi
dent, two aides, and the members themselves. When a new member was
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admitted, he received a diplom a on parchment , signed by the president,
the secretary , and the Brother D irecto r of the hou se. He was also prom
ised p rayers after his death if his relatives wo uld send the diploma back
to the house. In that event th e docum ent was read in public, the office
of the dead was cha nted, and a Mass w as offered for th e repose of t he
soul of the deceased (AMG).

The members of the sodality prepared for the feast of the Immaculate
Conception by a retreat of eight days . O n th e day of the feast, the y all
renewed th e p romi ses the y had made on their ent rance int o the sodality ,
kn elt as th ey read the act of consecra tion to the Virgin Mar y, and then
went to embrace the Brot her Director, the president, and his aides. Th e
sodality had a chapel, wh ich memb ers maint ained and decorated at th eir
own expense, and when the Arch bishop of Rouen made a visit , in May
1767, he found everything in th e chape l in good and proper ord er, with
all th at was necessary " for the celebration of the Sacred Mysteries"
(ADSM).

Records of Saint Yon show that th e sodality was governed entirely
by its ow n memb ers and th at it held its meetings weekly, on Saturday
afternoons, often for several hours. At its height the sodality apparently
had a treasury of abo ut 2,000 livres. Bur th e affluence and ind ependence
of sodality members event ually led to abus es, and an invest igation was
conducted in May 1785 by Brother Agath on , Superior General. Many
abuses were cited, some in areas of man agement , others more ser ious.

The investigator s found, for example, that t he officers of the sodality
refused to produce a copy of th eir regulat ions and to respond to charges
that they had made un author ized ch anges in th e original structure of th e
or ganization and even in its or iginal purpose. Meetings, it was alleged,
were held not in the places provided but in cells o r out-of-th e-way areas,
and th ey were often characterized by programs more in keepin g wi th a
soc ial club than with an associat ion for pray er. The methods of raising
and dispensing funds also came under crit icism , particularly since no ac
counting was available.

But charges even more serious wer e listed in th e repo rt:

These inmates would br ing to their cells the young students [of the
boardi ng schoo l], children of the choir, under the pretext of giving
them candy . Mor e than likely th ey w ere also able to give and receive
letters, knives, files, and to mak e indecent prop osals. . . .

Some people from outside, preachers , choir masters, or celebrant s
for the H igh Mass, have been in the cells, shari ng a glass of wine. These
peopl e have also been asked to do errands and to bring or deliver writ
ten messages.

Even if no member of the sodality set the chapel on fire, the typical
lack of decency, th e impiety, and t he blasphemy would be enou gh
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to give the authorities reason to forbid the celebration of the sacred
rnystertes.

It has been objected that some of the abuses could be co rrected
withou t the members having to give up all their activities, but ex
perience proVt'S only tOO well that this wou ld not work, since warn
ings repeated tim e and again and :\11 the prudent care of the superiors
in this matter have not been able to prevent the abuses from recur
ring. (AMG)

The accretion of privilege and the lack of accountabil ity, it was decided,
gave rise to envy, complaints, criticism, and even ridicule of otherwise
potentially valuable sodality activities and of the more conventional
religious programs. As a consequence, Brother Agathon ordered the sodali
ty discontinued.

But if one prescinds from the admittedly unfortunate deterioration
of the sodality and sees it in the context of the total operation of Sainr
Yon and in the milieu of eighteenth-century France, one recognizes that
this religious association had a real value.

The very existence of such a sodality inside an eighteenth-century
house of detention was a major innovation. It gave a balance to the
disc ipline of the house and mitigated the rigidity of the regulations. In
its pristine state, it was healthy and good for the inmates. Although this
association had primarily a religious purpose, it also exercised a therapeutic
function . Its members had some autonomy and could make use of a
separate place where they could come together to pray, to sing, to discuss,
and even to cat and drink. All this had the effect of preparing them for
normal social living.

The existence of the sodality also helps to broaden our understand
ing of the attitude that the Brothers had toward the inmates. It is at least
an indication of the trust the Brothers had in the inmates, and it also
testifies to the patience of the Brothers, all the more so since abuses re
curred from rime to time during the half century of the sodality's existence .

Academic Programs

From the very inception of the house of detention, it seems to have been
understood that schooling would be fundamental to the rehabilitation pro 
vided, and it was through participation in the programs of the regular
boarding school that the academic dimension was made available to the
mrnates.

In add ition to the traditional subjects, t he inmates could take a course
in English, and courses in drawing, dance, violin, or the clarinet were also
available to those who wished to develop their creative and artistic talents .
The inmate Duseugray took lessons in drawing, violin, and the clarinet;
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Thieubert, another inmate, took lessons in English, dance, and draw ing;
and Bourgeois, also in the house of detention, rook courses in English,
drawing, the clarinet, and dance. In this way, the Brothers provided many
cultural activities for the i nm ates of the house of detent ion .

These o ppo rt unit ies were offered only to those who beh aved well:
for exam ple, inmate D'Orillac, as punishment for violation of rules, was
dep rived of his violin, which was his "enjoyment and his consolation."

A contemporary periodical observed that inmates under the order of
the royal court were pro vid ed with teachers of reading, writing, and
arithmetic, and Brother Emery elaborated on this information, saying that
they could also take advanced courses in wr iting, spelling, and acco unt 
ing. In addit ion, the program of the house of detention stipulated that
if any of the inmates wanted to learn the elements of geometry, design.
and civil and mi litary architecture, a sch edule sho uld be made for them
to profit from the lessons given by the teachers of the regular boarders,
provided their behavio r merited th is privilege.

ln thi s connectio n it is interest ing to learn that wh en Brother Solomon
was stationed at the house of detention in Mareville, he was di rected by
the superio rs [Q become a student o f one of the inmates, w ho was a very
good mathematician, in order to devel op his own competenc e in geometry
and algebra. This arrangement reflects the concern of the Brothers for
the in mates th ey so ught to help (CL 8: 193).

Ac cordi ng to Blain, the te ch n ical teaching given to some at" the in
mates was extended to allow them to work professionally in larger shops
built for this purpose. Though documentation on this subject is missing,
the ground plan of Saint Yon locates the sho ps for various trades. One
contemporary, describing the facility at Mareville, which was similar co
that of Saint Yon, said that the noi se and activity made one believe he
was at a blacksmith 's forge or in a large factory, "where skillful worke rs
arc being trained for manufacturing in iron, for making [urniture, and
for sculptu re." Since th is descript ion could refer only to the program of
the inmates, it seems to confirm a tradition that technical training was
an element in the special educat ion given by the Brothers (CL 8: 193).

Daily Activities

At the city's Tour-des-Insenses inmates were left to themselves, bur this
was not the case in the house of detent ion at Saint Yon. A report on
Saint Yon in 1744 stresses how advantageous it was that the inmates "are
not at all left to themselves to do as they please, but rather are kept oc
cupid." Brother Solenne explains the reason :

I have always held that the best way to bring a young man back
to virtue in a house of detention or to prevem his being completely
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corrupted, is [Q keep him busy. It is for this purpose that in our unit
one activity follows another and little time is left for inmates to do
as they please. (ADSM)

\Y./e have already seen that besides religious instruction, De La Salle
had a very broad and practical goal for children in the schools of the
Brothers. He believed that the students should be prepared not only with
basic skills needed to earn a simple liVing, but also that they should, at
the same time, obtain both the skills and the motivation to improve
themselves. The Christian Academy he established in Paris as a Sunday
schoo l for young workmen is a good example. This same concept is
reflected in records of the house of detention at Saint Yon.

Some of the inmates were allowed to work in their cells. Rigault
presumes that they were involved with writing or manual work. We do
know that o ne activity they did engage in was the writing of letters,
memoirs, and reports. Another work is referred to by Brother Solomon,
who wrote that some of the inmates at Mareville were talented
calligraphers, and kept busy copying books of plainchanr and manu
scripts. They evidently did their work with skill and elegance, since some
of t heir books were valued at more than 1,600 francs.

It is probable that the inmates of Saint Yon did similar work. Brother
Alb eric, teacher of mathematics at Saint Yon, stat ed in the preface of his
arithmetic textbook that he had published the text "to spare the young
men the trouble of writing notebooks, which are rarely exact, and which
deprive them of time wh ich they could better use learning other subjec ts
or improving their knowledge of mathematics" (AMG).

Several publications of the Institute of the Brothers cite a tradition
that Saint Yon inmates participated in the construction of the chapel, th e
shops, and other buildings. Unfortunately, there is no other documenta
tion to prove this except an ambiguous statement by Blain, who witnessed
the construction. He said the building was as large as a church, and that
th e Brothers had "secured the architect and some of th e workers from
the people in the house." Even if Blain was referring primari ly to the
Brothers themselves, a broader interpretation including inmates cannot
be ruled out (Cl, 8: 193).

It is clear that th e combination of academic work and worthwhile
activities at Saint Yon constituted a rnassive program of adult rehabilita
tion which affirms the real concern of the Brothers for those committed
to their care in the house of detention.

Leisure and Recreation

Though we do not have precise documentation to support a belief
that inmates in Saint Yon engaged in gardening, evidence is not entirely
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lacking. A docum ent of 1736 mentioned tha t the vegetables raised on the
property not o nly supplied th e needs of the house, already quite large,
but also allowed for marketing in the city. Regulations in the house of
Rossignoleris, anothe r institution similar to Saint Yon, warn ed the
Brothers convalescing or resting th ere against staring at the inm ates at
work in the garden or talking to them. Lucard mentions rhar inma tes
at Saint Yon followed courses in botany and that a pan of the larger garden
ther e was reserved for their studies. A garden program is listed in a con
temporary document of Saint Yon, and the ground plan shows two
gardens, the larger of which was tended by inmates.

We have noted that the inmates of the house of detention were allowed
activi t ies simil ar ro those available to the regular boarders . For example,
t hey were allowed to keep flo....vers on the windowsill and have caged
birds . But anyone who wanted the se pr ivileges had to accept respon
sib ilities . The Brot her Pref ect insisted that th ose who kept [he flowers
also keep receptacles in place to protect sills and wallsfrom dripping water,
and th ose who had birds wer e requ ired to keep them caged and the cell
clean. However, if the inmate owned all the furniture in his cell, he could
release the bird , though he was not excused from keeping his cell in sarisfac
tory condi tion .

At Saint Yon the vocational activities as well as the technical or hor
t icultural work cont ributed to the personal rehabil itation of the in
mares. In this the Brothers applied what later came to be called "work
therapy." At the same time they did not neglect the intel lectua l work
and the leisure so essentia l to th e develo pment of the human spirit.

There was a library for the use of the inmates. The inventory of ]791
lis«..d 1,671 books of all kinds: 480 volu mes of per iodicals, such as the
Anmfe lit teraire, Mercure de France, [ournal encyclopedique; 110 volumes
of Histoire uniuerselle; 92 volumes of Causes celebres; 30 volumes of the
Old and New Testament; 28 volumes of Desvoyageursfrancais; 27 volumes
of Hommes illustres de France. The libra ry fee was 24 livres per year, and
the number of subscribers to the library was more than 50.

The regulations of the house of deten tion allowed the inmates to have
materials for writing lett ers or for other projects, but on condit ion that
an exact account be kept of everything. Only letters addressed to the presi
dent of the par liament of Normandy or to ministers of the governments
were free from censors hip . This freedom probably has provided us with
the report several pages long, writt en to the authorities in 1777 by Desur
mont, which was so severely critical of the house of detention at Saint Yon .

The Saint Yon program provided time for activi ties more purely
recreat iona l than lette r writ ing. Singing had its place at Saint Yon . and
we have seen that De La Salle regarded singing as a simple and a very
effective way to build a spirit that was both pleasant and therapeutic.
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There is some evidence that the inmates practiced plainchant and learned
polyphony; the house of detention at Mareville had something of a rcpma
tion for the quality of its choir.

For recreation De La Salle approved tWO kinds of games, those that
exercised the body, such as tennis, bowling, ninepins, and badminton,
and those that involved the mind, such as chess and checkers, as well as
some card games, such as piquet, which were games of skill.

For De La Salle the word recreation did not mean merely games and
play, but also the pleasant conversation which could take place indoors
or on a walk . Though the idea was nor, of course, original with him , he
considered conversation important in the life of the cultured gentleman,
bUI not without its dangers. In LesRegles de fa Bienseance et de la Civifite
chretienne, his book on politeness, which served also as a school reader,
De La Salle declared that it was the proper part of good behavior to con
verse after meals with those with whom one had eaten; he considered
it rude to rush from the table as soon as one finished. De La Salle did
nor object to telling stories, even such as would amuse the company, but
he warned against bad taste, vulgarity, and gossip (CL 19: 149).

It is not surprising to find that these same ideas, originally proposed
to the Brothers, the teachers, and the students of the boarding school,
appear in the regulations of the house of detention at Saint Yon . Brother
Emery lists some directives:
... After dinner, everyone will go to the courtyard or the room for

recreation, depending on the weather, except those who are obliged
to rerum to their cells.

... In the recreation periods, there will be groups (of 10 to 14), each
under the charge of one or tWO Brothers.

... Conversations between two indivi.duals will be avoided, as well as
whispering to one another, or separating from the group, or going
to one side, or being always with the same persons.

... They will always converse with much courtesy and will avoid every
thing that might give offense. They will leave at peace those who
are feebleminded and never make fun of the weakness of another
person.
De La Salle understood the value of leisure time activity. On work

ing days, the inmates had two recreation periods, and on Sundays and
feasts, three. Weather permitting, recreation was taken outside. A ground
plan of Saint Yon (see P: 94) shows a play field (6) of about 1,800 square
yards, formed by buildings 4, 5, and 7. These buildings also included
assembly and recreation halls.

An explanatory document of the lime, which accompanies the ground
plan of Saint Yon, indicates that many had "full liberty to walk about
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in th e hou se." Desur rnont co nfi rmed thi s in his remarks ab out th ose in
mates who over a per iod of more than 50 years had "enjoyed th e full
fr eedom of th e hou se."

The Brothers, in th e t radition of De La Salle, saw th at wal ks in the
count ry were a worthwhi le activity th at would co nt r ibute to health and
dispose th e mind fo r int ellectual wo rk . Brother Emery, writi ng o f th e
regular boa rde rs, mention ed that they fre quently too k walks th rough the
region around the city . Desurmont stated th at three times a wee k th e
inmates had th e op portunity to go with the Brothers o n w alks of five
mi les or more in th e co unt ryside around Rou en. (Bur Desurmont was
co mpelled to add th at " more recentl y" th e Brothers had restrict ed the
practi ce because so me of the inma tes took advantage of th e ch ance to run
away. )

Fo r the in mates of th e house of detention , th ese act ivit ies cou ld h ave
a heal ing effect. T he cult ivat ion of flowers, th e practice of singing, the
games, th e per iods of rec rea tion, th e wa lks, and the various prog ram s in
arts and craft s had a positive influence on th e min ds and hearts of you ng
and old alike. Such activities restored balance to those d istu rb ed by
psychol ogical p ressures and fostered socia l behavior in those wh o had
become frustrated and withdrawn . D e La Salle and his Broth ers were th e
first schoolmen in Rouen to p rovide such leisure ti me act ivities for in
ma tes in detention (C L 19: 132-1 48 passim ).

Discipline

Vigilance play ed a very importan t ro le in D e La Salle' s co nce pt of educa
t ion . It is no t sur pr ising, th en, th at supervis io n was rather st r ict at the
ho use of detention. A detailed insight into the daily respo nsibilities of
the supervisors is gain ed fro m some directives listed by Brother Emery
and fro m th e regulations of th e hou se.

During morning p raye r for th e in mates, Brother E mery's acco unt tell s
us, several Brothers we re p resent in the gallery of th e chapel . All the doors
were locked w hen th e inmates went fro m the chape l co the di ning
room . All the kn ives we re collected before anyo ne got up fro m the
ta ble. In class, a Brother was respo nsible for sharpening the pen s, since
no o ne was allowed to have a kn ife. While th e teach er was teaching,
an other was supervi sing "so that [the inmates] m ight not pass anything
from o ne to another, and that th ey not do any copy ing ." The regu la
tions prescr ibed that a Bro ther was to shave the inmates and that he do
th is publicly in one o f the classrooms. A Brother was always present dur
ing recreat ion , "to listen to wh at was bein g said," and cells we re searched
fr equ entl y . Afte r evening pra yer those held under royal decree were
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locked up for the night, and the building supervised till after midnight,
while another Brother, with two large dogs, patrolled the yards and
gardens.

When one of the inmates was brought to meet a visitor in the parlor
(w hich was thoroughly secured), a Brother would always be present, either
with the inmate or on the other side of the grill, with those who came
to make the visit.

A11 the letters written by the inmates were read by the prefect of the
unit. However, inmates could write to the members of the parliament
and receive answers without having the Brother Prefecr read them . The
Brothers always feared that correspondence among the inmates themselves
or with outsiders would in some way stir up a rebellion or cause harm
to the institution. For this reason they had a rule that the inmates "would
nor have in their cells any paper, pen or ink without express permission,
and when they were given anything for a letter or something else, they
would make an exact account of everything."

Other interesting regulations in force at the Saint Yon house of deten
tion include the following:
.. No inmate will enter the cell of another without permission, especially

in his absence. Each will take care of his own linen and clothing, and
no one is permitted to change anything, nor lend, give, sell, or ex
change anything.

.. These inmates will not do any talking back and [orrh OUt of the win
dows, nor between the doors or partitions. They will also avoid mak
ing any noise by shouting or in any other way .

.. When they are being brought from one place to another, they will
always proceed in single file and in silence .
Without a nOIC from the Brother Director of the house, the Brother

Porter of the house of detention was not to let anyone enter except the
Brothers who worked there, the Sub-Director, the Director of novices,
the Procurator, and the Brother Prefect of the unit. As a precaution, the
Brother Porter was instr ucted to keep his key in a secret place . The exits
of the unit were dosed by a double sec of doors which only the Brother
Porter could open. A small opening enabled him to see who was on the
other side. These regulations are not completely clear, since the buildings
of the unit, according to the ground plan, were not all within one
enclosure, but quite separated.

The regulations of the Brother Infirrnarian also indicate that much
attention was given to vigilance over visits to the sick in detention, Some
of these regulations imply rather unfortunate previous experiences.
-+- The Brother Infirmarian will always be very sure to keep the door

open when he is alone in the cell and will give the key one turn so
as not to be locked in himsel f.
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+ He will not leave the keys in the lock or lend them to inmates. He
will lock the doors of the inmates just as he found them, turning the
key twice and fixing the two hooks as they were before.
The infirrnarian was to communicate with the more difficult inmates

only through the small opening in the door, through which food was
served also, and if he had to open the door, he was ro do so only when
he had someone with him.

These regulations may permit the inference that the Brothers had very
Iirrle trust in the inmates and that vigilance and discipline were meticulous.
In fact, however, the attitude of the Brothers was only realistic. They
had learned their lesson from various rebellions by the inmates, which
will be described in the following section. One thing is certain: the
discipline became more strict after these rebellions .

The SO years of the house of detemion show a cycle of freedom and
abuse. Recurring efforts on the pan of the Brothers and the administra
tion to cultivate a realistic spirit of trust and independence on the parr
of the inmates were succeeded by repo rts of abuses and complaints over
restrictions. Here are several accounts taken from correspondence of
Brothers stationed at Saint Yon at one time or another (ADSM).
• During the time Brother Ponrian was prefect, 1778-1782, a small

business enterprise began, with inmates selling some of their small
belongings to one another to procure some drinks or sweets. . . . r
spoke about this several times with Brother Solenne in order to cor

rect these abuses, but as he was still new in the position, he preferred
to go very gently in dealing with the inmates.

+ All the rebellions that happened in our house came about because
the inmates had toO much freedom to communicate their plans to

one another, doing so easily during their recreation.
• Since r have been at the house of detention, I have often complained

about the ease with which the inmates were given paper in their
cells. This became a source of problems often requiring punishment
which, though deserved, always created malcontents. My predecessors
had tried without success to bring this under control.
It is not surprising] then, that the letters and reports addressed by the

inmates to the general procurator expressed their discontent, either toward
those responsible for their confinement or toward the Brothers. Brother
Solenne thought that a great deal was questionable in the complaints "of
all these gentlemen, who study every possible way to get back at those
who keep them locked up .. .. When they do not try to get back at their
relatives, they take it our on those who are responsible for detaining them,
threatening or complaining about pretended injustices which they imagine
have been committed against them" (ADSM).

The Brothers, nevertheless, could not afford to reduce the vigilance
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needed ro maintain order. Brother Aphro dise, with 16years of experience
at Saint Yon, observed that gatheri ngs of inmates held too frequently were
sure sources of rebellion. He insisted thar the rebellions of 1766 and 1773,
as well as the escape of 1769, originated with groups that had been drin k
ing mor e than was suspected. The same Brother requested a M. Belbeuf
to reconsider his decision to inc rease the num ber of recreation period s
for the inmates , because this gave them too much freedom to plot among
themselves . Another complaint came from the Bro thers in charge of the
recreation periods, who stated that th at was their most difficult work,
especially on Sundays and feasts, when they were obl iged to be on that
duty for five hours in addition [0 the time for chapel service (ADSM).

Rebellion by the Inmates of the House of Detention

Complaints, disorde r, and even rebellion continued off and on thro ugh
the eighteent h century, influenced no doubt by the sympathy that
neighbors of the Manor of Saint Yon exhibited for the younger boys com
mitted to the place. and, more important , by the greater demands made
upon th e staff by the increased number of adult inmates and the mental
ly ill.

Two cases illustrating the problem of rebellion are described at length
in the Rouen archives.

In August, 1751,]ohanne, one of the inm ates. climbed over th e wall
of the garden and fled. Broth ers Leonard and Roma in noticed the escape,
chased after the inmate, and eventually caught him. ]ohanne agreed to

return with th em to Saint Yon, but when he and the Brothers gOt to the
to wn square, he tried to run away again and had to be held by force. A
woman by the name of Picarde and a man named Cnapelle called on
several "neighbo rs to help the inmate. Very quickl y, accordin g to eye
witnesses. more than 200 people surrounded the two Broth ers and their
prisoner. Stones were th rown and one of the Brothers was slightly
wounded on the leg. Takin g advantage of the turmoil and with the help
of friends. Joh anne disappea red into the crowd.

Brothe r Claude. at that time the superior at Saint Yon , wrote at once
to the lieutenant general of the area, informing him of what had happened
and demandin g immedi ate just ice. T he court action that followed ended
with Chapelle and his principal accomplices being heavily fined. The royal
procurator and the lieutenant general publ ished a list of prohibitions
against involvement by out siders in any aspect of the Saint Yon operation .

In 1766 a serious rebellion of the inmates broke OUt as a result of the
imprudent actions of Brother Mernin, prefect of the house of detention. A
long letter from Brother Claude, then Superior General, to M. De La
Michaudi ere, the superintendent, gives the details. Brother Memin was
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a rather peculiar man, hard on some inmates, very easy on others. In the
letter , Brother Superior accused him of being an accomplice in an escape,
receiving gifts of money, drinking in taverns with some of the inmates,
boasting of protection in high places, and refusing co obey the orders of
his superiors, thus alienating himself from the Brothers at Saint Yon.

On December S, 1766, the inmates learned that a M. Hue de
Miromesnil had been appointed to inspect the establishment. Those who
had grievances againstBrother Memin , suspecting that he had denounced
them to the first president, became furious and demanded that he be
dismissed. When the inmates learned that Brother Memin had disappeared,
they attacked the other Brothers, seized their keys, and opened the
doors. Twenty-eighr of them fled. The military were called in by order
of M. De Cambon, major general of the area. De Miromesnil himself ar
rived at 11 :00 r .M. and was able to prevail on the majority of the inmates
co rerum to their cells. But the disorder broke our again on the next morn
ing, and the house was then occupied by the military for 48 hours.

To complete this account, here is the version which Brother Memin
himself gives in a communication to the superintendent, M. De La
Michaudiere, dated shortly after the incident of December 9. It seems to

demonstrate Brother Mernin's ability to fit th e narrative to his own
purpose .

As soon as the uprising occurred last evening, started by several of rhe
inmates in my charge, I immediately sent word to your residence. This
uprising would not have occurred at all if my authority over rhe in
mates had nOI been taken away from me several daysearlier. For some
time now there has been friction here between me and my confreres. I
am enclosing a list of all our inmates, and those marked wirh a cross
are the runaways. (ADSM)

The rebellion was an eye-opener for some of the magistrates who had
been protecting Brother Memin, and made it possible for the superiors
of Saint Yon to remove him. He was later sent as an inmate himself to

a house of detenti on which the Brothers staffed at Bicetre in Paris.
On July 28, 1774, there was another rebellion similar to the one in

1766. The exact causes are not known, but the archives give details of
what each inmate who rook pan in it had done:

Blonde de Messerne, called Saint Hubert (the inmate's assumed name
used in the house of detention), Benhauldt, priest, called Saint Cyr,
and rhe Abbe De Maille, caned Saint Clement, are [he main instigators
of the uprising, which they plotted secretly and then led openly by
direction and action .

The first of these men stayed to guard rhe doors, keeping the
Brothers from leaving, as well as those inmates who wanted only to
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rerum to their cells. The other two went out to raise support. They
expected that other inmates would quickly join them, and that the
mentally deficient would follow, as they always did.

Le Roy, called Saint Paul, acted as spokesman. He pounded the
table and demanded the keys to open the cells of those who had been
locked up as a punishment and because of their dangerous disposi
tion. He and De La Leu, called Saint Luke, who had beaten a Brother
with his fists and with an andiron, supported by the orher three,
threatened the Brothers, and obstinately refused to listen to reason.

Despierres, called Saint Vincent, started a fire in a straw mattress,
which almost completely burned. He had an iron bar to beat off any
one who tried to stop him. (ADSM)

As the outbreak grew , inmates started fires in several places. Benches
were pulled from walls and floor, doors were smashed, and mattresses
were carried to a central place for a fire, or set burning in several
cells. Cupboards were smashed; papers, ink, and books were strewn
about. School texts were torn up for rbe fires. Inmates who wanted no
part in the revolt were beaten or locked up in some of the cells, and [he
entire section was turned into a fort, with access and egress barred. Leaders
refused to ralk with the Brothers, demanded only release, and threatened
to assassinate the Brothers and those inmates who would not join with
them.

When ir was obvious that the riot was out of control, the Brothers
sent to the city magistrates for help, and eventually a detachment from
the Dauphin's regiment arrived and quickly brought the situation under
control. Fires were extinguished, damage cleaned up, and the inmates
returned to their cells.

M. Miromesnil. the superintendent, took charge, remanded the three
ringleaders to solitary confinement, and departed, leaving a guard of eight
soldiers. His reporr to M. Bertin, the state's minister, declared that all
was quiet by 3:00 A.M., but in fact several inmates had barricaded them
selves in one section, and rhey and others shouted and made disturbances
a11 through the early morning hours.

Some three weeks later, Brother josaphar, Prefect of the house, wrote
to the superintendent:

We continue to hold in the lockup the leaders of the rebellion. This
is the only effective way to control and deal with them . The spirit
of revolt is so deep in them that we believe there would be a clear
danger in placing them with the other inmates. We continue to serve
their needs and carefully provide for them where they are and in a
way [hat they cannot complain, at least with justice . (ADSM)
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Finally, on August 24, the Brothers wrote to t he supe rintendent, ask
ing for the transfer of six inmates to a prison.

In his report on the situation, the grand vicar of Rauen, Marescor,
stated that the Brothers were very much in need of being taught and
directed, that they did not understand their responsibilities very well, and
that they had so little knowledge of the proper way to deal with the in
mates that it was not at all surprising that rebellions took place in their
house at Saint Yon. In the end, however, the superintendent approved
the transfer of the rebellious inmates and kept the Brothers in charge
(AMG) .

Determined though the Brothers were to carryon the work that De
La Salle had begun at Saint Yon, and ready though they were to learn
from experience, the rebellion and particularly the assessment of the grand
vicar did illuminate the limitations of their skills and the meager success
of their effort as the demands upon them increased and their charges came
more and more from among types of per sons probably not at all envi
sioned by De La Salle.

Blain's Evaluation

Despite unfavorable situations which continued to arise as the eighteenth
century wore on in the declining days of the ancien regime and as the
general population became imbued with the spirit of independence and
revolution , it is appropriate to conclude this examination of the pioneer
ing efforts developed at Saint Yon with the words of Blain, which recall
the promise of an earlier and more rewarding period in the history of
that establishment:

It has been gratifying to see several of the inmates converted here and
become truly repentant in the place where they were detained for that
purpose. It is hard to believe how many who had been thoroughly
delinquent found their conversion in this house ; how many rebellious
and uncontrollable children lost their hosti lity and lack of religion;
how many others returned to their duties and the way of salva
tion. Some wanted to stay there the rest of their lives. Others asked
for the habit of the Brothers and to be enrolled among them. Some
wanted co leave only to enter monasteries. The majority returned to

their families and showed by their way of life that they had left Saint
Yon quite different from what they were when they entered. Most
of those who were trained there bring honor to the house and give
the example of their holy life as a proof of the good education they
received at Saint Yon.... These examples of conversion are not rare,
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and a long list could be made of the names of those who have found
God there after having lost him. (Cl, 8: 32-34)

This testimony, though in sharp contrast to the unsettled years of
the 1770's, is not to be ignored. since Blain lived at Saint Yon , and so
is worthy of trust. Although his appraisal is prior to 1733, the year his
work was published, Blain's account, nonetheless, puts into perspect ive
the total Saint Yon concept and balances accounts of later and more sen
sational events.
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The Manor of Saint Yon:
The Building and the People

The Physical Plant

Research has uncovered five architectural plans showing the arrangement
of the buildings at Saint Yon; details appear also in other publications
and primary sources of the period. A comparison of the various plans
would be beyond the purposes of this study, but some examination of
one of them is useful in trying to understand the scope of the work done
there.

Biographers of De La Salle were in agreement that his original inten
tion for the house of detention at Saint Yon was that those youths com
mitted by the royal decree should be housed in a separate building, but
the several plans available are not clear as to how De La Salle's plan was
actually implemented. Lucard stated simply that De La Salle set up a
system of cells, while Blain, who witnessed most of the early hisrory of
the house of detention, reported that those committed were at first "locked
up securely and carefully guarded," but that when they showed signs of
repentance and willingness to cooperate, the doors of their rooms were
left open, and the youths were free to participate in the prayer services
of the house (CL 8: 33).

The establishment of this house of detention had required adjustments
in the general layout of Saint Yon and was parr of the considerable renova
tion and expansion that took place after the death of De La Salle. Already
in 1733, there were at Saint Yon more than 100 persons of quite differenr
ages, dispositions, character, states in life, and duties. Blain noted that since
the death of De La Salle the size of the house of Saint Yon had been en
larged by two-thirds, that it was still too small to receive all the boarders
who were being referred. De La Salle, he wrote, would "no longer
recognize it if he came back to life ."

Every day, according to Blain, much to the astonishment of the public
and even the Brothers themselves, large Stone buildings were going up
with only divine Providence as their foundation . A large group of rooms
running east to west and enclosed within the former building, costing
25,000 livres, was started with a sum of 2,000 livres, which had been given
by the father of a mentally retarded son for the child's residential care
for the rest of his days .

Here Blain seems to be describing the construction of the quadrangle,
bounded by buildings 2 and 3, shown on the ground plan, P: 94. Ac
cording to one historical document, the period of major construction
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ended around 1740, and the exterior of the house of Saint Yon was not
again altered until the time of the French Revolution. Important interior
changes were made in 1778, and ten years later the Brothers undertook
the construction of a new building.

Ground Plan

The ground plan given here as well as the following description is based
on a diagram drawn in 1777 and its accompanying explanation. However,
parts of the 1777 diagram, drawn 20 years after the closing of the house
of correction, are obscure and some of the explanation is indecipherable
(ADSM). As a consequence there is some hypothesis here, based on
references to Saint Yon in other sources and on assumptions of how an
enterprise like Saint Yon must have been organized. Though lacking in
strict documentation, the picture which emerges can give us a good idea
of how so complex an underrak ing operated.

Aparr from the ch apel, the main buildings at Saint Yon were con
tiguous, rectangular structures, each three or four stories high and each
enclosing its own courtyard. With other lesser structures and the gardens,
fields, and wall s of the property, a self-contained plant was thus created .

Here are the major areas, numbered as on the ground plan, and their
functions.

L Shops for the technical training: for woodworking, clockrnaking,
and glaziery; for the locksmith and the shoemaker; the lumber shed.

2. The boarders' infirmary and courtyard. (This may have originally
been the building established by De La Salle to house the mentally ill.)

3. The residence and courtyard of the retired Brothers.
4. The boarding school. Basement: kitchen, bakery, scullery, stores.

Dining rooms for students, novices, domestic staff. Second and third
floors: the boarding school classrooms and dormitory for Saint
Charles and Saint Nicolas divisions.

5. House of detention , Ground floor: dining rooms. Upper floors:
assembly ball. classrooms, dormitories.

6. Courtyard for the house of detention.
7. Ground level : parlors; reception; quarters for some inmates, who

were free to walk about the house, and also for the bongarcons. \-

"N one of the dict ionaries of the eighteenth century have the word bongar
ron. To determine its meaning, a process of deductions may help. The term bon
enfant in the eighteenth century meant "children of the middle c1J5s (bourgeoisie)";
thus De La Salle, as a child, went to the College des Bons-enjants in Reims . By
extension bongarcon could mean " young boy, or young man of the middle
class." In French. the word loge (quarters) is without doubt to be taken as a
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Upper floors: residence of the Director of the school, classrooms for
drawing, decorative arts, mathematics, military and civil architecture,
geography, hydrography, landscaping, and agriculture.

8. Chapel: A. Brothers; B. Students; C. Public. Sacristy in the base
ment.

9. Chapel balconies for hOU5e of detention inmates.
10. Chapel lobby, public entry. "decorated with doric and ionic col

umns."
11. Service courtyard. South side: entry gate. Upper floors: dormitories

for Saint Louis and Saint Nicolas divisions.
12. Ground floor: administration, business offices. Upper floors: quar

ters of the Director General and Chaplain, infirmary and medical
supplies; tailor shop.

13. Ground floor: parlors. Upper floors: bedrooms, linen supply, as
sembly rooms, or classrooms.

14. Cemetery.
15. House of detention. (Perhaps chiefly for mentally ill as their numbers

grew.)
16. Novitiate and courtyard.
17. Brothers' infirmary.
18. Room used by John Baptist de La Salle.
19. Serving Brothers' room.
20. Barn for horses and cows.
21. Barn, mills, and stalls.
22. Laundry and drying room.
23. House rented to exrerns.
24. Vegetable garden.
25. Poultry yard.
26. School playfields.
27. Botanical gardens.

The rooms for assembly and Other sleeping quarters on the second
and third floors of bui Idings 4 and 5 opened onto long hallways, at the
end of each of which was a copper water fountain. The assembly rooms
were used for recreation on rainy days and for some of the prayer ser
vices. The bedroom furnishings were simple: a bed with a straw mat and
a mattress, all resting on a wooden suppOrt, plus a pillow, two woolen

synonym for cachet (cell). The location of these quarters in the ground plan of
Saint Yon favors this hypothesis. The quarters of the bongarcons could then mean
the "cells where the young men of the middle class were locked up." The cor
respondence following the rebellion of July 8, 1774, also uses such expressions
as "secure bedroom" (chambreforte), "locked bedroom" (chambreaguichet)and
"cell" (cachot).
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blankets, and a wooden chair. The house also supplied bed sheets. It may
be supposed that those in detention-as well as the ordinary boarders
had the use of a jar of water, a basin for washing, and a chamber por.
These bedrooms were not heated, and the inmates sometimes suffered from
the cold. One inmate even says that he went to bed with his shoes on
"because of the severe cold."

Sometimes the inmates were allowed to warm themselves by room
ing with those who had a heated bedroom. According to the inventory
already cited, the sleeping quarters of the Brothers and of the regular
boarders were no better (AMG).

The dining room for those committed by royal decree was on the
ground floor of building 5. Two references indicate that the tables prob
ably had cloth coverings and that the inmates were given napkins. For
one thing, De La Salle considered that a dining table ought to be covered
with cloth and that it would be impolite to eat without a napkin; for
another, the large number of tablecloths and napkins in the inventory
of Saint Yon indicates that these were used by the inmates.

One descr iption of building 7 stares that there were on the ground
level a small parlor, which was described as very secure with a grill
separating the visitors from the inmates, and a number of sleeping rooms
for those who "had liberty to walk about the house. " These may have
been the bongarcons mentioned already. The ground level may also at
one time have been the location of the "20 rooms, 6 feet square, with
fireplace" which the Brothers rented !O those in the house oJ deten
tion. Doubtless, these rooms were reserved for those who behaved well
and who paid extra. According to the documents dated 1791, some of
the inmates had been able to furnish their rooms quite comfortably. One
of the inmates, Leroux, for example, in addition to a fireplace, had for
himself a mattress, a featherbed, a blanket, 'a straw mat, a large cushion,
and a canopy over the bed. Another inmate, Labaurne, in addition to his
fireplace, had two mattresses, a folding bed, a quilt, an easy chair, and
a desk chair.

Despite limitations and the evidence of severity and restraint, the in
mates at Saint Yon were well off in comparison with those held in the
Tour-des-lnsenses of Rauen. At Saint Yon the inmates were kept isolated
only when necessary. The physical plant was so arranged as to foster a
great deal of communication among the various groups. The Brothers,
too, knew how to intermingle with each of the groups.

But the problems grew as the institution grew and inmates became
more and more difficult for the Brothers to deal with, many of them re
quiring high security. In 1774 a document describing the city of Rouen
noted that the ordinary boarders at Saint Yon were totally separated from
those in detention, but this separation was only relative, as the abuses
attributed to the members of the sodality have indicated (ADSM).
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Special Security Measures

Ear ly in his detention, the inmate Desurrnont was confined to one of the
special cells, a life qu ite different fro m what he had been accustomed to
as a member of the King 's guard:

I am suffering the most barbarous of slavery . . . a state so terrible,
a thousand times worse than death, putting up with every imaginable
horror every moment. I am overcome with smells that suffoca te me
day and night, and with a weakness and shaking that overcomes my
whole body for lack of proper nourishment, fresh air, and exercise .
(ADSM)

A heavy line drawn across this text-apparently in the same ink
seems to retract what was just written. Elsewhere, Desurmom noted: "I
am in between four walls in a room five feet wide and six feet long, in
cluding my miserable bed and on one side a small space for ;t fireplace"
(ADSM).

Another inmate, De La Boulaye, wrote:

I am locked up in a dark corner, six-foot square . I go out only once
in a while [Q get some fresh air in the courtyard. Sometimes the
Brother opens my cell in the morning, sometimes in the evening , often
not at all for several days. I would suffer much less if I were able to

occupy myself reading or writing up to nine or ten at night, but it
is already night in my cell by six o'clock . The only light comes in
through a small window 20 inches in diameter. (ADSM)

Those who were panicularly maladjusted or were having a bad In
fIuence on the others were put into the cells. When they consigned the
inmates there, as a matter of prudence, the Brothers generally had recourse
fa what was accepted as the policeman's right to proteer himself.

The wing for the mentally retarded (imbiciles) may eventually have
been moved to building 15 because of incre asing numbers (see Table
5). Brother Solenne, who served as Prefect of the house of detention from
1782 to 1786, called it the wing for "the mentally ill" (inse'rHes). The in
mates suffering serious mental illness, "sometimes bad tempered and
dangerous," were locked up in cells specially constructed, with a small
opening through which their food WaS given to them. These cells even
had chains to restrain the occupants if it became necessary. The cells had
" neither candle nor fire" and thei r "wooden beds were beams joined to

the wall." In them were a straw mat , mattress, sheets, and blankets. For
the mentally retarded there were additionally a dining room and a room
with a stove. Those who were only slightly afflicted enjoyed "much more
freedom" than those in other parrs of the house of detention. They wer e
allowed to walk in the garden in the morning and in the evening (ADSM).
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The Number of Inmates

The archives of the Generalare of the Brothers in Ro m e and those of the
city of Rouen contain considerable information about the inma tes con
fined to the house of detention by royal decree. However , for our pur
pose it will suffice to give some indication of ho w over the years th e
numbers and ages of the inmates changed, as well as the reasons for deten
tion and th e length of sentences.

Th e earliest document at testing to the formal confinement of anyone
at Saint Yon is dated t726 and concerns Sauveur Machuel, son of a Rauen
primer. In his history of the Manor of Saint Yon, Canon Farcy gives
a list of the persons detained in the house of detention. Though the author
gives the impression that his list is complete, it clearly is 001. The ar
chives of Rouen have in fact preserved several lists of inmates of the house
of derencion, which were drawn up at the direction of the authorit ies.
They indicate a fluctuation in the number o f inmates residing at Saint
Yon at any given time. Altogerher there are 18 lists, but unfortunately
they are nor all dated . Some of rhem have been used to make [he accorn
pan ying grfl ph.

Table 1
Number of Inmates

Number of
Inm ates
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The high number of inmates for the year ] 766 may indicate so me
sor t of accumulated total reflecting admis sio ns and discharges, nor the
number at one tim e during the year.

The decli ne of numbers after 1782 may well reflec t th e ch ange in at
titude mentioned earlier. The seeds of revo lution had been already plant ed
by such men as Voltaire, Rousseau, and the En cyclop edists; people were
resisting arbitrary imprisonments, and the government, to placa te
demands, must itself have been restricting the use of prison sentences based
o n decrees and complaints.

Social Status

Farcy's catalogues of the house of dere nrion show th at there were inmates
of every social class at Saint Yon. Several broad social groups can be
distinguished: members of the nobility, mil itary officers, merchants,
members of the working class, priests, canons, and rel igious.

The inm ates belonging to th e nobility and th e wealthy bourgeoisie
were qu ite numerous. Severa l sources indi cate that th ey represented at
least thirty-five pacem of the inmates at Saint Yon. Farcy includes such
comments as: " fro m the family of the Prince of Conde, Chevalier de
.. . , Baron de . .. , Marquis de . . . , Gentleman, so n of the King's Coun
cillor, son of the Lieutenant Ge neral of Berry, son of th e President of
th e Parliament o f Douai, son of the King's Brigadier, son of the Director
of th e Post Office ."

The majority of the military off icers who were inmates at Saint Yon
also belonged to the nobility, several of them lieutenants in the king's
bodyguard.

Sons of merchants were numerous. Farcy's term "business class" (com
mer~ant) had a wide meaning, for it included a "son of o ne of the greatest
shipbuilders , son of a merchant shipowner, of a bus inessman, of a mer
chant, son of a goldsmith , of a watchmaker, of an upholsterer, of a baker. "

It was not unusual to incarcerate priests and religious also. Farcy gives
the names of SO, about ten percent of the inmates on his list. Among
these are several canons, pastors, and deacons from diocesan clergy, as
well as Dominicans, Prernonstratensians, Bened ictin es, and Augustinians.
The detention of clergy and religious was usually requested either by th eir
bishops or by their superiors. So me of th e Brothers th emselves were in
mates of the hous e of detention at Saint Yon, nam ely Brothers Mande
and Jacob, while Brothers Memin and Zachary were inmates at Biccrre
(ADSM).

The Age of the Inmates

Farcy furn ishes only a Iew details concerning th e age of the inmates at
Saint Yon. He notes that the youngest was a cert ain Hauguet, J.B., only
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14. Many others were much older. Unfortunately, there is not enough
information to allow an estimate of the number of inmates who were
under the agc of 20 at the start of their detention, but one document listing
deaths at Saint Yon includes 16 inmates who died before that age.

Data provided by three rcpons in the Rouen archives for the years
1755, 1776, and 1790 allow further study of the age of the inmates. These
reports are sufficiently representative of the period between 1750 and the
closing of the house of detention in December 1791, and are summarized
in Table 2, which gives the numbers below the age of 30 and those above
that age. The reports are precise about the ages of all the inmates except
the very young, each of whom is simply designated "young man ." These
are included here in the category "under 30" (ADSM).

Table 2
Age of Inmates

Age 1755 1776 1790

Below 30 48% 36% 11%

Above 30 52% 65% 89%

Clearly there was a continual rise in the age of the inmates during
the period from 1755 to 1790.

Reasons for Detention

Farcy gives the reason for detention in 290 out of 537 cases. Table 3 groups
some of these reasons and the number of persons committed in each
category:

Table 3
Specific Reasons for Detention

102 Indolence, disorderly conduct
65 Emotional instability, mental illness, low intelligence
29 Debauchery, seduction
19 Violence
18 Drunkenness
17 Robbery
12 Indebtedness
11 Profligacy
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The cases in another listing can be summarized in two general
categories: antisocial behavior and mental deficiency. Table 4 gives the
result based on this division:

Table 4
General Reasons for Detention

Antisocial Behavior 75%

Mental Deficiency 25%

There is value in analyzing the ch ronology of changes in the reasons
for detention given in the three reports already examined.

Two trends are evident over the years: the number of commitments
for antisocial behavior declined, while the number of commitments for
mental deficiency increased . Other documents indicate that this trend was
intensified during the ten years prior to the closing of the house of deten
tion and contributed to the problems the Brothers experienced as their
ministry at Saint Yon changed.

Table 5
Chronology of Change in Reasons for Detention

Reasons

Antisocial Behavior

Mental Deficiency

Unknown

1755

66%

17%

17%

1776

52%

42%

6%

1790

15%

85%

Table 6 shows the percentages of inmates in the house of detention
who remained for a term of less than ten years. During the period be
tween 1755 and 1790 the length of placement increased, and the number
in detention for less than two years dropped considerably.

Table 7 indicates that the length of stay of persons committed by order
of the royal court increased during the final years of the house of deten
tion at Saint Yon. The shortest detention on record was that of one
Le Cordier, which lasted only three months. The longest were those of
De La Hunaudais, 32 years, Bornereau, 35 years, and Billot and Caignard,
41 years each.
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Table 6
Length of Detention, Short Term

Duration 1755 1776 1790

1-2 yrs. 46% 30% 20%

3-4 yrs . 28% 13% 13%

5-6 yrs . 17% 21% 13%

7-8 yrs. 9% 4% 5%

9-10 yrs. 4% 5%

Table 7
Length of Detention, Long Term

Duration 1755 1776 1790

1-10 yrs . 100% 72% 62%

11-20 yrs. 15% 26%

21-30 yrs. 13% 4%

31-41 yrs. 8%
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The Final Story of Saint Yon

Th e judicial system in France during the eighteenth century allowed on
ly two courses of action regarding court-commit ted persons. Th ey could
be taken into custody at the state 's expense, in which case they would
be prisoners with all the social consequences that would email. Or they
could be designated as persons assigned to a supervised residence, in which
case they themselves or their families were financially responsible. Within
the monarchical and par liamentary system of the time, the Broth ers had
no option bur to accept these alternatives .

The establishment of Saint Yon itself shows chat De La Salle was not
opposed to having the Brothers work in institutions in which the cost
was borne by the users. Since, however, the high COSt of room and board
at Saint Yon did nor allow for any but the well-to-do to receive even
minimum care, the Brothers frequently interceded with the civil authoritie s
on behalf of the less fortunate who had been comm itted the re.

Because the program was so successful, Saint Yon attracted families
who se problem children had previously been kept at public expense in
the general char ity hospice of Rauen. Nor all parents were able to pay
the costs, as is revealed in the complaint of one widow, who claimed that
she could not give her IS-year-old son the education he needed, "because
the cost of the house of detention at Saint Yon is more than I can pay"
(ADSM).

Although the Brothers accepted the judicial and social system of their
day, they did manage to organize a house of detention that was unique,
one in which more humane ways of treating troub led and troublesome
persons wen: developed. The Brothers at Saint Yon were, in effect, pioneers
in this regard.

At Saint Yon the inmates were not left to themselves all day. ACTiv i
ties of considerable variety fotlowed one upon the other: classes, manual
work, praye r services, leisure activities. Rather tha n isolate the inmates,
the Brothers provided numerous opportunities for human relationships
which had a highly rehabilitative value. In a milieu of sharply differen
tiated classes, this constituted remarkable social and educational progress.

Considered a model of its kind in its day, the house of detenti on at
Saint Yon attra cted widespread referrals, and consequently Brothers were
asked to open similar prog rams at Angers in 1741, and at Marevillc near
Nancy in 1759. In time the Registers of Adm issions listed inmates from
Holland, Spain, Portugal, England; even from overseas, from Martinique,
Santo Domingo, and Guadalupe.
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For a shan time after the death of John Baptist de La Salle in 1719,
the work at Saint Yon ran into trouble with the Church and the state.
These difficulties, however, were ameliorated somewhat by the canonical
establishment of the Community of Brothers of the Christian Schools
by Pope Benedict XIII in 1725, and by the approval of Saint Yon as a
school and a house of detention by the parliament of Normandy.

Supported by these formal recognitions, a series of energetic and pro
gressive Directors brought considerable success to the establishment, but
by the late eighteenth century, the original concept of combining a tu

ition boarding school, a house of correction, and a house of detention
had been modified. Saint Yon became almost exclusively a house of deten
tion and an asylum for the mentally ill. The care of the mentally ilion
such a large scale was something for which the Brothers were unprepared.

With the French Revolution and the secularization of the religious
congregations in France, the Brothers were expelled from Saint Yon and
their property confiscated. Under government control the building corn
plex at Saim Yon became at various times a prison, an arsenal, a military
encampment, and a military hospital.

After the revolution, in the 1820's, the city council of Rouen regained
control of the property and gradually returned it to some of its earlier uses. it
eventually became a poorhouse and an asylum for the mentally ill, at one
time housing over 900 men and women in crowded and deplorable condi
nons.

At the same time the Brothers resumed and expanded their earlier apos
relates, including the care of court-committed persons and serious fdons .
Between 1840and1848,the Brothers administered eight of the major prisons
of France.

In 1865 the Rouen council decided to decentralize its programs, and it
established hospices around the city for those persons requiring specialcare.
By 1880 the last of the patients had been removed from Saint Yon. The new
establishments for a time retained the name Saint Yon, and the entire pro
gram for the mentally ill was known as the Saint YonSystem.

In recent years the original Saint Yon property has come into private
ownership, and some of the early buildings have been renovated.
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Appendix A

Lettres de Cachet

Besides the "Great Royal Seal," the kings of France beginning in the thir
teenth century had a smaller seal called the "secret seal," in the fourteenth
century called t he "signet," and in the sixreenrh, the cachet. The purpose
of these seals Wa5 to ensure the confidentiality of any private letters and
announcements, public documents, or orders concerning private persons.

Lettres de cachet were used to summon political and judicial bodies,
to establish and regulate public ceremonies, to announce promotions, and
to order official expulsion for an individual by imprisonment or ex
ile. Eventually the term lettres de cachet came to be identified solely with
this latter use.

Lettres de cachet were not actually signed by the king (though some
authors say that they were); the formula read, "On behalf of the king,
(person named) is ordered to be arrested and taken to... . I, the under
signed (secretary of state) certify that I possess in hand the order of the
king, of which this is a copy."

Prisoners under lettres de cachet fell into three classes: those guilty
of crimes against the stare, of whom there were very few; persons in con
flier with families, who were more numerous; and those in conflict with
the police. In the latter case, the lettre decachet simply enforced after some
delay whatever the judicial procedures had previously determined.

According to the historian De Robillard de Beaurepaire, the date at
which lettres de cachet began to be used in these specific ways cannot be
fixed precisely. They seem to have been introduced little by little as the
authority of the king increased and the executive power placed tighter
controls on the judiciary, which was itself inclined to rake authority into
its own hands. De Beaurepaire writes, "This was certainly a detestable
abuse, a fatal attack against the fundamental principle of personal freedom,
and was blamed on the ancien regime."

In many lettres de cachet the prisoner was designated by his family
name only, without surname, title, address, or any other qualification. In
some cases the name was not spelled correctly.

The documenr was easily obtained. Under the ministries of Lavrilliere,
Sartine, Vergennes, and Lernoir, lettres de cachet became so numerous that
they were no longer handwritten, but printed and handed out to com
manders, governors, superintendents of provinces, and to some members
of the royal court, with a blank space for the name of the condemned. The
signature of the king was copied in order not to disturb his majesty with
too many requests,
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De Robillard de Beaurepaire believed that it is, nevertheless, necessary
to be fair even toward unjust practices. He remarks:

However bold this assertion may seem at first. I feel I am justified
in stating that the lettresde cachet were more often a means of protect
ing persons than of dealing severely with them. They were as much
a reflection of the idea that a person is bound to his father's authority
as they were of the idea of political power. . .. No doubt there were
individuals who were sacrificed to the avarice of unfeeling parents and
to false accusations; to maintain otherwise would be careless and a
ridiculous paradox. But in the majority of cases these letters of the
king dealt with people who would have been treated more severely
by ordinary justice than by the good pleasure of the king, whether
they were being singled out as mentally ill, or apprehended for their
own good or to preserve the honor of their name or of their social
class.

Correspondence preserved in the police records of Rauen indicates
that those who wanted to detain a person by a lettre de cachet had 10 pre
sent to the general superintendent a memoi r stating (he reasons for deten
tion. The superintendent in turn transmitted the dossier to a Minister
of State, who, if he deemed it necessary, could ask for additional infor
mation. Once the dossier was complete, it was submitted to the king,
who legally and theoretically had the final say . When the lettre de: cachet
was delivered, the police were charged with making the arrest and deliver
ing the person concerned to the designated house without delay, unless
otherwise directed (ADSM).

The number of lettresde cachet was already considerable under Louis
XIV, and it became greater under Louis XV. It declined markedly under
his successo r, Louis XVI, so that it was natural to consider him "the most
humane, the most kind of all princes." In 1784, Baron de Breteuil,
secretary of state, addressed a circular to the superintendents in his depart
ment, and set forth with clarity the principles for handling the royal
orders. This was a move to reform the system at the very moment wh en
it W::lS about to be officially abolished.

Louis XVI, yielding to a decree of the national assembly on January
12, 1790, concerning prisoners detained by special order, required gover
nors, superintendents of royal departments, commanders of state prisons,
and superiors of houses of detention to send to the national assembly a
true and certified record of the name, surname, age, and reason for deten
tion of each prisoner. A committee was appointed to carry our this decree,
and rook the name, "Committee on the lettres de cachet."

Despite the steps toward reform and the progress taken by the
assembly and conceded by Louis XVI, France was still in the legal miasma
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of the time of Louis XV . Reformers might dream that when the national
assembly abolished lettres de cachet in March 1790 freedom was estab
lished-but it was only when the Bastille was taken and those incarcerated
there and in other provinces were liberated that revolutionaries perceived
the full extent of the abuses of personal rights and liberty which arbitrary
imprisonment had perpetrated.
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Continuing the Tradition of Saint Yon

What follows is a partial list of places in which the Brothers of the Chris
tian Schools and their associates are currently wor king, or have unti l
recently been working, in service to disadvantaged youth . T hese insti tu
tions and programs are in the tradi tion of the establishment at Saint Yon.

The group s ident ified here reflect a broad perception of the concept
of what it means to be "disadvantaged," and the services offered reflect
a caring and creative respon se. We find Brot hers and their associates in
volved in various forms of educational works not only with the finan
cially poor, but with migran ts, refugees, victims of broken families, drug
addicts, and a hOST of other victims of the social or economic maladies
which trouble modern youth and their families, whatever their social class.

It shou ld also be noted that three groups which predominated at Saint
Yon during irs later years are not represented ro any extens ive degree in
the current work of the Brothers: adult s, serious offenders. and the men
Tally ill.

Th e information herewith was initially gathered by Brother Leon
Laur ier, the Institute's Educatio n Secretary , at the request of the Editors
of Lasallian Publications .

That init ial list was circulated by the Editors among those named in
it, among Visitors for whos e distr icts no ministry had been reponed. and,
again by Brother Leon, among the part icipants at the 1986 General
Chap ter of the Christian Brothers. Finally , immediately prior ro publica
tion . each place named had the opportunity to correct and update the
information . This listing, therefore, is reasonabl y accurate as of June 15,
1987 .

The Editors are gratefu l to Brother Leon and co all who contr ibuted.
We apologize for errors or omissions. These will be corr ected in any subse
quent priming if brought to our attention .

Brother Francis Huether, FSC
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AFRICA

Cameroon

Centre d 'Accue il de Bependa, B.P. 5377
Reception and rehabilitation center for delinquent minors committed by the courts
of Douala . Term: 1 month to 2 years, generally. Staff: lay people. Brothers haw
temp orarily withd rawn. Founded: 1959; closed 1968 due co lack of Brothers. Sup
ported by the government.

EUROPE

Belgium

Le Bati
Rue de Cbarlerille 20, B-6876 Houdremont , Belgium
Rehabilitation center. Stud ents: numb er var ies. with 6 in residence. Staff: 2
Broth ers. Founded: 1975. Supported by Association sans hit Lucratif(A .S.B .L.),
gifts, and fees.

Chanteclair
Route de Bieure 2, 6840, Carlsbourg; Belgium
Reception center and home for orphans and neglected homeless children. Students:
16. Staff: 2 Brothers, 6 Jay people. Founded: 1974. Suppor ted by the government .

Ecole Clerfayt
Chateau de Clerfayt, B- 7131 Bincbe, Belgium
Center for special education for youth 6 co 13 incapable of following in the nor
mal educational structu re. Students: 94. Term: 6 years . Staff: 1 Brother, 19 Jay
people . Fo unded: September 1965. Support ed by state O ffice of Educa tion .

Ecole Professionelle D 'Ensignernent Special " Reu rnon joie"
Chemin de R eumont, 135, a B-5730 Malonne
Staff: 84. Students: 260, half boarders, half day stud ent s. Special education pro
grams for students of low academic ability or with behavior al probl ems. Exten
sive and varied technical training; state supported; no precise informat ion given,
no foundation date .

The Fraternal Community Of Bati
Bati de la Foire 5, B-6876 Houdremont, Belgium
Rehabilitat ion cent er for the mentall y han dicapped, and service to their families
in a concerned com munity setting, chiefly on weekends and during vacatio ns,
in the spirit of Jean Vamiez. Students: number varies. Staff; 2 Brothers, 2 Jay
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peop le, parish clergy. Founded: ]976. Supported by A.S.B.L , a no n-profit group.
and donati ons.

Huis de Weijers (Kindertehuis)
Hcuuelsuen 1, B-3650 Dilsen, Belgium
Ho me for neglected or handicapped yout h, ages 10 21. Students: 12 (max
imum). Staff: 3 Brothers, 6 lay people. Found ed: Jun e 1979. Supported by the
Department of Just ice.

La Maison
Rue A. de Latour 46, 1030 Brussels, Belgium
Residential comm unity for youn g people pr ior to the ir enteri ng upon indepen
dent adult life. Experiment in family living_ Students: 6. Term: 3 to 4 years. Staff:
I Brot her, with volunteers. Founded: September 1976. Supported by benefactors.

Marana-Tha (Viens chez nous)
Rile de Fo rbo, 4, B-5501, Lisogne-Dinant, Belgium
Reh abilitation center for the mentally handicapped, and family services. Students:
number varies. Staff: 2 Brothe rs, 2 lay people, parish priest. Founded :
1973. Suppo rt ed by A.S.B.l., and in part by families and gifts.

St. Michael School
Mmga1'etalaan 70, 3600 Genk -Winterslag, Belgium
Center for rnultierhni c education for children of foreign workers. Student s: 290
in an elementary school, plus 180 in counseling. Term: 9 years. Staff: 3 Brothers,
1J lay people. Founded: 1913, Brothers joined staff in 1926. Supported by don a
t ions and the governm ent.

The Mutien-Marie Medico-Pedagogic Center
Rile des R ecollets, I, B-6]40 Pbilippeoille, Belgium
A special education center with five branches in four sires.
1) A secondary school of special education for mentally and emotionally disturbed

youth . 87 stu dents.
2) Th e Medico-pedagogic Professional Institute .
3) Cent er for occupat ional therapy for the non-educable at Jamagne, 8 pupils.
4) The Rosary Day Center for mentally handicapped aduhs,
5) T he Tourn evenr Day Center for mentally hand icapped adult s. Students: IJO,

includi ng 30 adults. Staff: 4 Brothers, 48 lay people. Foundations: 1978, 1986,
1987.

Supp orted by the govern ment and the Fre nch Society of Con cern .

Bl. Mutien-Marie School
Rife de Fond de Malonne, 129, B-5730, Malonne, Belgium
Primary Schoo l for Special Education. Students: 120. Staff: 2S lay people.
Fo unded: 1960. Suppo rted by the govern ment.
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England

Benburb Base
369 Camden Road, London N 7 aSH, England
A hos tel pro viding accom modation and employment services for yo ung men at
risk, homeless and w itho ut supp ort in Londo n. Resident s: 14. Length o f stay:
6 co 8 weeks. Staff: 3 Brothers . Fo unded: 1979. Supported by t he Department
of H ealt h and Soc ial Services of En gland and the Lon do n Boro ugh of Rich mond .

De La Sall e House (Ockenden Venture)
158 Bat/bury Road, Oxford, OX 2 7BP, England
H ome for Vietnamese refugee children. Studen ts: 9. Term : 3 years. Staff: 1Brot her,
2 lay people. Fo unded: 1984. Supported by the District of London and the Depart
ment of Healt h and Soci al Ser vices of E ngland .

St. William's Community Home
Marker Weightoll, York, Y04 JHA England
Resident ial school for delinquent or malad justed adolescent boys. Students :

45. A verage len gt h of stay: 18 months. Staff: 2 Bro t hers, 50 lay peop le; 1
priest. Founded: 1856; Brothers have been here since 19 1:2. Sup po rted by th e
Diocese and by th e H orne Office for serious offe nde rs.

Brot hers on ce condu cted schools sim ilar to th ese in Naru wich , C heshire; and in
Hart lebury , Worcester. Still operating under lay staff ing is Yarm out h, Yor kshire.

France

The D e La Sall e Community
Place de Noailles, 15, Buiment F 60000 Beauvais. France
Brot hers' comm unity residing in a slum area, giving w itness an d offering family
an d educational serv ices. Staff: 3 Brot hers . Fou nded : 1986. Sup ported by pro
fessio nal salaries o f th e Brot hers an d by a retired Bro ther.

College De La Salle
42 Bled. Vauban, 59210 Coudekerque Branche, France
School of specia l educati on fo r retarded ch ild ren (LQ. 80). Student s: 64. T erm :
4 yea rs. St:lff: 1 Broth er, S lay people. Supported by the gov ern me lll, except for
constructio n.

Oscar Romero School
5, Rue Gam bt'tta, F-95140 Ga,.ges lcs Gonesse, France
D ay school for boys and girls, fo r social and educat ional adjus tment, red uction
Df illiteracy, and tr aining for em ploy m ent. Students: about 60, 9 to 17 years
old. Te rm: 3 years. Staff: 2 Brothers , 6 lay peopl e. Fo und ed: 1978 . Supported
by co ntract wi th the gove rn me nt , thro ugh tax cre dits to parents, and by the
i nstit ute .
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Guenange-Richemont Project
45, Ro ute de Met z ervisse, 57310 Guell'lI/ge, France
Residenti al school for young people with behavioral or emot ional hand icaps,
students committed by the Depart ments of Social Service and of justice. Students:
170. Term: .3 Years. Staff: .3 Brot hers, 1.3 2 lay people. Foun ded: 189 1, under
Broth ers' direction since 1902. Supporte d by the st.u e.

The Brothers' Community
69 Rile SCYVient. 69003, LYOIl, France
A community of retired Brothers, work ing with the C hristian ;1I1d Muslim univer
sity students from N orth Africa, and children of foreign workers, in a combina
tion of retreats, daily and weekend prayer services, and educational support . Pan
of .1 broader service to adolescents in the region.

Au Service de ['instruction des Enfants Tsiganes (A.S.E .T.)
12, Avenue d« 8 Mai 1945, 93500 Panun, France
Seven mobi le units providing basic education to children of gypsies and itinerant
families in the suburbs of Paris. Students: Appro ximately 1,00 0 in the subur bs
of Paris, Slaff: 5 Brothers, 8 lay people, 1 priest, 2 othe r religious. Founded: 1969;
mob ile units added in 1982. Salaries paid by State Educa tion office, mob ile un its
by the French Regional Administra tion o f the Brothers: equipment by pr ivate
serv ices.

Gabriel Drolin Center
26 Place Pierre Seniard; 44400 Rczc, France
Tr ainin g schoo l for teachers and aides in literacy programs for the elementary
schools, and for older persons w ho have not yet learned to r<',ld. Staff: 2 0 1' 3
Brothers, 10 by people. Founded: 1% 8.

College Sainte Marie
54. R ue Sr. Antoine, 59100 Roubaix; France
Day school for slightly ret arded youth (LQ. 80), ages 11 to 16; and child ren of
migrant wor kers from south of France, north Africa, Turkey, requi ring help in
schoo l. Studen ts: 360, Term: 4 Years. Staff: 5 Brothas, 20 lay people. Found

ed: 193 1. Supported by the French government, except for const ruct ion .

Academy for Deaf Youth
40 R ite Franklin, 42000 Saini Etienn e, France
Vocational school for boys and girls, agcs4 10 20; 14 school classes and three shops:
woodwork, painting, cooking. Students: 114. Staff: 6 Brothers, 44 lay peo
ple. Founded : 1844 . Supported hy French government , with some contribut ions
from th e [arnilie«.

College De La Salle
22, Clos des v.lt,« 59300 Valencien nes, France
School for retarded youth, ages 12 to 16. Students: 64. Staff: 2 Brothers, 6 lay
people. Founded: 1980. Supported by the government , except for construction.
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Holland

At one time the District of H olland conducted two orphanages, with a total popul a
tion of over 600. Government pol icy is now oppposed to such large institut ions,
and most Brothers of the District are advanced in age. Brothers are on the mis
sions , and presentl y three are working wit h distu rbed yo uth in Holland.

North Ireland

St. Patrick's Training School
Glen Road, Belfast BT11 8BX, N Ireland
Residential school for boys committed by the courts for 1, 2, or 3 years, or sent
from brok en ho mes by social wo rkers. Student s: 120 . Term : I year. Staff: 7

Brothers, 3 Sister s, 110 lay people, 1 p riest. Found ed: 1917. Supp orted by the
Government o f Northern Ireland.

De La Salle Boys ' Home
Kircubbin , Neuuoumards, Co. Down , N. Ireland
O riginally an orphanage for boys fro m broken hom es, closed 1985 due to new
policy on community care in local areas. Students: 40. Staff: 7 Brothers, 2 Sisters,
2S lay people, 1 priest. Founded: 1950. Supported by the G overnment of North
ern Ir eland

Republic of Ireland

Finglas Children's Centre
Finglas West, Dublin 11, Ire/and
St. Michael' s N ational Assessment Centre. Boys sent by courts or by social worke rs
for assessment. Students: 65. Staff: 6 Brothers, 3 Sisters, 60 lay people, 1
pri est. Founded: 1971. Supported by the Education Department of the Ir ish
Government.

Kenilworth Square
49 Kenilw orth Squa re, Dublin 6, Ireland
Hostel for rehabilitated alcoholics: temporary accommodation, empl oyment ser
vice. Resident s: places for 10. Staff: 3 Brothers. Founded: October 1985. Supported
by volunteers and donation s.

Italy

Foundation for the Young
Piazzale dei Serui J, 43100 Parma, italy
Center for treatment and rehabilitation of adolescents. Students: 38 in residence;
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15 in outpatient programs. Term: .3 to 5 years. Staff: 3 Brothers , 2 Jay people.
I priest. Founded: 1948. Supported by the state, except for construction.

The Bartholomew Longo Institute
Via Sacra, 39, 80045 Pompei. Italy
Residential school for orphans and disturbed and disorderly youth . Students:
1.38. Term: 3 years. Staff: 16 Brothers, 18 lay people, 1 priest. Supported by the
Sodality of Ou r body of the Rosary .

Poland

Czestochowa, Kard . S. Wyszynskiego 38, Poland
A hom e for retarded or oth er-vise handicapped children. Students : 80 . SrJif: 12

Brothers, 10 lay people, 8 priests . Founded : August 1975. Supported by Gm'lfts,

through the government .

Czestochowa, Krotka 28, Poland
An orphanage and clandestine school during W\Y/ II. The German occupation
forces tolerated rhe orphanage, but not the scho ol, which survived by frequentl y
changing its location . Students: 60 to 80. Staff: 6 Brothers. Supported by Polish
organizations and the efforts of the Brothers.

Dusznike, Zdroj, Poland
Home and primary school for war orphans. Student s: 80 10 120. Staff: 7 Brothers:
12 lay people. Founded : 1945. Supported by the government and the efforts of
the Brothers. Brothers were dismissed with the change in government in 1949.

Laski Warszawskie, Poland
School for young blind persons , operated by Sisters; six Brothers taught here from
1970 to 1974. Supported by the Church.

Liskow, Poland
Between rhe two world wars a priest, \Y/acbwBlizinski, established a model village
for poor peasants, near Kalin. Between 1935and 1938Brothers served as teachers,
worked with the orphans, and established the techn ical school. The work was
destroyed in the war.

Uszyce 318, Poland
Planned for September 1986 . A residence for hand icapped and retarded children,
with 20 children to starr ; expan sion ant icipated.

Zawadzkie, Czarna 2, Poland
A residence and training center for retarded children and young people . Student s
are prepared to live a life with minimal schooling and with little ultimate possibility
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for really independent Jiving. Students : 120. Staff: l S Brothers, 21~y people. Sup
po rted by Cantl15, through the governmem .

Portugal

College of St. Cajetan
Maximi nos, 4700 Braga, {Joywgai
School and residence for orphans, children of migrant and destitut e
families. Students: 105. Term: 10 years. Staff: 6 Brothers, 6 pr cfecrs, 8 service
empl oyees, I nurse, 1 social worker, 1 priest . Founded: 1791; Brothers arr ived
in 1933. Supported by the government, income from farm and shops, lct:,s ac
cording to abiliry to pay.

Scotland

St. Joseph 's School
Tranent, East Lothian , EH ]] JDT, Scotland
Residential school for delinquent and depr ived boys. Students: ) 0 residents and
20 day. Term: 2 years. Staff: 2 Brothe rs plus 3 in retirement ; 45 lay people, in
cluding dome stics; served by Passion ist Community . Founded: [914. Supported
by the Loth ian Regional Cou ncil, formerly pan of a national service funded by
the Scott ish Office.

Brothers maintained similar schools for years at Mauchline, Ayrshire; Glasgow
(2 schools, both now run by lay staff); and G:mmore in Perrhshirc (recently closed).

Spain

School of St. Roc
Barcelona, Spain
Inner-city schoo l for gypsies. Srudems: 2SG. Staff: 3 Brothers. 7 lay people, 2
priests. Founded: 1972 . Supported by gifts from colleagues and confreres.

Centro D'Observacio
08700 Mollet del Valles, Barcelona, Spain
Residential schoo l for court-committed, disturbed youth; maintained for the preven
t ion of delinquency. Stud ents: about 400, var iable. Term: 2 mont hs. Staff: 8
Brothers. 30 lay people. Found ed: 1966. Support ed by the Departm ent of Justice.

El Camino Professional School
Cam illa De Oiaz, Huarte, Nauarra, Spain
Rcformarory for court-committed youth, 14 to 16 years old who have not com
pleted basic education. Staff: 18Brothers, Sby people. Ter m: 2 years. Supported
b)' the State of Navarra.
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Archbishop Gandasequi Institute
Segovia Highway. Vnlladolid, Huerta, Spain
Reform atory and asylum now under the control of the state office for prote ction
of mino rities. Student s: 100. Staff: 9 Broth ers. 13 lay people, 1 priest. Founded:
or iginally by the Capuchins; the Brothe rs admi nistered the establ ishment from
1961 (Q 1975. Supported by the state.

Switzerland

St. George Youth Village
Bad Knut unl, Sioitzerland
Custodial care and education of delinquents and dropouts. Students: 80. Founded:
1930, by the Broth ers of the District of Germany; recently passed completely to

lay control. Supported by the state.

Fraternite de L1 Salle
Scbtoane ndtgcnstrasse, 80, 8050 ZUrIe/', ) U;iClerland
A residential and counseling program for you ng runaways and drug addicts con
ducted in the Schlupfhuus of Zurich. Part icipants : about 300 per year. Staff: 1
Brother, 8 lay people. Support ed by the Cant on of Zuric h.

NEAR EAST

Israel

Ecole des F reres
Nazareth , B.P. 30, 16]00 Nazareth. Iml(·1
Element ary school for delinquents 12 to 14 years of age, with technical training
in carpent ry , electricity, construction, and iron work . Students: 70 . Staff: 4

Brothers, 30 lay people, 1 pr iest. Founded: 1961. Supported by the government
of Israel and benefactors,

FAR EAST

India

St. Pius X Boys' Town
Nagam a/ai, Mtldl/rtJl 625019, SOI/t /) India
Technical school for destitute ch ildren . Students: 161. Ter m: 4 years. Staff: 5
Brothers, 9 lay people. 1 pr iest. Founded: 1961. Supported by the In-riune, Ac
tion Aid, and local resources.
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St. Joseph's Boys' Village
GtIIlgllVtlrp,11I1, Periyakttlam Taluole, Madurai, 624203, South India
Home for orphans and destitute children. Students: 2CO. Term: 6 years. Staff:
2 Brothers, 10 lay people. Founded: 1975. Supported by sponsorships and
donations.

Japan

La Salle Home
6·]1·1 Higasbi-Sendai, Sendni-Sbi Japan 983
Home for boys from 6 to 16 (orphans. or from disrupted families); boys attend
public schools. Srudents: 80. Staff: 2 Brothers. 20 lay people. 1 Sister. Founded :
1948. Supported by the government.

Sri Lanka

Sri Lanka Technical Institute and Diyagala Boys' Town
Teuiate, Raga ilia. Sn Lanlea
School for underprivileged youth (orphans. poor children from broken families)
in ;l.griwltlirc, technology, printing, animal husbandry, paddy cultivation. Students.
407. Staff: 9 Brothers, 43 lay people, 1 priest. Founded : April 30,1963. Supported
by self-generated income and donations .

Nuwara Eliya Agro Training Centre
Nazareth Retreat. Lady McCallum's Drive, Nutaara Eliye; Sri Lsnk«
School for underprivileged youth in agriculture and in animal husbandry. A six
month residential program. Students: 65. Staff: 2 Brothers, 6 lay people. Founded:
1969. Supported by self-generated income and donations .

St. Anthony'S Farm Agro-Training Centre
Pulryankulama. Pallama, Sri Lanka
School for underpriv ileged youth in agriculture, mainly paddy cultivation . A four
y~r residential program. Students: 72. Sraff:2 Brothers, 8 lay people. Supported
by self-generated income and donations.

Diyagala Boys' Town School of Printing for Handicapped Boys
]83, K. CYJ1! C Perera Mawatha, Kotabena, Colombo, U, Sri Lanka
Primer's school for the underprivileged children and the handicapped. Students: 35.
Staff: 2 Brothers. 3 lay people. Founded: 1985. Supported by self-generated in
come and donations.

Thailand

La Salle Chotiravi Nakhonsawan
18 Kosya Road, Nakhon-sauian, 60000 Thai/and
1) Miguel House: a home for young male and female students who receive free
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room and boa rd and scho larsh ips at La Salle School. Students: 400. Staff: 5
Brothers, 145 lay people. Fou nded 1953. Supported by the La Salle C hristian
School, a local tuiti on school.

2) La Salle H ouse: a home for children who are orphaned or abandoned . Students:
10. Staff: 1 Brother, 1 lay perso n. Founded: 1985. Supported by the La Salle
C hr istian School.

Philippines

Holy Ro sar y College
Tala Leprosarium, Nooalicbcs, R tzal, Philippines
A secon dary schoo l and a teachers' college in the leper colo ny. Students: 300 in
seco ndary scho ol, 160 in teachers' college. Staff: 3 Brothers, 10 lay people, 1
priest. Fou nded: 1951 by Dominica ns; Brothers joi ned the existing insti tutio n in
1984. Supp ort ed by the Holy Rosary Foundation and th e Brot hers' Provin cialare.

AUSTRALIA

Boys 'Town
Beaudesert, Queensland, Australia
Rehabilit ation cente r for delinquent boys, ages 13 to 18 years. Students: 85. Staff;
7 Brot hers, 10 b y peopl e, 1 priest. r ounded: 1960. Support ed by th e government
and benefactors.

San Miguel Family Life Centre
Kurmond Road. North Richm ond, NS~ A ustralia
Vocatio nal tr aini ng in typ ing, welding, etc. Te mporary accommo datio n for one
or two parent fam ilies. Students: each year 2 grou ps of 25 students, for six-month
ter ms. Fam ilies: 14 Family Groups for 2 to 3 mo nt hs terms. Staff: 2 Brothers,
6 lay people, 2 Sisters. Founded: 1980. Supported by the govern ment . benefac
tor s, and Brothers of the Dist rict of Austra lia.

In p lanning; a yo uth-in-cris is acco mmodatio n center in Melbo urne .

CARIBBEAN AND CENTRAL AMERICA

West Indies

St. John Bosco Children's Home
Hatfield, P.o., Manchester, Jama ica, \VI
Boarding schoo l and remedial education for abandoned, orp haned, neglected delin
quent boys between t he ages of 8 to 17. Stude nts: 135. Term: Average 3 years.
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Siaf] : 2 Brothers, 23 lay people, 1 Sisters. Founded : 1%0. Supported by the gO\j~rn

rnent (60%) and self-generated income.

EI Salvador

COAR (Oscar Arnulfo Romero Community)
VIII"" de Zaragoza, Departmcnto de La Libertad, EI Salvador, C A.
Residential school for orphans of the revolution and troubled children in El
Salvador. Students: 280. Staff: 4 Brothers, 12 lay people, 1 priest. Founded .
1980. Supported by private donati ons, mostly from the U.S.A.

Guatemala

Residencia Hcrmano Miguel
Licea La Salle , Apdo. 9, Cbiqu:111 II/a, Guatemala, CA .
School for Ca rnpesino and Indian youth ; leader ship [raining. Student s: 40. Staff:
1 Brother (full-rime) and 1 Brother [parr-time) Founded: j anuary , 1981. Supported
by donations from the San Francisco District, oth er U. S. Districts. many individual
Brothers and donors.

Mother Mirian Simons Institute
EI Estor, Izaba], Guat emala, C A .
School for rural Indian youths. Students: 150. Staff: 3 Broth ers, 8 lay peo
ple . Founded: in 1984 the Broth ers assumed administration of an cxistin~

work . Supported by tuition and by donations from t he Claret ian Fathers Foun 
darion (U.S.A.).

Brother James Miller Indian House
Huehuetenango, Guatemala, C A.
A boarding facility for Indian educat ion and leadership training, along with pro·
grams of self-support. Student s: 150. Terrn. J or 6 y~ars. Sraff: 3 Broth ers, Sl ay
peop le. Founded: 1975. Supported by the District of Chicago and ocher U.S.
Dist ricts.

Bro ther James Mill er La Salle Indian Center
Apdo. 17 B Guatcmal« City, Guatemula, CA.
Academ ic and vocational school for Indian youth; leadership opportuni ty and
work experience. Students: 200. Staff: 4 Brothers, 10 lay people. Founded: 1956;
Broth ers arrived in 1966. Supported by private don ations; sell-support ing in p.m .

Mexico

Internado l nfantil Guadal upano, A.C. (Hogar Colectivo .I!4)
Reform» 471, Col. Loma Estrella, lxtapalapa 09850 Mexico, D,F
Resident ial techni cal schoo l for disadvantaged or delinqu ent boy s; free tuition for
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primary and intermediate grades. Students: 140. Staff: 3 Brothers, 8 lay people,
4Sim:rs. Founded: 1960. Supported by the municipality, giftsof former students,
and the Brothers of the District.

Guadalupano Boys' Academy
Manzano 34, Col. Florida, 01030 Ale,'(I(O 10, D.F.
School for nbandoned or delinquent youth . Students: 125. Staff: 3 Brothers, 6
lav people . Founded: 1960. Brothers took charge in 1984.

Colegio Ciudad de Los Nifios, A.C.
28 Sur y 33 Oriente, 72100 Pucbla, Pue, Mexico
Schoo l for the sons of labore rs and artisans . Students: ')80. Staff: 2 Brothers, 52
lay people; 1 priest. Founded: 1953. Supported by the Brothers of the Disrricr
and the cooperation and effort of parents.

NORTH AMERICA

Canada

St. Joseph School
Alfred, Ontario, Canada
School for court-committed youth. Students: 120 to 150. Staff: 27 Brothers, 30
lay people, 1 priest. Founded: 1932. Brothers withdrew in 1975. Supported by
the stau-,

REVDEC (Reve pour Decrocheurs)
1475 Bouleuard Morgan, Montreal, Quebec, Canada HIV 2P6
School for academic reorientation of dropouts now in various difficultlt's. Students:
20, with expectation of rapid increase. Length of Slay: 2 to 6 months. Staff: 1
Brother, 5 lay people. Founded; 1985, following several years of informal
work. Supported by private foundation and by Brothers of the Montreal District.

Le Transit
409 Avenue G.7f11cU/1£:. Sept-lies., Quebec. Canada G4R 2H8
Temporary residence and counseling for runaways, vagrants, disturbed
youth . Students: in residence 12; others placed with families. Founded: 1980.
Supported by the Brot hers of the District of Quebec, Knights of Columbus, the
city, and region .

Mont Ville-Neuve
St. Ferdinand. Frontenac, Quebec, Canada CON 1NO
Residential school for delinquents committed by the state. Students: 60. Staff:
8 Brothers, 25 lay people. Founded: 1943;closed 1978. Supported by rhe Quebec
Government.
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St. john Bosco Institute
2160 Chemin Sle·Fo)', Quebec, Canada G1V lX/
Residential schoo l for orphans, prede linquenrs, troubled or homeless
youth. Students: 200. Sta ff: 36 Brothers, 10 lay people , 1 pr iest. Founded: 1927;
Brothers withdrew 1970; dosed 1974. Supported by the government of Quebec.

Special Family Services Center (Foyer Deschambault)
962 Rue Dcschambault, St. Jerome, Quebec, Canada J7Z 5T5
Center for fami ly services, youth counseling as alternatives to institutionaliza
tion. SIudenr s: in resid ence 15, ages 13 to 18. Staff: 4 Brothers, 1 lay per
son. Founded: 1976; closed 1982. Supported by the state and by comriburions
from the Brothers.

Center for Harmonious Education
3815 A-z;emle Seuerin, Three Rivers, Quebec, Canada G8Y 5£9
Dropouts, youth disturbed and otherwise unprepared for employment and in
dependent living . School and residen ce for oriental youths. Students: 30 to
40. Staff: 8 Brothers, 4 lay people. Founded: 1984. Supported by the District of
Three Rivers.

St. John's School
Uxbridge, Ontario, Canada LOC 1KO
School for delinquents and maladjusted youth with emotional and/or behavioral
handicaps. committed by authorities. Students: 40 residents. Term: 9 months.
Staff: 6 Brothers, 10 lay people. 1 priest. Founded: about 1880. Supported by the
government of Ontario.

United States

journey House
1730 Asbury Drive, Pasadena, CA 91104
Residential and counseling center for students referred by the Courts as an alter
native to incarceration. They attend a local school and work toward rehabiliia
tion and reconciliation with their families. Students: -4 (plan to take 6). Term:
1 to 2 years. Staff: 1 Brother, 3 lay peopl e, 1 Sister . Founded: 19S5. Supported
by the lay Board of Directors.

Mercy Boys Home
1140 WescJackson Boulevard. Chicago, IL 60607
Residential care of boys, ages 15 to 19 who are unable to live at home; school
or employment required. Students: 75. Term: 1 to 4 years. Staff: 4 Brothers. 10

\ lay people, I p riest. Founded; 1887. Supported by pri vate donations.

Christian Brothers Academy
1322 Moss Street, New Orleans, LA 70119
School for slow learners. Students: 32. Term: 1 to 2 years. Staff: 6 Brothers.
Founded: 1977. Supported by tuition fees.
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Martin de Poi-res School
136-35 2181h Street, Springfield Gardens, NY 11413
Residential school for special education students, ages 9 to 21; emotionally hand
icapped. socially maladjusted; vo cational and life-skills education. Students:
90. Term: 5 year s. Staff: 5 Brothers, 35 lay people. Founded: 1972_ Supported
by New York State Education Department,

Martin de Porres Group Homes, Inc., Administrative Offices
136-25 218th Street. Springfield Gardens, NY 114] ]
Residential programs for youngsters aged 9 to 16 from disrupted families; indepen
dent living program for young men 16 to 21. Students: 14. Staff: 3 Brorhers, 6
lay people, 1 Sister. founded : 1974 . Supported by New York State Department
of Social Serv ices.

Highbridge Community Life Center
979 Ogden Avenue, BrO'lX, NY
Community-based center providing free adult education, family cou nseling. and
medical services in one of the poorest districts of the country. Students: 250. Staff:
2 Brothers; 2S by people. Founded: 1978. Supported by funds from New York

City. New York State. and pr ivate foundat ions.

Melrose-Bronx
365 E. 150th Street, Bronx, NY 10455
Rel igious community living among the poor of the South Bronx; giving Chris
tian example, food , and counseling to neighbors. Students: number varies; all ages
and racial groups. StafF: 4 Brothers, 1 volunteer. Founded: 1979. Supported by
the salary of the members of Brothers' Community anti volunteers.

De La Salle-io-Towne
25 So. Van Pelt Street. Philadelphia, PA 19103
Delinquent rehabilitation center , day treatment; strong in special education for
the learning disabled . Students: 96. T erm: [1 monrhs. Staff 2 Brothers, 30 lay
people. Founded: September 1972. Supported by the State of Pennsylvania Depart
ment of Human Services and the Department of Education .

De La Salle Vocational
Stale Road and Bn'5101 Pike, Bensalem, PA 19020
Day treatment center for juvenile delinquents: academ ic, vocational, job place
ment. anti counseling. Social work. Students: 120. Term; 8 months ro 3 ye;as.
Staff: 1 Brother, 4S laypeople. FOW1deJ: 1975. Supported by state, city, and church
agenCIes.

Ocean Tides
635 Ocean Road, Narragansett, RI 02882
Court-adjudicated delinquent boys in residential setting including school and family
therapy, Students: 38 residential, 60 nonresidential. Term: 1 year. Staff: 9 Brothers,
32 lay people . Founded: 1975 . Supported by the State of Rhode Island.
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LaSalle School
391 U~'t?slern Avenue, Albany, NY 12203

Certified Special Education Center, with junior and senior high schools; residence,
group homes, day-and aher-care. Boys 12-18 placed by courts or famil ies for home
or community difficuhies. 150 students in all units. Staff: 11 Brothers, 65 lay per
son s. State supported . Founded 1854.

St. Gabriel's Hall
Box lJ, Audubon, PA 19407
A special education center for coun committed young men from counties of
southeastern Pennsylvania. Students: 220. Term: 10 to 13 monrhs. Staff: 13
Brothers, 227 lay people, 2 Sisters, 1 priest. Founded: 1895. Supported by state,
county and church agencies.

De La Salle Education Center
3732 Pasco Avenue, Kansas City, MO 64109
A private, nonsectarian center for troubled students who have been unsuccessful
in p reviou s schools; remedi al, academic, and vocational; counseling and referral
services; 420 male and female, mostly from rhe inner city. Students are referred
by juvenile authorities, school officers, or families.

The following child-care institutions formerly staffed by the Brothers in N orth
America have closed, or are no longer under th e aegis of the Brothers:

The Catholic Male Orphanage (Hillside School), Troy, NY 1850-1950. New
York Catholic Protectory, Bronx. NY 1863-1938 . Lincoln Hall, Lincolndale, NY
1907-1980. Boys' Town, Omaha, NE; 1938-1944. $1. Patrick's Home, Halifax,
Nova Scotia 1885-1960. Sr. Mary's Asylum, Syracuse, N"Y 1867-1870. Boland
Farm School, Peekskill, NY 1876-1880'5. SI. Vincent's, Amboy, NJ 1877-1924. St.
Vincent 's, Baltimore, MD 1849-1898. SI. Emma's, Belmead, VA 1898-1924.
Bridgeport Orphanage, Chicago, IL 1863-1882. St. Mary's Training School,
Feehan ville, IL 1882-1906 . Carondelet Orphanage, Sr. Louis, MO
1859-1866. Catholic Prorecrorare, Glencoe, MO 1872-1885. SI. John's Indian
School, Gray-Horse, OK 1907-1913. Sr. Vincent's, San Rafael , CA 1894-1922 .

SOUTH AMERICA

Argentina

The Francisco Bellin i Agricultural and Technical Institute
Claypole, Buenos Ai,'cs, Argencina
A residential school for abandoned, homeless boys 6 ro 18, with preparation in
the various trades (farming, carpemry, metalwork , eic .], prior to entering the ar
my, as required at 18. Students: 200. Staff: 6 Brothers, 4S lay people. Sup ported
by the Society of the Divine Infant (PEDELAI),
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Bolivia

The Jose Mercado Aguado Institute
Calle Mons Saluauerra 58, Castilla 179, Santa Cru z, Bolivia
Residential school providing basic and vocational education (priming, auto
mechanics, plumbing, electricity, carpentry] for orphans, who enter at ;\ very ear
ly age and leave at 18. Students: 130. Staff: 5 Brothers, 18 by people, par ish
clergy. Supported by gifts and a Foundation, incom e from the shops, som e govern
ment assistance.

Brazil

St. Anthony'S School
Rue da Republica, 801, Porro Alegre 90050. Brazil
Orphanage, free schoo l, trade school for children of laborers and the
poor. Students: boarders, 208; day pupils, 683 . Term: 5 years. Staff: 11 Brothers,
1 priest. Founded: 1985. Supported by donations, the products of the shops, and
fees from day students.

La Salle Agricultural Institute
Com'go Aguas Claras, CPo 40-0051, 72001 Taguatinga, DF, Brazil
Boarding school for poor children and orphans. Students: 100. Staff: 5 Brothers,
7 lay people. Supported by th e Mission Fund of Germany, the government , and
products of the farm.

Peru

Youth Home
A,,;enue los Descalzos, Rimae, Lima, Peru
School for delinquents, ages 12 to 16; basic education and trades, Students:
180. Staff: 4 Brothers. Founded: 1938; closed 1969. Supported by the government,
products of the shops, and donations.

Boys' Academy
Avenue Costanera, San Miguel, Lima, Peru
Residential education and t raining for delinquents, ages 16 to 21. Students:
365. Staff: 4 Bro thers . Founded: 1932; now closed. Supported by the state, prod
ucts of the shops, gifts, and donations.
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H ou se o f Detent ion (cont inued)
- shops, 93, 95. See also Vocational
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- sick, care of the, 66-70
- staff of, 59-61
- suicides at, 68
- trust sho wn by Brothers at, 87
-dosing of, 91
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Latin, 13, 50, 51
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58,107-109
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by, 54, 59
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83
Licentious children, 25
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65,77,83,84-85,93,97
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and Novitiate, 48; purchased by
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48,49,50,52-53,57-59,104-105

Mareville, House of Detention at,
49,52,54,104

Me~s, 12,70-73,87
Menr.ally ill, treatment of the ,

69-70, 98. Seealso House of
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Mockery. See Dignity of the
students

Models, Jack of, in famLlies, 21. See
alsoRole models, Brothers as

Mother House of Brothers, 48
Music: at Mareville, 52; plainchant

52; as therapy, 15,52,60,77- 78,
83-84. Seealso La Salle, john
Baptist de, as hymn writer

N
Names of inmates. See Aliases,

Saints' names as
Novitiate of Brothers, 48
Nyel, Adrien, 7-8

o
Officers in Lasallian School, 14
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Parchappe, Dr. ].B., 69-70
Parents: consultation with, 13,

29-30,40; misguided effection of,
21- 22, 23-24; and punishment
29, 30, 41; resistance of to school,
10,22-23. See also Role models,
Brothers as

Parish: relationship of schools with,
7,8, 10, 12; Brothers serving in,
44,49-50

PeerinOuence,22,30, 34-35, 37,51,
52-53,54-55,65,77,80-81,87

"Penances", 38-39
Placement in class: importance of,

29; use of records for, 29
Politeness, Rules of, 12,71, 84
Polycarp, Brother, complaints

against, 55, 56
Pontcarre, Nicolas-Pierre de, 58,

59-60
Poor, education of the, 8, 10,20,22,

24,42-44
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Poverty, De La Salle 's analysis of
effect of, 10,22,24. Seea/so La
Salle, John Baptist de, social
awareness of

Practical curriculum, 13-14; at
Saint Yon, 51, 65, 81, 82-83

Prayer and sacraments, 12,41-42,
53,65,66,78

Prison, 81; condirions or, in Rouen,
52,53,58; De La Salle's visits w,
in Paris, 58

Programs: academic , 12-15,50-51,
S0-81; informed, 13;practical,
13-14,51,65,81,82-83

Promotion, effect of delay in, 29
Punishment: administering, 37,

38-40; alternatives to, 39-40;
ameliorating severity of, 36, 42;
consultation, with parents. 29, 30,
41; corporal, 37-38; and disorder,
37; and effective schools, 30;

effect of frequency of, 37, 39;
postponing, 33, 38; reprimands,
37,38; special cases demanding,
39-40. See also Discipline;
Expulsion; Rewards

R
Reading: Latin, use of, in reaching,

13,50; method in teaching, 13;
and employment, 14; in
vernacular, 50

Rebellion, 55-56, 57, 61, 82, 83, 84,
87-91; causes of, 55, 63-64, 87, 89;
qualification of Brothers in,
questioned,91

Rehabilitation: of adolescents, 58;
benefits of religion in, 12,77- 80;
discipline as pan of, 36-40, 85-91;
and leisure, 51-52, 82-84j and
academic program 34,42,50-51,
54-55,80-81; and work, 81-82.
See also Rewards

Religion, in education, 10, 12,
21-22,28,53,65-66,77-80. See
a/so Prayer and sacraments;
Sodality of the Blessed Virgin

Responsibility of students. See
Student reponsibiliry

Rewards. as alternative to

punishment, 34, 38, 39-40;
freedom as 63, 65; for House of
Detention inmates, 62-63 , 65;
integrating into classes of
boarding school as, 51, 55

Roland, N icolas, 7
Role models, Brothers as, 13, 15,

21-22,23-24,32-33,42,53-55

S
Sacraments. See Prayer and

sacraments
Sarcasm. SeeDignity of the students
Schedule at Saint Yon, 66-67; effect

of,81-82
Security. See House of Detention:

secunty ar
Sentencing, 61. See a/so

Incarceration
Shops. See Vocational rraining
Sick, care of the, 23, 29, 66-70
Slow learners, De La Salle on

education of, 22-23,26-27,33-35
Sodality of the Blessed Virgin ,

78-80; abuses in, 79, 80;
autonomy of members of, 79, 80;
benefits of, 81; disbanding of, 80;
privileges of, 79; uniqueness of, 81

Solomon, Brother, 52, 75, 81
Special education, De La Salle on

Student involvement in, 11, 12,
14,35.

Student responsibility, 11-12,14,
35,51,78-79. See a/so Peer
influence



T
Teachers: affection of, for pupils,

14-15,32,36-37,74; preparation
of, 30-32, 59, 83; qualities of, 15,
30-36; understanding of pupils
by, 29,30,32,33; vigilance by,
36-37,53; warned on talking too
much, 15, 34. See alsoBrothers: as
Role models

Therapy for maladjusted children ,
See Climate of school;
Correction; Discipli ric;
Grouping; Lasallian teachers;
Lasallianschools; Leisure; Music;
Peer influence; Religion; Study;
Supportive environment; Work

Timorhee, Brother (Second
Superior General), 49

'Iour-des-Insenses, 81
'Iour-des-Libertins. SeeTower of the

Libertines
'Iour-aux-Normands, SeeTower of

the Libertines
Tower of the Libertines, 53, 58, 69
Tower for the Norrnands. See

Tower of the Libertines

Index ... 137

u
Upper-classyouth, education of, 7,

10,19; at Saint Yon, 48,53,58-59,
62-64, 100

V
Values: Brothers as source of, 21, 23,

32-33, 38, 53,60; lackof, in
families, 21-22; school as source
of, 15, 24, 28

Vaterersatz. See Brothers: as Role
models

Vigilance, 22, 36-37, 38, 53-55,63,
65,85-87,90

Vocational training, 11-15,65-66,
81,82-83,84-85,93,95

W
Well-organized schools: climate of,

15, 19-20,28-30; discipline in,
36-43; teaching in, 10-35. See also
Lasallian Schools; Therapy for
maladjusted children

Writing: teaching of, 14; at
Mareville, 82



Brother Othmar Wurth, FSC, was born in Switzerland in 1934. He
has devoted most of his teaching career to helping students who suffer
from learning disabilities. His graduate work at the University of Fribourg
included studies in special education and psychology . As superior of the
Brothers of the Christian Schools in Switzerland, he strongly supported
the foundation of a therapeutic community for drug addicts and served
on the staff of that community for two years. LIter he was a member
of the staff of the Schulpfhuus of Zurich, a refuge used to house young
rUn::lways and to provide a counseling service to help youngsters and their
parents deal with the problems which underlie drug addiction. Current
ly, he is working at the mission of [he Christian Brothers in Rwanda,
East Africa.

Brother Augustine Loes, FSC, is a member of the New York District
of the Brothers of the Christian Schools. He is a graduate of The Catholic
University of America, and holds a master's degree in classics from Ford
ham University. He also holds a master's d~ree ill clinical psychology
and is a New York State certified school psychologist. Brother has taught
in secondary school, been principal or executive director of two child care
institutions of the New York District , and served as chairman of the New
York State Council ofVolumary Child Care Agencies. He servedasDirec
tor of De La Salle College, a major house of formation of the Brothers,
Provincial of the New York District of the Brothers of the Christian
Schools, and Director of DC' La Salle Hall, the retirement home for the
New York District, in Lincroft, New Jersey. Currently he works as editor
and translaror for Lasallian Publications.



Brother Francis Huether, FSC, is a native of New York City. He
has been J. C hristian Brother for over fifty years, serving not only as
reacher and school administrator, bur also on the Provincial level as Comp
troller and Supervisor of Schools. In 1972 he helped establish the national
(later regional) education office of the Chr istian Brothers Conference, and
served as its first secretary fa r over fifteen years. Brother Francis holds
a BA and an MA in German from Th e Catholic University of America,
and has done graduate work in mathematics, English, administration , and
German at Fordham and Columbia Universities, and Canisius and Rhode
Island Colleges. Presently he is managing ediror for Lasallian Publications.

Brother Bonaventure Miner. FSC, was a native of Toronto, Canada,
and had been a Christian Brother far fifty years at the time of his death
in 19&7. After service as a secondary school teacher and administrator,
he went on to extensive studies in history , culminating in a Doctorate
from Lond on (England) University. He then pursued a distinguished ca
reer as Professor of H istory at several Un iversities. H is speciality was
medieval and early modern history, with part icular attention to France
and French education. Out of this grew his remarkable scholarship in
the life of John Baptist de La Salle and the early history of the Chri stian
Brothers.
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